First Session
Thursday, April 19, 2012 at 10:00 AM
Lots 1-557
United States and Possessions Stamps and Postal History
New Yorker Hotel, Gramercy Suite, 481 Eighth Avenue at 34th Street, New York, NY

U.S. Postal History
Postal History by State and Town

1

2

3

)
[Massachusetts] Worcester balance premium strikes, 24 covers: all full strikes, various rates and
auxiliary markings, towns include Baldwinsville,
Blackstone, Bolton, Clinton, Fitchburgh, Lancaster,
Leominster, Millbury, Northboro, Petersham, Templeton,
Webster, Westminster, Whitinsville, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

4

)
[Massachusetts] Worcester County manuscript town cancels, 20 covers: towns include
Ashburnham, Brookfield, East Douglas, Grafton,
Hubbardston, Millbury, Northboro, Northbridge, Oakham,
Paxton, Phillipston, Rutland, Spencer, Shrewsbury, South
Gardner, Strerling, Westminster, Whitinsville, Worcester,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
[Maryland] Baltimore Baltimore County,
"Baltimore. July. 10" SL, 29x4.5mm, on 1790 FLS, with ms
"2-16" rate with "1/4" conversion, to New York, political and
business letter, vertical filefold, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
[Massachusetts] Worcester 20th century including special deliveries, 58 covers: mostly 20th century
with a few late 19th, includes four special deliveries including E2 and E5, several newspaper ad covers, better franking, usages, ads, please inspect, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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U.S. Postal History
8

)
Wells Fargo & Co., three covers, all three excellent strikes, includes Mountain City, Starr City N.T.(S/R
9) with small tear at top, and purple "Messenger Express"
oval, better cancels, please inspect, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

Forwarders Covers

5

)
[Pennsylvania] Philadelphia postal history,
group of six covers including #73 on carrier cover, corner ad
of military & naval claim office, embossed conveyancer ad
cover, also includes #146 on Nashville TN Rosebank Nursery ad cover, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

6

)
Utah cover collection, 1885-1906, 13 covers:
better includes 1893 Plain City on U349 and 1891 Salt Lake
City on illustrated ad cover forwarded from Nevada to
Frisco Utah, excellent group, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Western Covers

7

2

9

)
New York, Frederick Probst & Co, two covers,
first with two singles 10¢ (161) tied by two strikes New York
duplex to folded letter sheet with ms "Str City of Merida" with
blue "Fredk Probst & Co. New York/Dec 29 77" handstamp,
"35c"debit to Mexico, addressed to Guadalajara Mexico,
horizontal filefold, business letter, second cover with 10¢
(161) tied by New York duplex to folded letter sheet with ms
"Str City of Merida" with blue "Fredk Probst & Co. New
York/Apr 30 78" handstamp, "25c"debit to Mexico, addressed to Guadalajara Mexico, horizontal filefold, business letter, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Wells Fargo & Co Sonora CA, 3¢ postal entire
(U27) cancelled by blue Sonora oval to Jamestown CA,
Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Foreign Mail

10

Advertising/Illustrated Covers

12

)
[Food & Drink] Knoxville TN Ransdell Norway Oats, 3¢ (114) tied by target with "Bristol To Chatta
R.P.O./May/7" cds, to Athens GA, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

13

)
[Manufacturer] Louisville Greve, Buhrlage &
Co Furniture, pair 3¢ (158) tied by Louisville KY duplexes
on illustrated ad cover with allover illustrated ad on reverse,
red New York Paid All, to Germany, German transit on reverse, edge flaws and light toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

14

)
[Manufacturer]
Philadelphia
Robert
Harkinson & Co, 1¢ (206) tied by Philadelphia PA dumb
oval on cover with marvelous black & white design of a gentleman on a snorting bull to Poughkeepsie NY, immaculate,
Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
1838, stampless folded letter from New York
to London, and re-directed to Zurich, Switzerland, endorsed "via Liverpool", manuscript rate markings reading
"1/2" & "80", red "P-F." in oval & "A.T.F." straight-line
handstamps, plus an unclear despatch strike of red circular
datestamp on front, "Liverpool/ Ship Letter" framed
handstamp, red crowned England & London Jun. 29, 1838
transit datestamps on reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Railroad Covers

11

)
North Mountain B & O Railroad, 3¢ (65) pen
cancelled with blue oval cancel, Towle # 274-S-15, Rarity
VIII, on cover to Wegatchie NY, with illustrated lettersheet
of Zouave picket, letter with little war news, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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Fancy Cancels

15

16

)
[Manufacturer] Pomroy Heat Regulator, 3¢
(65) tied by target and Amherst MA cds on illustrated cover
to Orange MA, ink docketing at left, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

)
[Propaganda] Anglo Saxon One Aim One
Goal Gloria Mundi, 2¢ (279B) tied by 1898 Brooklyn NY
duplex on illustrated Private Postcard showing Lady Liberty
& Britannia flanked by eagle & lion with flags overhead, addressed to Wiesbaden Prussia, with ms message "This
postal card was set up for an English gentleman and Ex
Member of Parliament of Canada who is very friendly towards the United States…", trimmed at left affecting cachet, gum soak bottom right, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

18

)
[Letters] Sioux City "WK" (Cole ML-96), 3¢
(158) tied by bold fancy cancel with "Sioux City Ioa/Nov/15"
cds on ad cover to Oscaloosa IA, missing backflap, Very
Fine strike and cover; 2011 PF certificate.
Estimate $150 - 200

19

m
New York Foreign Mail Cancelations,
1857-1868 Issues, off-cover selection of 52 singles and
pairs bearing NYFM cancels on mostly high values including red grids on #30A, 35, 37, 1860s high values including
69 x2, 70 with red octagon supplementary mail cancel, 71
(12 singles and one pair), 72 (five singles), 73 x2, 76 x5, and
78 (11 singles and one pair), #89, #91, #97 x2; some faults,
generally F.-V.F. with high catalog value (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

20

m
New York Foreign Mail Cancelations,
1870-75 Bank Notes, off-cover selection of 100 singles
from the Skinner collection bearing fancy NYFM cancels on
Bank Notes up to the 30¢ value, includes stars, intricate
geometrics, simple designs, many rare types present;
some faults but overall clean, generally F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

21

m
New York Foreign Mail Cancelations on
Bank Notes, 27 stamps with various NYFM cancels, excellent range of types with a few duplicates, some SOTN examples, includes seventeen 6¢, one 7¢, two 10¢, and one
15¢, wonderful lot for the specialist, please inspect, Very
Good-Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

22

)
[Pictorial] Vergennes, VT, “Beer Stein”, 1¢
(206) cancelled by fancy cancel and tied by "Vergennes
VT/Sep/13/1887" to City, reduced at left, Very Fine strike
and cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

Expositions

17

4

1899 Philadelphia National Export Expo,
three tokens, with ribbons, probably issued for the Export
Expo, includes Liberty Bell on Obverse with Lord's Prayer
on reverse, Philadelphia Mint on obverse with Lord's Prayer
on reverse, and Liberty Bell on obverse with Independence
Hall on reverse, scarce group, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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27

23

)
[Pictorial] Crown Point NY, "Sun with 12
Rays", fine strike ties 2¢ (178) with Crown Point cds on
cover to Washington DC, forwarded to Fort Brown TX with
Washington DC cds and "Forwarded" straight line, Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
[Pictorial] Evansville, IN, “Shoo Fly” (Skinner-Eno PA-Is 4), 3¢ (114) tied by fancy cancel with "Evansville IND/Apr 18" to St Clair PA, reduced at right, stamp
lifted and replaced for examination Very Fine to Extremely
Fine strike and cover; 2011 PF certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

Extremely Rare Locomotive Cancel

24

)
[Pictorial] Port Townsend, Wash. “Kicking
Mule” on 3¢ War Dept. entire, addressed to Washington,
D.C., Very Fine. Scott UO54.
Estimate $400 - 600

28

25

26

25

m
[Pictorial] Port Townsend, Wash. “Kicking
Mule” on 12¢ War Dept., lovely bold strike, stamp with
couple small thins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott O89.
Estimate $200 - 300

26

m
[Pictorial] Port Townsend, Wash. “Kicking
Mule” on 30¢ War Dept., clear strike, F.-V.F., quite scarce
on the 30¢ high value. Scott O92.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

)
[Pictorial] South Hanson Ma "Locomotive",
clear strike duplexed with "South Hanson/Mass/Jun/1" cds
cancels 3¢ War (UO54) blue entire to Washington DC,
Boston MA transit and Washington DC receiver on reverse,
Very Fine, ex-Siegel, ex-Beane. Cole Pi-67.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
THIS IS THE ONLY RECORDED COVER BEARING AN
EXAMPLE OF THE SOUTH HANSON "LOCOMOTIVE"
FANCY CANCEL, ONE OF THE PREMIER FANCY
CANCELS OF THE ERA.
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29

)
Fancy Cancels on cover, 1861-68, selection of
85 covers with a wide variety of cancels, many geometrics,
stars of every description, scarce "Bow Tie" of Newberne
N.C.; nice Cambridge, Mass. "shield"; Elmira quartered
ring; Boston "preacher in pulpit"; clover leaf; "US in shield";
Covington, Ky. negative "PO"; and many more, a few colored cancels including red and green; generally F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

30

)
Fancy Cancels on Bank Note covers,
1870-1890, assortment of 50 or so covers, all with some
sort of fancy cancel, including geometrics, stars, numbers,
letters, segmented cork, crossroads, and much more;
some faults, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

31

)
Fancy Cancels on cover, 20th century, ten
covers on pages, all registered and from Pacolet Mills SC,
includes Morton Salt Girl, Xmas Bell and torches, please inspect, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1898-1941 Military Usages

32

)
1898, President McKinley Spanish American
War patriotic, 5¢ (281) tied by 1898 Jersey City NJ duplex
on red & blue illustrated patriotic cover of McKinley under
crossed flags addressed to Germany, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

33

)
1898, Spanish American War patriotics, thirteen covers, better includes Carter, Rice & Co ad cover with
American Flag, Uncle Sam bearing rifle with "Halt! Freedom
And Humanity Is The Pass Word", bug eyed derelict with
"WE certainly played the Svegalli Act on old Spain", and Uncle Sam chasing Spaniard with "If you don't catch in 10
days", needs inspection, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

6

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

34

)
1935-1941, South China Patrol, 2 covers:
1935 to CPO aboard USS Canopus & 1941 from CMM
aboard USS Tulsa, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

35

)
1937-41, Asiatic Fleet covers, pre-WWII, 37
covers from the Asiatic Fleet in China, the Philippines and
Hawaii diuring the days leading up to the Pearl Harbor attack, a difficult group to assemble, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

36

)
1939-1941, Johnston Island covers, 2 covers:
1919 from the USS Wright & 1942 to the CO of the Naval
Station, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

info@kelleherauctions.com
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Postal History By Issue

37

38

)
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), two overlapping singles, ample margins to just touching, pen cancelled, with
red St Louis MO Christmas Day cds, from the Turner correspondence, with PF certificate, listed in Alexander's census of US #1, small mend upper right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), 10¢ tied by red "St Louis
Mo/Sep/26/10" cds, stamp with ample margins top and bottom, just touching at sides, on cover to So Boston MA, part
of the famous Turner correspondence, unrecorded in
Thomas Alexander's census, light edge flaws, F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

39

)
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), interesting combination usage of the imperforate 1851 1c type II along with two
singles of the perforated 1857 1c type V on cover front only
to Grand Rapids, Michigan, manuscript penstroke ties
stamps together, imperforate 1c type II with particularly
deep rich color, impressive combination usage, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

40

)
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), two covers, first cover
plate 2 tied by Boston Paid grid on cover to Boston, cover
separated front and back, second folded letter sheet plate 3
tied by Detroit MI cds to Detroit, vertical filefold, F.-V.F.,
Scott $360 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

41

)
1851, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), 1¢ just tied by
square grid to cover addressed to Bowmans Mill VA, cover
with small stain and flaws, Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $150 - 200

42

)
1851, 3¢ red, study (10/11), group on
stockpages in binder, #10 (1 cover), #11 (18 covers), plus
single 3¢ orange brown, 13 #11 in various shades and 1 single Scott 25 (position 47L5L), covers incl. possible experimental orange brown, turned cover, Steamboat, green
Littleton NH cds, cover to Placerville CA with three 3¢ and
one 1¢, 10 Wisconsin covers and 1 with boxed Brattleboro
"Advertised", generally F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

43

)
1851-1857, 3¢ Issues on cover, 1851 includes
31 covers, includes two covers with two singles, 14 with
contents, many with full strikes of cds, 1857 includes 12
covers and 1 front, 5 with contents, unchecked for shades,
varieties, great lot for the specialist, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

www.kelleherauctions.com
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44

45

46

8

)
1857, five 1¢ covers, lot includes #18 & 26 tied
by Philadelphia grids on cover to Fortress Monroe VA; #20
& 26 tied by New York cds and grid to Newtown CT; #20 &
26 tied by New York cds on cover to Williamantic CT, missing backflap; #23 tied by red Brighton MA cds on printed
nursery price list to Woodstock VT; and #23 tied by Boston
Paid grid on faulty cover to Nantucket MA, high cat value,
please investigate, Very Good-Very Fine, Scott $2,950.
Estimate $400 - 600

47

)
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), 3¢ tied by "New
York/Oct/2/1857" cds with red "Forwarded By/Th. Vietor &
Duckwitz/New York" forwarders handstamp on folde leter
sheet to Boston, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

48

)
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), pair tied by Savannah GA cds on cover to Erwinton SC, edge flaws, stain at
bottom, Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150

49

)
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), 35+ covers with #25,
two are double rate, includes "Due 3" and "Due 3 cents" sl,
onembossed ladies cover and freak perfed, scarce to find
lot this size, please inspect, generally F.-V.F., Scott $5,150
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

50

)
1862, 5¢ red brown (75), deep rich color and
well centered stamp within balanced margins, cancelled by
grid on 1863 folded letter sheet to Halfax N.S., "Philadelphia PA/Jan/19/1863" cds "Cts/10" handstamp, Halifax
backstamp, filefold splitting, scarce usage, F.-V.F., Scott
$800.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
1857, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), impressive horizontal strip of three Relief A from plate 9, tied on cover to
Wasgington City, D.C. by black grid cancels, adjacent
"Lewisburg, Ga." cds, cover just a bit reduced at right, otherwise a handsome type IIIA strip used on cover, F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

)
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), 3¢ tied by "Oberlin
O/Mar/24" cds on cover to Concord OH, four framelines,
wear at left, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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51

52

)
1869, 1¢ buff (112), vertical strip of 3, fine- very
fine, tied on cover to Pembroke MA by multiple strikes of attractive 5 point star, with Woonsocket Falls RI cds, slightly
reduced at right & trivial edge stain, an impressive, fresh &
attractive strip, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $150 - 200

53

)
1869, 6¢ ultramarine (115), 6¢ natural SE at left
tied by circle of wedges with "Portland ME/Jun/11" cds on
cover addressed to Nova Scotia, manuscript "pr Carlotta
via Halifax", receiver on reverse, pin holes upper left, reduced at right, F.-V.F.; with PF certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

54

)
1869, 10¢ yellow (116), tied on 3¢ postal entire(U58) to Germany, blue Pescadero CA Jan 30 cds, partial red New York Paid transit, ms "Ship Helen Clinton" &
"Care U.S. Consulate", partial backflap and small edge
flaws at top, Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $100 - 150

55

)
1869, 12¢ green (117), 12¢ tied by block cancel
on dainty cover with red "New York Paid All/Apr/22"
handstamp to London England, red "London/E/Paid/A/3
MY 69" receiver, "London S.W./A.R./MY3/69" transit on reverse, first month usage, F.-V.F., Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
1869 Pictorial covers, two covers, 2¢ (113) tied
by faint cds on cover to Tarantum PA, and pair of 3¢ (114)
tied by cork killers with faint violet Paid All handstamp and
red London receiver on cover to London England, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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56

)
1906, 1¢ blue green, privately perforated
(314), interesting horizontal pair neatly tied on cover to Chicago by black "Benton Harbor, Jan 4, 1916" machine cancellation, the stamps privately "pasted-up" and
"perforated", from Covel Manufacturing Company in
Benton Harbor, Mich, cover with a few light creases, Very
Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

57

)
1904, 10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), 10¢ tied
by 1904 Watertown NY flag cancel on cover to Nantes
France, lovely early solo usage, Very Fine, Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150

58

)
1909, 1¢ green, bluish paper (357), 13 picture
postcards franked with 1¢ bluish paper, all postmarked
Washington DC, Very Good-Very Fine, Scott $1,560 (no
photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

59

)
1973, 8¢ Boston Tea Party, black (litho) omitted, First Day Cover (1483c), extremely scarce example
of this color missing genuinely used on a First Day cover,
much scarcer used than mint, Very Fine, only 32 blocks issued, Scott $800 as mint.
Estimate $300 - 400

10

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

60

)
Airmail, Zeppelin covers with Toaspern cachets, three Zeppelin covers/cards, 2 flight #Z56 and one
#Z72, all franked with C11, one with 571, others with #570,
nice group for the specialist, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

61

)
Airmail, 1933 Graf Zeppelin covers, two oversize covers; strip of three 50¢ (C18) cancelled by Oct 2
1933 New York duplex on first day cover to Toledo OH with
red triangle cachet and purple Century Of Progress Expo
cachet, edge flaws and hinge remnants on front; second
two pair 50¢ (C18) tied by Oct 4 1933 New York machine
cancel on cover to Providence RI with red triangle cachet
and purple Century Of Progress Expo cachet (7) stamps in
total franking two covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

62

)
Special Deliveries on cover, 34 covers, includes E1, E2 (x3), E3 (x2), includes a few Air Post Special
Delivery, nice group of covers nice catalog/retail value,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

63

)
Carrier, 1851, 1¢ Eagle (LO2), 3¢ (11) tied by
"Philadelphia PA/Oct/6" cds on cover with 1¢ carrier tied by
red star cancel, to Alexandria PA, F.-V.F., Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

info@kelleherauctions.com
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Patriotic Covers

Slavery Related

64

)
Slave Sale Broadside 1857, 1¢ (24) tied by
blue circle grid to broadside advertising sale of estate with
three slaves addressed to Graham NC, a fascinating historical document, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Campaign Covers

65

66

)
[Baker] "Hero, Patriot, Statesman!" The Late
Col E. D. Baker, portrait facing right with broken column at
left, black design (W-449) on cover with "Washington
DC/Mar/8" postmark addressed to South Glen's Falls NY,
reduced at right, edge toning, with red & blue illustrated
lettersheet of eagle and shield that may not belong, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

67

)
McClellan and Map of Washington D.C., multicolored Magnus dual panel design (Bischel-540, W-unlisted) on cover, soldiers and printed banner below portrait,
franked with 3¢ rose (#65), small tear, tied by blue grid cancel & matching "Frederick Md/Jul/18" postmark, addressed
to Unadilla MI, trivial edge toning, reduced at right, F.-V.F.,
Extremely Rare, ex Myers; 1991 PF certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

)
[Lincoln] Beardless portrait facing right in
ornate frame, black design with rail splitter at right & "President,/Abraham Lincoln/Vice President/ Hannibal Hamlin",
"S. Raynor Envelope Manufacturer" imprint at left
(Bischel-362, W-194) on cover franked with 3¢ Dull Red
(#26) two singles tied by bold "Leraysville Pa/29/Oct" pmk,
addressed to Oshkosh WI, backflap mended, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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68

)
[McClellan] George B. McClellan & Maj. Gen.
Mansfield surrounded by flowers and two soldiers,
overall bronze Magnus design (Bischel-525, W-unlisted)
on cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied to reverse by
"Georgetown DC/Mar/7" postmark addressed to Danville
PA, Extremely Fine Extremely Rare.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

71

)
[Scott] General Scott seated on horse surrounded by aides, overall multicolored hand painted
Magnus design (Bischel-461, W-239var) on cover franked
with 3¢ rose (#65)tied by "Washington DC/Nov/22/1862"
postmark, addressed to North Parsonsfield, ME, light even
foxing, mostly on reverse trivial edge tear, Fine Extremely
Rare.
Estimate $500 - 750

69

)
[McClellan] George B. McClellan and Maj.
Gen. Mansfield plus soldier and ship, overall bronze
Magnus design (Bischel-527, W-unlisted) on cover franked
with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by "Old Point Comfort VA" postmark
reduced at right, backflap restored, addressed to Carthage
NY, Very Fine Extremely Rare, ex Myers.
Estimate $500 - 750

72

)
Battle of Mill Spring KY No 7, overall bronze
Magnus design (Bischel-1246, W-719var) on cover
franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied to reverse by "E. Saginaw
Mich/Aug/12" postmark addressed to New York City, Extremely Fine; 1991 PF certificate. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

70

)
McClellan, Halleck, eagle, flags and capitol,
red & blue overall design (Bischel-593, W-320) on cover,
Wells imprint on backflap, franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by
target cancel, matching "Hudson NY/Jul/19" double circle
postmark, addressed to New York City, reduced at right,
Very Fine Very Rare, ex Walcott, Brown & Grant.
Estimate $400 - 600

73

)
"Encampment Of U.S. Troops At Newport
News, Va 2", overall multicolored Magnus design
(Bischel-1119, W-unlisted) on cover, manuscript "Soldier
Letter" at upper left, "Due 3" straight line & "Washington
DC/Jul/13/1862" postmark, addressed to MA, reduced at
right, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

12
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74

)
Griersons Raid, May 4-12, 1863, multicolored
overall design, Magnus imprint (Bischel -12551, W-unlisted) on cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied on reverse
by "Washington DC/May/3/1864" postmark addressed to
Naples NY, reduced at right, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

75

)
Newark N.J., bronze Magnus design
(Bischel-1118, W-679var) franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied
by "Alexandria VA" postmark, addressed to Franklin NY,
expertly cleaned, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

76

)
Panorama of Philadelphia and "Good News
from My Soldier Boy" Father, two panel multicolor
Magnus design (Bischel-1128, W-681var) on cover
franked on reverse with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by "Washington
DC/ Nov/5/1863" postmark, addressed to Arcadia NY, reduced at top and left, tiny tear at top, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

77

)
Richmond VA, allover multicolor Magnus design (W-unlisted) on cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied
by grid with "Fort Kearney D.T/Jun/23"(S/R 8) postmark,
addressed to Lowell MA, reduced at right, slight edge toning, F.-V.F., very rare with Fort Kearney cancel; PF certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

78

)
[Washington, D.C.] East Front of Capitol &
Justice, two panel green Magnus design (Bischel-1163,
W-unlisted) on cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by "Alexandria VA/Oct/22/1861" postmark, addressed to
Gorham ME, expert repair upper right, faint stain, Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

79

)
[Washington, D.C.] East Front of Capitol &
eagle & shield, two panel multicolored Magnus design
(Bischel-1161, W-unlisted) on cover franked with 3¢ rose
(#65) tied by "Washington DC/Sep/22/1863" postmark, addressed to Buffalo NY, reduced at left affecting design,
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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80

)
[Washington, D.C.] Georgetown and eagle &
shield, bronze Magnus design (Bischel-1108, W-683 var.)
tied by blue "Banks Division/June 10" postmark, addressed
to Roylette PA, faintly toned, trivial corner nick lower left,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

81

)
[Washington, D.C.] Georgetown and female
figure with flower basket, two panel multicolored
Magnus design (Bischel-1106, W-unlisted) on cover
franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by "Washington DC/Feb/2"
postmark addressed to Westmoreland NY, few tiny edge
tears, reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

82

14

)
[Washington, D.C.] Map of Washington D.C.
and statue of Washington riding horse, crimson red
Magnus design (Bischel-1011, W-unlisted) on cover
franked with 3¢ rose (#65) with Bethany PA target cancel &
postmark, addressed to Corning, NY, slightly professionally
restored, Very Fine and rare; 2005 PF certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

83

)
[Washington, D.C.] Panoramic View of the
Fortifications around Washington, overall bronze
Magnus design (Bischel-1133, W-unlisted) on cover
franked on back with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by "Georgetown
D.C./Oct/6/1862" postmark addressed to Millerville PA,
trivial bit of soiling, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

84

)
[Washington, D.C.] Panoramic View of the
Fortifications around Washington, allover multicolor
Magnus design (W-Unlisted) on cover franked with 3¢ rose
(#65) on reverse tied by "Washington DC/Jun/1862" postmark addressed to North Pitcher NY, cover split on three
sides for display, edge toning, Fine. Estimate $300 - 400

85

)
[Washington, D.C.] President's House and
Lady Liberty with shield & flag, two panel Magnus multicolored design (Bischel-1202, W-654) franked with 3¢ rose
(#65) tied by "Washington D.C./Feb 19/1862" postmark,
addressed to West Chester PA, trivial corner nick UL, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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89

)
[Washington, D.C.] U.S. Navy Yard and Lady
Liberty with shield, two panel bronze Magnus design
(Bischel-1232, W-672var) on cover franked with 3¢ rose
(#65) tied by town postmark, addressed to Female Seminary, Cockford IL, reduced at right, clipped upper right corner, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

)
[Washington, D.C.] U.S Gen'l Post Office and
seated female figure with book, two panel multicolor
Magnus design (Bischel-1188, W-unlisted) on cover
franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Washington DC postmark, addressed to Allowaystown NJ, trivial edge tear at
bottom, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

90

)
[Washington, D.C.] U.S. Navy Yard and sailor
standing on dock before ship, two panel multicolored
Magnus design (Bischel-1230, W-672) on cover to Lancaster, franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by "Washington
D.C./Sep/14" postmark, light toning, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

)
[Washington, D.C.] U.S. Capitol, overall multicolored design (Bischel-1145, W-641) on cover franked on
reverse with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by "Washington
DC/Sep/24/1861" postmark, addressed to Buchanan PA,
slightly reduced at right, Very Fine. Estimate $250 - 350

91

)
[Washington, D.C.] U.S. Patent Office and
Lady Liberty, two panel red Magnus design
(Bischel-1184, W-656var) on cover franked with 3¢ (#65)
tied by Washington DC postmark, addressed to Monroe,
NY, reduced at right, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

86

)
[Washington, D.C.] President's House and
Lady Liberty with shield and flag, two panel blue
Magnus design (Bischel-1204, W-655var) on cover
franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Washington DC postmark, addressed to New London CT, reduced at right, Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

87

88

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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92

)
[Washington, D.C.] U.S. Patent Office and
Lady Liberty, two panel multicolor Magnus design
(Bischel-1183, W-656) on cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65)
affixed above top of cover, tied by Old Point Comfort VA
postmark, addressed to New York City, professionally restored, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

93

)
[Washington, D.C.] U.S. Patent Office and
Lady Liberty, two panel multicolor Magnus design
(Bischel-1182, W-656) on cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65)
tied by postmark, addressed to Columbia PA, closed tear at
left, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

94

)
[Washington, D.C.] U.S. Patent Office Building, with eagle and flag, multicolored hand painted
Magnus design (Bischel-4614, W-unlisted) on cover
franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by 1861 Washington DC
postmark, addressed to Greenfield Center, NY, withoriginal
letter written in shorthand, Very Fine. Estimate $400 - 600

16

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

95

)
[Washington, D.C.] "View Of Washington
City", overall bronze Magnus design (Bischel-1141,
W-637var) on cover franked on reverse with 3¢ rose (#65)
piece out, tied by fancy grid, matching "Washington
DC/Nov/1/1862" postmark addressed to Acra NY, slight
stain at left, reduced at left, light overall toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

96

)
[Washington, D.C.] West Front of the Capitol
and female figure with anchor, two panel multicolor
Magnus design (Bischel-1165, W-unlisted) on cover
franked with 3¢ Pink (#64) tied by "Washington
DC/Dec/13/1861" postmark to Nanuet NY, minor toned
spots, Very Fine; with 1980 PF certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

97

)
[Washington, D.C.] West Front of the
Capitol, Mount Vernon & tomb of Washington, three
panel multicolor Magnus design (Bischel-1174, W-unlisted) on cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Washington DC postmark, addressed to West Clarksville NY, minor
cover toning, slightly reduced at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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98

)
Connecticut For The Union, two panel multicolored Magnus design (Bischel-3072, W-1641var) on
cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Washington DC
postmark, addressed to Lamsons NY, minor toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

101

)
Massachusets For The Union, multicolored
Magnus design (Bischel-3161, W-unlisted) on cover with
"J. Buffington M.C." manuscript frank, 1861 Washington
DC postmark, addressed to Andover MA, light edge soiling,
Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

99

)
Maine For The Union, multicolored Magnus
design (Bischel-3188, W-1642var) on cover franked with 3¢
rose (#65) folded over edge of cover, tied by blue Banks Division postmark, addressed to Embden Center ME, minor
toning spots, Fine; with 1993 PF certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

102

)
Michigan For The Union, multicolor Magnus
design (Bischel-3204, W-1649var) on cover franked with 3¢
rose (#65) tied by "Washington DC/1864" postmark, addressed to South Hanover MA, slight edge wear, with partial Magnus multicolor lettersheet, top portion only, entitled
The Captain with His Whiskers, Fine. Estimate $200 - 300

100

)
Maine For The Union, multicolored Magnus
design (Bischel-3189, W-1646var) on cover franked with 3¢
rose (#65) corner clipped, tied by "Washington
DC/May/5/1863" postmark, backstamped "Portland ME",
addressed to Portland ME, sealed tear bottom right, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

103

)
Michigan For The Union, multicolor Magnus
design (Bischel-3203, W-1649 var.) on cover franked with
3¢ rose (#65) tied by "Washington DC" postmark, addressed to Denmark KY, small edge tear at right, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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104

)
New Hampshire For The Union, multicolored
Magnus design (Bischel-3238, W-1645 var.) on cover
franked with 3¢ dull red (#26) and 3¢ rose (#65) each tied by
separate Washington DC postmarks, addressed to
Waterloo NY, small age spots, reduced at right, F.-V.F.,
rare “Stamps Not Recognized” usage.
Estimate $600 - 800

105

)
New York For The Union, three panel multicolored Magnus design (Bischel-3286, W-1638) on cover
franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by "Alexandria VA/Feb/23"
postmark, addressed to East Dekalb NY, reduced at right,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

106

)
New York seal with sailor holding pistol, dragoon and flag, purple Magnus design (Bischel-3284,
W-1640) on cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65) perfs trimmed
at bottom, tied by Washington DC postmark, addressed to
Philadelphia PA, minor toning, Fine. Estimate $250 - 350

18

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

107

)
Ohio For The Union, multicolor Magnus design (Bischel-3295, W-1656) on cover franked with 3¢ rose
(#65) tied by blue double circle Frederick MD postmark, addressed to Cheshire NY, reduced at right affecting stamp,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

108

)
Jeff Davis & Company in 1866, black imprint
below macabre design from bottom to top (Bischel-1682,
W-unlisted) on cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by target cancel, matching "Fort Edward NY/Jan/2/1866" postmark, addressed to New York City, sealed tear at upper
right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

109

)
"You'll catch it when mother wakes up!",
blue imprint below red & blue design (Bischel-1769, W-unlisted) on cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by grid cancel, matching "Allentown PA/Apr/1862" postmark,
addressed to Philadelphia PA, trivial bit of toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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110

)
Flag In Sky "Our Banner In The Sky", red &
blue allover Jas Gates design (Bischel-5092, W-2893) on
cover cancelled with blue grid with matching "Florence IND"
postmark, addressed to Chattanooga TN, some faults, reduced at right, Fine, only two recorded examples.
Estimate $250 - 350

111

)
Large 34 Star Waving Flag Ending in Tassels, red and blue design (Bischel-5265, W-2850) on cover
with "Published By James Gates" imprint at top, manuscript
"Commerce MO" postmark and "Due 3" at top, addressed
to Elm Woods IL, some ink smears, Fine, only five recorded
examples.
Estimate $100 - 150

112

)
Female figure holding flag, red and blue design
(Bischel-4139,
W-2368var)
on
cover
with"Berlin/O/Mar/17" postmark and "New York 18/Mar/21"
postmark addressed to Bern Schweitz, red 863 French exchange marking, manuscript "Due 30", slight soiling, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

113

)
Figure holding Liberty Cap with scroll and
shield, multicolor Magnus design (Bischel-3876, W-2120)
on cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65) faulty corner upper
right, tied by "Washington DC/Nov/1862" postmark, addressed to Vernon VT, Very Fine, only two recorded
examples.
Estimate $200 - 300

114

)
"Justice" with Scales and Bust of Washington, from the Angell correspondence, green Magnus
type design (Bischel-24, W-2127var) addressed to Bad
Geisten, Austria, redirected to Switzerland, franked with/ 3¢
rose & 12¢ black (#65, 69) tied by 1862 large Boston "Paid"
grid, Very Fine, rare green design, ex Matthies, Myers.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

115

)
Lady Liberty with flag and shield, multicolored Magnus design (Bischel-4202, W-2138) on cover
franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Washington DC postmark, addressed to Centerville NY, reduced at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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116

)
Seated classical figure holding branch &
flag, multicolor Magnus design (Bischel-4163, W-unlisted)
on cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65) slightly oxidized, circular grid cork cancel, faint "Millplain Conn/Aug" postmark,
addressed to Granby Centre NY, scarce CT town postmark
(now part of Danbury), Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

117

)
Seated figure with flag, brown design
(Bischel-4195, W-unlisted) franked with 3¢ (65) tied by
"Washington DC" postmark, to Clockville NY, light toning,
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

118

)
Clasped hands before the Constitution, 3¢
(26) tied by Washington DC cds on cover with red & blue design (Bischel-5058, W-2816) addressed to Cowell MI, with
original enclosure, very patriotic letter from soldier, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

20
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119

)
"Don't Give Up the Ship", red and blue design
of female & sailor with flag & cannon (Bischel-3748,
W-1972) on cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by "Chester IL/Nov/25" postmark, addressed to Philadelphia PA,
Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

120

)
"Don't Give Up the Ship of State", brown design (Bischel-1033, W-607var) on cover franked with 3¢
rose (65) tied by "Old Point Comfort VA/Jan/29" postmark,
adddressed to Charlemont MA, trivial toned speck at LL,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

121

)
"Forever float that standard sheet!", red &
blue framed design (Bischel-4982, W-unlisted) on orange
cover franked with 3¢ rose (#65) grid cancel, "Staunton
IL/Aug/2" postmark, addressed to Omega IL, Very Fine, the
only recorded example.
Estimate $150 - 200
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122

)
"Onward to Victory", red & blue design
(Bischel-554, W-293var) with Upham imprint on backflap,
on cover franked with/ 3¢ rose (#65) tied by Washington DC
postmark, addressed to Jamaica NY, exceptionally clean &
attractive, Very Fine and very rare. Estimate $150 - 200

123

)
Our Army And Navy Forever! brown design
(Bischel-1067, W-634 var.), on cover franked with manuscript "Soldiers Letter", "Due 3" s/l & "Washington
DC/Nov/16/1862" postmark, addressed to Calais VT, reduced at right, small sealed tear at top, Very Fine, the only
recorded example.
Estimate $150 - 200

125

)
"The Union Now Henceforth & For Ever
Amen!", red design of star spangled angel (Bischel-3838,
W-2262 var.) on cover franked with 3¢ (#65) cancelled by
target with "Vicksburg VA/Sep/24" double circle cds, addressed to Davenport IA, Very Fine. Estimate $150 - 200

126

124

127

126

)
[Patriotic Lettersheet] Eagle and flags, partial
illustrated patriotic lettersheet, datelined Camp Parole
Maryland Sept 8, 4 page letter, he writes about his capture
& parole, reads in part "… I was taken at Galeton Tenn the
20th of Aug By Johnny Morgin had to walk 20 miles…next
day after the fight we were paroled…told us if they found us
south of that they would shoot us…" Interesting content
when prisoner exchanges were still conducted, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

127

)
[Patriotic Lettersheet] Magnus two panel
multicolor lettersheet, lady in front of lighthouse and
President's House, three page letter with some war news,
easy to read, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
"The Union Forever", red and blue shield
above wreath design (Bischel-4791, W-2695) on cover
franked with 3¢ rose (#65) tied by "Philadelphia
PA/Jan/6/1864" postmark with grid cancel to New York
City, Very Fine, only two recorded examples.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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128

)
[Patriotic Lettersheets] Six illustrated Civil
War lettersheets, five different designs, five red and blue,
one all blue, one allover design, five from same correspondence, little war news, some staining and flaws, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

129

)
Civil War patriotic covers, group of 12 covers
with patriotic designs including 7th N.H. Regiment, various
flag designs like “Putnam Style”, sitting Liberty, and one
with a Flag label, etc., one with 1857 1¢ and 3¢ prepaying
the carrier fee; some faults, a Fine group (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

22
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130

)
Columbia SC, Post Office handstamp on reverse, blue "Columbia SC/19/Dec" cds with matching
"PAID" sl and small and large "5" rate on cover to Newberry
SC, with blue oval "Post Office Columbia" handstamp on reverse, with incredible letter, reads in part "…I was verry
sorry to hear that you lost two off your negroes & I hope that
they are all well again & I suppose that you have that
Charleston was nearly burned up…the Confederate States
has given two hundred and fifty thousand dollars to South
Carolina for the city of Charleston & the Governor has
called for twelve thousand more troops…the Yankees are
all quiet down on the coast & one off the prisonors that are in
jail died some time ago…I suppose that you have hurd that
Col Maxey Gregg has been appointed a Brig General & Col
Gregg is the Col that went to Virginia under he is on his way
to the coast now to report himself to Gen Lee…", very rare
combination of scarce cover and great Southern war content letter, superb addition to any CSA collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

131

)
1863-64, four covers, includes #12 tied on adversity cover made from legal document, #11 tied by
Charleston SC cds, two #6 pen cancelled on reverse of
fancy embossed ladies cover and #13 diagonal bisect on
cover, please review, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

132

1883, $10,000 Scrip Certificate Bond, issued
by trustees in London to redeem CSA Bonds, one penny
GB revenue stamp, signed by director, manager and
trustee, interesting and unusual, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Extremely Rare St. Louis Bear

133

(H)
St. Louis, Mo., 5¢ black on greenish (11X1), Type III (pos 5), close along bottom to large margins around, deeply etched
impression on crisp greenish wove paper colored through, without gum; small thin amongst other tiny flaws indicative of the fragile paper that this issue was printed on, otherwise fresh and Very Fine, 1995 PSE certificate. Scott $50,000. Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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1847 Issue

140
134

135

136

m
5¢ brown (1), blue "Philadelphia, Penna." town
cancellation, handsome example of this often mis-identified
shade, nice margins and rich color; 2011 Weiss certificate,
Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

141

m
5¢ brown orange (1d), premium black grid cancel, impressive example of this distictive and often misidentified shade, vibrant color, four nice margins, a gorgeous 5¢
1847, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate,
Scott $1,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

142

m
10¢ black (2), bold blue cancel, magnificent
large margined example with spectacular deep rich color
printed on bright paper, fabulous GEM quality, Extremely
Fine to Superb; 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95
(1 of 51 at this grade, with only 16 others grading higher).
SMQ $2,500, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

143

m
10¢ black (2), unobtrusive light red grid cancellation, attractive 4 margin copy, incredibly fresh and choice
example, Very Fine; 1979 P.F. cert., Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

144

s

137

136

m
5¢ red brown (1), red grid cancel, lovely example with four balanced margins, and vivid bright color, completely sound and very choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
2009 P.F. certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

137

m
5¢ red brown (1), red grid cancel, Very Fine;
2010 PF Cert, Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

138

139

138

m
5¢ red brown (1), red grid cancel, fresh and
sharp, Very Fine; 2010 PF Cert, Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

139

m
5¢ red brown (1), light red town cancellation,
brilliant fresh example of this desirable shade, completely
sound and choice, F.-V.F.; 2011 PSE Certificate, Scott
$500.
Estimate $200 - 300

24

140
H
5¢ red brown (1), o.g., hinged, rich color, tiny
thin LR, otherwise Fine; 2011 PSE Cert, Scott $6,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

m
5¢ red brown, double transfer (type “A”) (1),
position 80R1, showing double transfer of top frame line, ultramarine Paid cancels, deep color, wide even margins,
choice, small cut in bottom right margin, otherwise fresh
and Extremely Fine, a beautiful stamp with a nice variety
and a scarce colored cancel; 2011 PSE certificate, Scott
$1,550.
Estimate $500 - 750

141

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

10¢ black (2), nice looking example addressed
to Philadelphia, tied on 1849 piece by red "Boston, Oct 6, 10
Cts" cds, deep rich color, file fold runs through right side of
adheasive, Fine, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1851 Issue

145

146

147

148

(H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum
as issued, handsome example of this tough stamp, gorgeous rich shade, small shallow thin spot shows only in
fluid, Very Fine, only 4779 issued; 2008 P.S.E. certificate,
Scott $825.
Estimate $400 - 600

(H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum
as issued, beautiful deep rich color, decent example of this
elusive stamp, F.-V.F., only 4779 issued, Scott $825.
Estimate $500 - 750

149

m
1¢ blue, type Ib (5A), position 9R1E, bold black
town cancel, gorgeous intense rich shade, nicely balanced
margins, attractive example of this scarce 1¢ 1851 issue,
small thin spot at top left, otherwise Very Fine, Scott
$10,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

150

H
1¢ blue, type II (7), plate 3, position 48R3, light
black grid cancellation, fantastic deep rich color, fabulous
large margins, an extraordinary top quality example from
plate 3, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2011 P.F. cert., Scott
$600.
Estimate $400 - 600

151

Ha
1¢ blue, types II & IV (7,9), block of 8, Pos. 1-4
and 11-14 from upper left portion of the sheet, slightly disturbed o.g., impressive block with nice margins, an outstanding item for the 1¢ 1851 specialist as this block has
beautiful color and great eye appeal, light crease affects left
2 stamps, heavier vertical crease affects Pos. 3 and 13, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $9,550.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

(H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as
issued, beautiful well margined example with bold rich
color, quite undervalued, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only
3883 were issued; 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF-85
(1 of 23 at this grade, with only 34 examples grading
higher). SMQ $1,150, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

(H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as
issued, handsome example with intense color and four
clear margins, a lovely example of this popular stamp, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, only 3883 issued, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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152

m
1¢ blue, types II & IV (7,9), rejoined pair, Pos.
3-4R1L, showing both types, matching red "PAID" cancels,
extremely attractive, intense color, light creases affect both
stamps at upper left and upper right corners, otherwise
Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

153

156

m
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), outstanding negative
6 point star cancel, wonderful example with bold color with a
perfectly struck fancy cancel, Very Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $15.
Estimate $200 - 300

157

(H)
5¢ red brown (12), without gum, very fresh,
deep, rich color, attractive example of this scarce item,
small thin, small toned spot in left margin, otherwise Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 2008 PF Cert, Scott $11,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

158

m
5¢ red brown (12), light black town cancel, extremely attractive example with wide margins, gorgeous
rich color, and great eye appeal, Very Fine; 1979 P.F. certificate, Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

154

153

m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), light cds, sharply etched
impression with humungous margins on all four sides and
showing parts of adjoining stamps at top and bottom, Superb 98, a finer example would be difficult to come by; 1988
PF certifictae, 2010 PSE certificate. SMQ 98 Superb;
$1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

154

m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), left margin single, position
21L1L, recut once at top and twice at bottom, attractive position piece, Very Fine, Scott $110. Estimate $100 - 150

159
155

26

(H)
3¢ dull red, type I, unofficial “Chicago” perf
11 (11), position 97R2L showing bottom sheet margin, imperforate at bottom, without gum, incredible unused example of this extremely scarce unused stamp, listed but
unpriced in Scott in unused condition, Extremely Fine; 2005
P.F. certificate, Scott $5,000 for used.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

160

159

(H)
10¢ green, type II (14), expertly regummed,
pristine rich color, choice wide margined stamp that looks to
have full original gum, a choice completely sound stamp,
F.-V.F.; 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750

160

m
10¢ green, type III (15), scarce target cancel,
fresh and attractive example, Very Fine; 2010 PF Cert,
Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
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161

162

(H)
12¢ gray black (17), without gum, an appealing
example of this difficult unused stamp, vivid color with razor
sharp impression, completely sound and choice, F.-V.F.;
1996 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

165

166

167

165

m
1¢ blue, type III (21), position 66L4, light black
town cancel, attractive well centered stamp, with brilliant
color, very scarce, tiny shallow thin spot, and a single
unpunched perf along bottom margin, otherwise Very Fine,
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

166

m
1¢ blue, type III (21), position 26L4, light black
town cancel, fresh and affordable example, with bold deep
color, light vertical crease, otherwise Fine, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

167

m
1¢ blue, type IV (23), position 7R1L, showing
many of the plate characteristics of a #5, faint black town
cancel, choice plating example, a wonderful item for the
1857 1¢ specialist, small corner crease at lower left and minor horizontal crease at top, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $950.
Estimate $200 - 300

168

m
1¢ blue, type Va (24 var.), horizontal pair, positions 66 and 67R5, town cancels, fresh, deep color, outstanding examples, Extremely Fine; 2010 PF Cert, Scott
$600 as two singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

m
12¢ gray black (17), strip of 3, light black town
cancellations, a beautiful multiple with wonderful deep rich
color, left 2 stamps are completely sound and choice, small
diagonal tear at top right, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2008
P.F. certificate, Scott $875.
Estimate $600 - 800

1857 Issue

163

H
1¢ blue, type I (18), slightly melted o.g.,
previuosly hinged, beautiful appearing example with natural straight edge, pane divider at left, warm rich color, tiny
thin spot at top, tiny corner crease at upper right, and a tiny
stain at lower left, otherwise Very Fine; 2011 Weiss certificate, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

169

164

m
1¢ blue, type I to type IV (18/24), impressive
and valuable group of 15 select 1¢ 1857's, includes #18 x
(3) one with black "10" in circle cancel, #20 x (6), three from
plate 2 (each with manuscript cancel), and three from plate
12, #22 x (4), and #24 two vertical strips/3 with red town
cancels, an impressive holding that would be a perfect
group for any advanced show dealer, small unobtrusive
faults here and there, generally F.-V.F., Scott $5,180.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

170

169

HH
3¢ dull red, type III (26), top left corner margin
single, o.g., never hinged, immaculate mint example with
brilliant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $65 for
hinged.
Estimate $100 - 150

170

m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), light black "New Orleans" cds, fabulous true color, showing small portion of the
adjoining stamp at bottom, completely sound in all respects, Fine; 1989 P.F. certificate for pair tied on small
piece, from which this stamp was taken, bottom stamp from
the pair, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $350 - 500
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171

172

m
5¢ red brown, type I (28), near face free black
town cancel, wonderful example with striking rich color, a
beautifully centered example with great eye appeal, Very
Fine; 2010 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

m
5¢ bright red brown, type I (28b), black and
red cds, one of the nicest examples we have ever offered,
beautifully centered, intense color, and face free cancels,
incredibly scarce and woefully undervalued when found in
this wonderful condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2009
P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF-85 (the only example of
this stamp to attain this grade, with only 2 others currently
grading higher). SMQ $2,275, Scott $2,120.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

173
173

174

28

175

176

175

m
10¢ green, type IV (34), neat black cancel, decent copy of this scarce stamp, gorgeous deep shade,
small purple stains, otherwise Fine; 2011 Weiss certificate,
Scott $2,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

176

m
10¢ green, type V (35), bold red grid cancel,
premium wide margined example with glowing rich color,
wonderfully complimented by the beautiful colored cancel,
Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $65.
Estimate $150 - 200

177

m
12¢ black, plate III (36B), spectacular blue grid
cancel, extremely handsome premium quality example of
this stamp, with intense color, very impressive in this beautiful quality, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2010 P.F. certificate, Scott $285.
Estimate $300 - 400

178

m
12¢ black, plate III (36B), light black grid cancel, wide margins and bright vivid color, exceptional example, especially when found with such a light cancellation,
quite elusive in this quality, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. certificate,
Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350

179

(H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, extremely handsome example with full long perforations on all sides, brilliant fresh color, much tougher stamp
than one would think, Very Fine, only 3846 were issued;
2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600

174

H
5¢ brown, type II (30A), o.g., lightly hinged,
very fresh and sharp with deep, rich color, tiny tear at lower
right, truly trivial, otherwise F.-V.F.; 2011 PSE certificate,
Scott $2,200.
Estimate $300 - 400
m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), strip of 3, black "New
Orleans" cds, impressive left side gutter margin natural
straight edge strip, well centered with dazzling rich color,
very fresh and quite attractive, Extremely Fine; 2009 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $925.
Estimate $600 - 800

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1861-1866 Issue

180
180

181

m
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), black grid
and light red cancels, impressive deep shade, completely
sound and choice, scarce thus, Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate,
Scott $1,710.
Estimate $400 - 600

181

m
3¢ rose (65), fancy flower petal cancellation,
perfectly struck fancy cancel, eye catching and pretty,
stamp with small faults, otherwise Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

182

m
1861, 3¢ rose, fancy cancels (65), interesting
collection of a couple hundred on large stockpages or black
cards, many different "Paid" types, some better fancies,
etc., also includes group of 3¢ (25, x27 singles + one recut
inner lines), generally F.-V.F., close inspection should
prove rewarding (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

183

m
1861, 3¢ rose, fancy cancels (65), fascinating
assortment of over 600 specially selected examples, many
identified by Eno, with retail prices, neatly displayed on
black showcards; a vast range of types, including
geometrics of every description; stars same including
six-point "Star of David"; letters including "OK" (negative
Lee Mass.) and negative “Z”; Albany NY "Lincoln with
Stars"; full strike of Norwich, Conn. "Burning Cross";
Unadilla Forks, NY "Pitchfork"; many shield cancels including Thomaston, Me. and unlisted designs; "A.J". (Andrew
Johnson) from Brattleboro; "1¢ coin" from Milford, Ind. and
other coins; Cambridge "Eagle" and other eagles; "Signet
Ring" Initials; "US" several different; "USM"; various "clovers", nearly complete "US in circle of stars" and others;
and many, many more, many complete or near complete;
this lot needs item by item valuation to determine true value,
owner's retail prices over $18,000 (no photo).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

185

E
1861, 90¢ Washington essay, by Toppan,
Carpenter & Co., in gray olive (72-E3a), vignette plus top
label, die on proof paper, 47 x 47mm, extremely fresh and
choice, Extremely Fine, Scott $125. Estimate $100 - 150

186

m
90¢ blue (72), red forwarding agent's postmark,
attractive and desirable item, Fine; 2010 PF Cert, Scott
$700.
Estimate $500 - 750

187

HH
2¢ black (73), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary
example, extremely well centered amid nicely balanced
margins, bold rich color, incredible mint stamp in a remarkable state of preservation, tiny corner crease at top right,
Extremely Fine; 2012 PF Certificate and photocopy of 2004
P.F. certificate for block of six, from which this stamp was
taken, Scott $375 for hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400

188

m
5¢ red brown (75), beautfiful circle of V's cancel, fabulous example of this tough stamp, strong color with
razor sharp impression, well centered and particularly
choice, Extremely Fine; 2008 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750

184
184

S
10¢ yellow green to 15¢ black, overprinted
“Specimen” (68/77SB), nice group of 3 different examples, each with "Specimen" overprint, 10¢ without gum,
only 1600 issued, 5¢ o.g., hr only 1306 issued, 15¢ o.g. hr
only 1208 issued, fabulous deep rich color on each stamp,
ridiculously undervalued, Fine, Scott $540.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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189

190

191

189

m
5¢ brown (76), interesting four bar grid in segmented circle cancel, outstanding well margined example
with incredible centering and dazzling bright color, just a
great stamp, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott
$130.
Estimate $250 - 350

190

(H)
15¢ black (77), without gum, impressive well
centered example of this extremely elusive stamp, especially in sound condition, with gorgeous rich color, a truly exceptional stamp, reprerfed along top, Very Fine; 2012 PF
certificate and 1996 P.S.E. certificate (this one does not
mention reperfing), Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

191

m
24¢ grayish lilac (78a), neat cancel, fresh,
F.-V.F.; 2011 PSE certificate, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

195

m
30¢ orange, F. grill (100), scarce red Supplementary Mail type A cancel, one of the more handsome examples of this difficult stamp one could ever hope for,
fabulous rich color, and a neatly placed cancellation not impinging on the stamp's design, a great stamp for any collector who has been waiting a long time for a sound and choice
30¢ grilled Franklin, F.-V.F.; 2005 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

196

m
30¢ orange, F. grill, double grill, one split
(100 var.), second grill at bottom, shifted horizontally and
split by perfs, small neat cork cancel, horizontal crease center, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2005 PF certificate, Scott $950.
Estimate $400 - 600

1867 Grilled Issues

1875 Re-issue of the 1861-1866 Issues
192

193

194

192

m
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), exceptionally nice black
cancellation, premium example of this tough stamp, completely sound and choice, Fine; 2008 P.S.E. certificate,
Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

193

m
3¢ red, F. grill (94), well struck fancy "JUL"Y
cancel with unrecognizable town cancel, Fine; 2008 PF
Cert.
Estimate $100 - 150

194

m
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), black cork cancel,
dazzling rich color, nicely centered and attractive, tiny cut at
right, otherwise Very Fine; 2003 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

30
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197

m
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), neat black cancellation, gorgeous color and impression, a very choice example
of this rarely encountered used 1875 Re-Issue, an eye
catching and scarce used stamp, Extremely Fine, of the
3195 examples issued, there are only approximately 50
known genuinely used examples; 1980 P.F. certificate,
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Extremely Rare Used 15¢ Re-issue

198

m
15¢ black, Re-issue (108), proof-like impression on stark white paper, margins well clear with ample space around, appropriate and unobtrusive registry postmark, Very Fine for this most difficult stamp, only 397 issued; 1967 & 1987 PF certificates.
Scott $25,000.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
Less than fifteen examples have been expertised as genuinely used.
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1869 Pictorial Issue

199

200

201

202

32

203

E
1869, 3¢ Pictorial essay, small numerals
(114-E6d), two extremely well centered examples, one in
green and one in black brown shades, plate on stamp paper, perf'd, gummed and grilled, the black brown shade is in
pristine mint condition, quite scarce when found so well
centered, Very Fine, Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150

204

m
3¢ ultramarine (114), top margin strip of three
with "National Bank Note New York" complete imprint,
lightly cancelled, affixed to black backing, small faults, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

205

m
3¢ ultramarine (114), accumulation of 1250+
stamps, includes block of four, vertical strip of 5, strip of 4,
five strips of 3, ten pairs, 25+ blue cancels, two reds, one
possible unused, and some great cancels including leaf,
negative star, "(PAID) ALL", mixed condition, plase set
aside some time to inspect, this is a unique opportunity to
acquire a large lot of this popular stamp, Very Good-Very
Fine, Scott $21,875 ++ (no photo).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

206

m
10¢ yellow (116), fancy hollow circle in black 5
point star, and red town cancels, extraordinary example
with two beautiful cancels, a stamp with tremendous eye
appeal, Very Fine; 1995 and 2011 P.F. certificates, Scott
$180.
Estimate $300 - 400

P
1869 Pictorial issue complete, plate proofs
on card (112P4-122P4), absolutely gorgeous rich colors,
impressive set of this popular issue, includes original envelope that the stamps were originally sold with, Extremely
Fine, Scott $1,015.
Estimate $500 - 750

P
1869 Pictorial issue complete, plate proofs
on card (112P4-122P4), handsome set, vivid and bright, a
desirable group of these beautiful proofs, Extremely Fine,
Scott $1,015.
Estimate $400 - 600

P
1869 Pictorial issue complete, plate proofs
on card (112P4-122P4), choice set with especially intense
colors throughout, pretty, Very Fine, Scott $1,015.
Estimate $350 - 500

P
1869 Pictorial issue complete, plate proofs
on card (112P4-122P4), wonderfully attractive group,
bright colors, a lovely set, Very Fine, Scott $1,015.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1870-1888 Bank Note Co. Issues

207
207

208

208

H
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), o.g., lightly
hinged, a very scarce stamp with breathtaking colors, as
fresh as the first day it was issued, completely sound,
V.G.-Fine; 2011 Weiss certificate, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

m
7¢ vermilion, grilled (138), incredible blue Chicago Maltese Cross cancel, impressive example of this elusive grilled Banknote issue, sensational rich color,
reperforated at top, otherwise F.-V.F.; 2012 P.F. certificate,
Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

213

H
10¢ brown, grilled (139), o.g., previously
hinged, un believably fresh example of this rare grilled
Banknote issue, crisp clear impression, easily identifiable
grill, rare thus, tiny inclusion at the tip of Jefferson's nose,
Fine; 2011 Weiss certificate, Scott $7,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

m
90¢ carmine & black (122), light black cancel,
gorgeous appearing well centered stamp with large margins and vivid color, one of the prettiest you'll ever see,
small thin spots and an expertly repaired tear at right, Extremely Fine, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

209

H
3¢ blue, Re-issue (125), o.g., lightly hinged, desirable example of this scarce re-issue, absolutely gorgeous bright color, very choice, F.-V.F., a mere 1406
examples were issued; 1990 P.F. certificate, Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

210

(H)
24¢ green & violet, Re-issue (130), without
gum, extraordinary example of this difficult stamp, sensational color and impression, Very Fine, only 2091 were issued; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

211

212

214

216

214

m
15¢ bright orange (152), light black target cancel, attractive deep shade, nicely centered amid balanced
margins, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $220.
Estimate $200 - 300

215

m
24¢ purple (153), red NYFM cancel, wonderfully centered with nice big margins, extremely strong color
and finely detailed impression, Extremely Fine; 2001 and
2010 P.F. certificates, Scott $245.
Estimate $300 - 400

216

H
12¢ blackish violet (162), o.g., lightly hinged,
decent example of this tough 12¢ Banknote issue, incredibly fresh with bold rich color, reperforated at left, otherwise
Fine, Scott $2,400.
Estimate $250 - 350

H
90¢ carmine & black, Re-issue (132), large
part o.g., hinge remnant, fabulous top quality example of
this elusive re-issue, magnificent centering with extra large
margins on all sides, breathtaking deep rich color, a scarce
stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb, only 1356 were issued;
1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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217

H
90¢ rose carmine (166), o.g., hinged twice, extraordinary top quality example, beautifully centered amid
generous margins, extremely intense color, a remarkable
90¢ Perry, faint light crease, invisible, otherwise Extremely
Fine; 2012 PSE certificate mentions crease, 1992 P.S.E.
certificate doesn't, Scott $2,250. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

221

HH
2¢ red brown (210), o.g., never hinged, dazzling color printed on bright white paper, wide marins and
beautiful centering, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 1997
P.F. certificate for block of 4, from which this stamp was
taken, this being the lower left stamp from the block, Scott
$130.
Estimate $100 - 150

218

H
90¢ rose carmine (166), o.g., lightly hinged, a
most appealing example, beautifully centered amid generous margins, wonderful brilliant fresh color, just a great
stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate,
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

222

H
1¢ ultramarine (212), o.g., lightly hinged, beautiful, proof like impression with deep color, very pretty example, choice, Extremely Fine; 1990 PF Cert, Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200

219

H
5¢ blue (185), o.g., lightly hinged once, extraordinary example with incredible color, beautifully centered
with nicely balanced margins, a magnificent showpiece for
the finest collection, small corner crease, otherwise Extremely Fine to Superb; 2011 and sound 2000 P.F. certificates, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

223

H
2¢ green (213), top right single, o.g., lightly
hinged, huge margins, deep, rich color, a fabulous position
piece, very choice, inclusion in selvedge only, Extremely
Fine; 1989 PF Cert, Scott $45.
Estimate $100 - 150

224

HH
4¢ carmine (215), o.g., never hinged, pristine
condition, vibrant color, F.-V.F.; 1995 PF Cert, Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300

220

34

m
5¢ yellow brown and 5¢ indigo (205, 216), selection of 27 #205 & 55 #216 on stock card, shades, cancels, mixed condition, Very Good-Very Fine, Scott $1,276
(no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1890 Issue

225

1893 Columbian Issue

HH
5¢ chocolate (223), o.g., never hinged, choice
mint example with rich color, Very Fine; with photocopy of
2006 P.F. certificate for block of 4, from which this stamp
was taken, this being lower right stamp from the block, Scott
$220.
Estimate $150 - 200

226

HH
6¢ brown red (224), o.g., never hinged, excellent wide margined stamp, vivid and bright, Very Fine; 1991
P.F. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150

227

P
15¢ indigo, imperf proof on stamp paper
(227Pa), horizontal pair, partially disturbed o.g., Very Fine,
Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300

228

HH
15¢ indigo (227), o.g., never hinged, beautiful
bold rich color, a gorgeous Post Office fresh example with
lots of eye appeal, Very Fine; 1999 P.F certificate, and 2007
P.F. certificate graded VF-80, Scott $675.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

229

H
3¢ Columbian (232), bottom plate number and
imprint strip of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, handsome multiple,
nicely centered with bright color, F.-V.F., Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150

230

HH
4¢ Columbian (233), o.g., never hinged, pristine mint example with brilliant color, Very Fine; photocopy
of 1998 P.F. certificate for block of 4, from which this stamp
was taken, this being the lower right stamp from the block,
Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150

231

H
4¢ Columbian (233), bottom plate number and
imprint strip of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, beautiful deep rich
color, quite attractive, slight staining affects the face of right
2 stamps, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $100 - 150

232

H
4¢ Columbian (233), top plate number and imprint strip of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, left stamp with disturbed o.g., attractive with bright vivid shade, pretty, right
stamp, the plate # single with trivial thin spot, otherwise
Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $100 - 150
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233

H
5¢ Columbian (234), top plate number and imprint strip of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, disturbed gum, especially intense color, fresh and appealing, Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $100 - 150

238

HH/H
8¢ Columbian (236), top strip of 5 with plate
number and imprint, o.g., hinge remnant (4 stamps never
hinged), radiant rich color, handsome wide top selvage,
hinged on only the plate # single at right, Fine, Scott $715 as
singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

234

HH
6¢ Columbian (235), bottom plate number and
imprint strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, lovely multiple with
warm rich color, immaculate mint strip in Post Office fresh
condition, V.G.-Fine, Scott $720 as singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

239

H
10¢ Columbian (237), top plate number and imprint strip of 4, o.g., very lightly hinged, gorgeous rich color,
premium quality multiple, F.-V.F., Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300

240

235

HH
8¢ Columbian (236), handsome top margin
part imprint single, o.g., never hinged, extremely large margins and vibrant color, gorgeous, Extremely Fine; 2011
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90J (1 of 13 examples at this
grade). SMQ $450, Scott $165.
Estimate $250 - 350

235
236

237

36

241

240

HH
50¢ Columbian (240), o.g., never hinged, fabulous deep shade, a pristine m int stamp in Post Office fresh
condition, F.-V.F.; 1987 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

241

H
$1 Columbian (241), o.g., very lightly hinged,
absolutely gorgeous color, a premium quality example with
nice big margins, Very Fine; 1979 P.F. and 2008 P.F. certificate graded VF-80, Scott $1,100. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

242

Ha
$1 Columbian (241), block of 4, slightly disturbed o.g., attractive multiple, marvelous rich color, one of
the few remaining blocks, minor reinforced perf separations, Fine; 2011 PSE certificate, Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

236

HH
8¢ Columbian (236), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example with huge boardwalk margins, fantastic rich color, a true GEM, small laminated thin at top right,
Superb; 2012 PSE certificate, Scott $165.
Estimate $200 - 300
HH
8¢ Columbian (236), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh stamp, choice margins, Very Fine; 1999
P.S.E. certificate for block of 4, from which this stamp was
taken, this being the lower left stamp from the block, Scott
$165.
Estimate $100 - 150
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243

HH
$2 Columbian (242), o.g., never hinged, desirable example in immaculate mint condition, as fresh and
choice as the first day it was issued, wonderful rich color
and razor sharp impression, a very scarce never hinged $2
Columbian, F.-V.F.; 1991 P.F. certificate for block of 4, from
which this beautiful stamp was taken, this being the lower
left stamp from the block, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

244

245

244

H
$2 Columbian (242), o.g., lightly hinged, dazzling rich shade, very choice example, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $350 - 500

245

m
$2 Columbian (242), neat cancel, fresh, lovely
color, choice, tiny corner crease, otherwise Extremely Fine,
Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400

246

HH
$3 Columbian (243), o.g., never hinged,
remakbale mint stamp, vivid bright color, wonderfully fresh
both front and back, rare thus, F.-V.F.; photocopy of 1997
P.F. certificate for block of 4, from which this stamp was
taken, this being the lower left stamp from the block, Scott
$5,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

249

HH
$4 Columbian (244), o.g., never hinged, impressive appearing example with beautiful rich color, full
unblemished gum in a pristine mint state, expertly repaired
perf fault along the top margin which occured after the certificate was issued, otherwise F.-V.F.; photocopy of 1997
P.F. certificate for block of 4, from which this stamp was
taken, this being the lower right example from the block,
Scott $7,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

250

(H)
$5 Columbian (245), without gum, wide, balanced margins, select example, small repair at top, lovely
Extremely Fine appearance; 2011 PF certificate, Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

247

246

m
$2 Columbian (242), neat black cancel, impressive example, nicely centered with deep prooflike color,
quite scarce in this marvelous condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $675.
Estimate $400 - 600

247

m
$2 Columbian (242), light black cancellation,
choice example with exceptional color, Very Fine, Scott
$675.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Magnificent $5 Columbian Imprint Pair

251

38

HH
$5 Columbian (245), left margin pair with imprint, o.g., never hinged, among the most remarkable Columbian position
pieces to ever appear on the marketplace, incredible state of preservation as this wonderful showpiece is still in its original mint state,
outstanding "Jet-Black" shade, this tremendous showpiece is destined for the finest collection, F.-V.F.; 1992 P.F. certificate, Scott
$21,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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1894-1898 Bureau Issues

252

253

256

H
$1 black, type I (261), o.g., previously hinged,
handsome large margined example with impressive deep
color, two gummed over thins and natural wrinkle, otherwise F.-V.F.; 2012 PSE certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300

257

HH
2¢ carmine, type II (266), exceptional right margin plate number single, o.g., never hinged, extremely intense color and sharp clear impression, Extremely Fine,
Scott $100.
Estimate $100 - 150

258

HH
5¢ chocolate (270), o.g., never hinged, huge,
well balanced margins, very fresh, rich color, a fantastic
stamp with considerable eye appeal, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2007 PSE graded cert (XF-Sup 95J). SMQ $3,100 for
98, SMQ $825 for normal 95.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

259

HH
8¢ violet brown (272), plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, attractive bottom margin
position piece with vivid color, tiny facial abrasions, otherwise Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $100 - 150

HH
1¢ ultramarine (246), o.g., never hinged, impressive example with big margins, excellent color, much
deeper and richer than normaly found on this issue, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150

P
3¢ purple, type I, large die proof (253P1), a bit
reduced measuring 86 x 87mm, handsome example, Post
Office fresh, trivial inclusion spot to the lower right of the die
proof impression, Extremely Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

254

255

254

HH
6¢ dull brown (256), o.g., never hinged, handsome example with vivid fresh color, Post Office fresh,
F.-V.F.; 2008 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

255

HH
50¢ orange (260), o.g., never hinged, attractive
example in fresh Post Office mint state, strong color and
sharp detailed impression, quite scarce in this condition,
F.-V.F.; 2008 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
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19th Century Quality Rarity

260

HH
$5 dark green (278), o.g., never hinged, deeply etched impression amidst huge jumbo margins on stark white paper, a
true philatelic gem, a Superb jumbo; 2011 PSE certificate. SMQ $78,000 for 98 this a 98J- Superb.
Estimate $50,000 - 75,000
Worthy to be included amongst the finest collection, we cannot imagine a finer example in existance.
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1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

261
261

262

263

264

262

H
$5 dark green (278), exceptionally choice well
margined example with warm rich color, a beautiful stamp,
o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate,
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

265

HH
1¢ Trans-Miss. (285), o.g., never hinged, Post
Office fresh, vibrant color, wide, perfectly balanced margins, an exquisite example of near perfection, Superb; 2008
PSE graded cert (Superb 98), SMQ $2,100 98-Superb.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

266

HH
4¢ Trans-Miss. (287), top margin sheet margin
single with part arrow, o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example with extremely large margins, and brilliant fresh
color, handsome position piece, selvage a bit weak, Extremely Fine, Scott $330.
Estimate $100 - 150

267

H
8¢ Trans-Miss. (289), top pair with plate number and imprint, o.g., hinge remnants, visially appealing
multiple with wide top selvage, dazzling bright shade, a
beauty, F.-V.F., Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

m
$5 dark green (278), light unobtrusive cancel
barely kisses the stamp, incredibly large balanced margins
with fresh color surround a luxuriantly rich impression of
one of the scarcest high value $5 stamps, small faults which
include tiny light margin crease, otherwise Superb; 2012
W.R. Weiss, Jr. Photo Certificate, Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300

HH
2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, well centered and fresh color, light staple
hole foxing, pencil "A" in top margin, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

HH
6¢ claret (282), o.g., never hinged, absolutely
gorgeous well centered example of this rarely seen claret
shade, which is almost never seen on this issue, a beautiful
large margined example, Post Office fresh and choice, Extremely Fine; 1981, 2000 and 2006 P.F. certificates, Scott
$140.
Estimate $250 - 350
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268

269

270

HH
50¢ Trans-Miss. (291), o.g., never hinged, impressive never hinged stamp, dazzling rich color, tiny spot
on the reverse of one perf, F.-V.F.; 1980 P.F. certificate,
Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), absolutely gorgeous top
margin plate number single, o.g., very lightly hinged, fabulously well centered amid generous margins all around, brilliant fresh color, eye catching example showing wide top
sheet margin, a scarce position piece on this dollar denomination Trans Mississippi high value, selvage rejoined, most
likely strengthened, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2012 PSE
certificate and 2005 P.F. certificate (with nio mention of
rejoining), Scott $1,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

274

HH
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), o.g., never hinged, desirable example with intense color and clear impression, an
immaculate mint stamp in a quality rarely seen, F.-V.F.;
1990 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $5,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

275

(H)
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), expertly regummed, a
wonderful well centered example with bold color, looks to
have fresh full o.g. at first glance and would fool most collectors and even some dealers, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $825.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

HH
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous example in mint condition, strong color, full unblemished gum, a remarkable Post Office fresh stamp, F.-V.F.;
photocopy of 1998 P.F. certificate for block of 4, from which
this stamp was taken, this being the lower left stamp from
the block, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., lightly hinged, absolutely gorgeous jet-black color, gorgeous top quality example with extremely large margins, small tear at top right, truly
trivial, otherwise Extremely Fine; 2012 PF certificate, Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

271

272

271

H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., very lightly hinged,
handsome appearing well centered stamp with vibrant
color, light vertical crease at left, otherwise Very Fine, Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

272

H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., lightly hinged, especially intense color, very pretty example of this popular
stamp, slight vertical crease at left, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1901 Pan-American Issue

279

276

HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), o.g., never hinged, impressive well centered stamp, bold rich colors, immaculate
mint stamp, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-90. SMQ $675, Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH
Pan-American complete (294-299), o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,033. Estimate $300 - 400

280

277

HH
4¢ Pan-American (296), o.g., never hinged,
pristine condition, wide margins, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

278

HHa
4¢ Pan-American (296), top plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, lovely example of this tough plate block,
full wide top with extraordinary rich color, fantastic state of
preservation with full unblemished o.g. without a single gum
skip or gum bend, as fresh as the day it was issued, Fine,
Scott $3,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

281

280

HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), o.g., never hinged,
very fresh and sharp with wide margins, select stamp, Extremely Fine, Scott $250.
Estimate $250 - 350

281

HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), o.g., never hinged,
very fresh, Very Fine, Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

282

HHa
8¢ Pan-American (298), bottom plate block of
6, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh example with strong
color and detailed impression, a choice wide bottom example with terrific eye appeal, minor light natural gum crease
of little consequence and mentioned only for strictest of accuracy, Fine, Scott $6,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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283

284

HH
10¢ Pan-American (299), top right corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, handsome position piece,
dazzling rich shade, very pretty, Very Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

286

44

288

286

HH
1¢ blue green (300), top margin single with
plate number, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous deep dark
shade, a beautiful little stamp, Extremely Fine; encased
and graded by P.S.E. assigning a grade of XF-90. SMQ
$70, Scott $28.
Estimate $50 - 75

287

H
15¢ olive green (309), o.g., lightly hinged,
prsitine example with lively rich color, well centered with
nice margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

288

HH
50¢ orange (310), o.g., never hinged, lovely example in immaculate Post Office fresh condition, nice wide
margins, quite elusive in this quality, F.-V.F.; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

289

Ha
50¢ orange (310), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant, bottom pair never hinged, fresh, bright color, straight
edge at left, Fine, Scott $3,350.
Estimate $500 - 750

290

H
2¢ scarlet, International Vending Co. perfs
(320b), strip of 3, o.g., lightly hinged, impressive large
margined strip, brilliant color, extremely scarce, F.-V.F.;
1992 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,000 for pair.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HHa
10¢ Pan-American (299), bottom plate block of
6 with plate number and part imprint, o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh multiple, each stamp "Sinking Ship" vignette
variety with ship's design well into frame surrounding
stamps, impressive both front and back with gleaming fresh
gum in immaculate condition just like the first day it was issued, V.G.-Fine, Scott $9,000. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1902-1908 Regular Issues

285

287

HH
1¢ blue green (300), o.g., never hinged, vivid
bright shade, nice well balanced margins, a beauty, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $28.
Estimate $50 - 75
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291

HH
2¢ carmine rose, type I, imperf (320c), pair,
o.g., right stamp never hinged, fabulous example of this desirable color variety, cut from the sheet with huge margins
all around, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2011 PF Certificate,
Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

294

292

HH
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), o.g., never
hinged, fresh, rich color, near perfectly balanced margins
with even perforations and excellent corners, an exceptional example in every respect, Superb; 2008 PSE graded
cert (Superb 98), SMQ $4,750 98-Superb.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

HHa
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), top plate block
of 4 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, extremely handsome example of this elusive plate with enormous wide top margin, vivid bright color and razor sharp
impression, an immaculate example in pristine mint condition, F.-V.F., Scott $2,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1908-1911 Washington-Franklin Issues

295

293

HH/Ha 2¢ carmine (332 var.), outstanding “varnish ink”
variety, rarely seen on this issue, a great item for the Washington Franklin specialist, block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (1
stamp never hinged), top stamps with small thin, horizontal
perf seperations, the left stamps completely seperated, otherwise Fine; 2010 P.S.E. cert.
Estimate $200 - 300

HHa
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), top margin block
of 4 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, extraordinary top quality multiple, extremely wide top selvage,
gorgeous Post Office fresh mint state, among the finest
available to collectors, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2004
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,050. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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296

m
2¢ carmine, foreign entry (design of 1¢)
(332), neat wavy line black cancellation, attractive example
of this extremely rare used stamp, which is much scarcer
used than mint, exceptioanlly rich color, some blunted perforations at bottom left, F.-V.F.; 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

297

Ha
50¢ violet (341), block of 4, o.g., hinged, bottom
pair lightly hinged, deep, rich color, Very Fine, Scott $1,300.
Estimate $500 - 750

298

HH/H
$1 violet brown (342), top strip of 3 with plate
number and imprint, o.g., hinge remnant (2 stamps never
hinged), terrific multiple of this scarce high value Washington Franklin issue, left and right stamps are in immaculate
mint condition, the plate # single being particularly well centered, selvage with slightly clipped corners at top left and
top right corners could easily be trimmed away leaving a
well balanced top selvage, F.-V.F., Scott $2,800 as singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

46
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299

HH/Ha 1¢-5¢ Washington-Franklins complete,
imperf (343-347), complete matched set of right margin
blocks of 6 with plate numbers and imprints, o.g., mostly
lightly hinged (some never hinged), impressive group of 7
plate blocks that includes two 1¢ and 2¢ values, each with
and without star in selvage, both 1¢ plates never hinged,
each plate with wide selvage at right, gorgeous rich colors
throughout, 5¢ plate with small h.r. and slightly disturbed
gum, a difficult set to assemble in such nice uniform condition, Extremely Fine, Scott $918.
Estimate $250 - 350

300

HHa
1¢ green, imperf (343), top plate blocks of 6
with plate number and imprint, one with 5 point star, o.g.,
never hinged, impressive wide margined tops, each with
super intense color, 5 point star plate with minor natural inclusion spot at top of wide top selvage, regular plate with
light corner crease at top left of selvage, Extremely Fine,
Scott $165.
Estimate $100 - 150
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301

HH/Ha 1¢ green, imperf (343), matched set of plate
blocks of 6, o.g., all never hinged except the bottom plate
with is very lightly hinged, outstanding well matched set with
vivid colors, a most difficult task to assemble such a pristine, visually appealing group of 4 plates, Extremely Fine,
Scott $273.
Estimate $100 - 150

302

HH
1¢ green, imperf, vertical and horizontal coil
strips (343V,H), impressive nicely centered group of strips,
#343V is a beautiful strip of 8 with leader attached; there are
three #343H coil line strips of 9, 10, and 11 respectively, immaculate mint condition, a scarce group of these desirable
imperf coil strips, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $1,550 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

303

HHa
2¢ carmine, imperf (344), top plate blocks of 6
with plate number and imprint, one with 5 point star, o.g.,
never hinged, choice wide top margins on both plates, 5
point star plate with bold rich color, other plate with vivid
bright shade, fresh and appealing pair, light natural gum
bends affect both plates, Extremely Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

304

HHa
4¢ orange brown, imperf (346), left block of 4
with imprint, o.g., never hinged, outstanding showpiece
with huge boardwalk margins and warm rich color, outstanding, Superb, Scott $116 for singles.
Estimate $100 - 150

305

HHa
4¢ orange brown, imperf (346), bottom plate
block of 6, o.g., never hinged, handsome example with rich
color, natural gum skips on bottom 3 stamps, light ink
handstamp just below bottom right stamp on reverse, Very
Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150

306

HHa
5¢ blue, imperf (347), bottom plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, outstanding deep color, a pristine mint
plate in remakably fresh condition, Extremely Fine, Scott
$500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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307

H
5¢ blue coil (355), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly
hinged, absolutely gorgeous high quality pair, beautiful rich
color, quite scarce in this condition, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95. SMQ
$950, Scott $575.
Estimate $600 - 800

308

H
10¢ yellow coil (356), horizontal pair, o.g., very
lightly hinged, absolutely gorgeous horizontal coil pair in exceptional quality, with tremendous color and finely detailed
impression, this beautiful coil pair is immaculate, with just a
single faint hinge mark, without any of the gum problems
that normally plague this issue, as fresh as the day it was issued, F.-V.F.; 1980 P.F. certificate, Scott $6,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

309

H
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), o.g., lightly
hinged, handsome example with gorgeous deep color, a
very scarce stamp, F.-V.F.; 1973 P.F. certificate, Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

310

48

311

HHa
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), top plate block
of 6, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only,
scarce wide top with strong color, a beautiful position piece,
light pencil notation on top center selvage, small guarantee
handstamp on reverse of top center stamp, Fine, Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

312

HHa
2¢ Alaska-Yukon, imperf (371), top plate block
of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh and choice, tiny corner
crease, otherwise fresh and Extremely Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g.,
lightly hinged, very impressive nicely centered example, vibrant color, premium quality, Very Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
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313

HH/Ha 1¢ green (374), bottom right complete sheet of
60, o.g., all never hinged except 7 stamps with small hr's,
trivial light corner creases affect a couple stamps, edge of
bottom right selvage partially missing, F.-V.F., Scott
$2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

314

HH/Ha 4¢ brown (377), right plate block of 6, o.g.,
lightly hinged (5 stamps never hinged), lovely fresh color,
vivid fresh color, faint blue staining in wide sheet margin at
upper right, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $325.
Estimate $100 - 150

315

HH
5¢ blue (378), top margin single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous rich color, a lovely mint
stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2008 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF-85. SMQ $100, Scott $70.
Estimate $75 - 100

316

H
6¢ red orange (379), o.g., lightly hinged, wow,
huge, jumbo margins, fresh, vibrant color, a truly choice,
eye popping stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1988 PF
Cert, Scott $35.
Estimate $400 - 600

Incredibly scarce "Star Plate" sheet produced in 1912
regularly issued in Washington, DC made from the 6 outer
vertical rows from imperforate sheets that had been
rejected for use in vending machines which account for the
stamps 3mm spacing, this is the scarcer lower right plate
position showing plate block at right and a full star plate
block along the bottom.
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317

Ha
6¢ red orange (379), top plate block of 6, o.g.,
lightly hinged, impressive full wide top, fiery bright shade,
light natural vertical gum bends, Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

318

HHa
1¢ green, imperf (383), top margin plate block
of 6 with plate number, imprint, and 5 point star, o.g., never
hinged, spectacular wide top, beautiful rich color, huge
boardwalk margins on all sides, the finest we have ever offered, matchless GEM quality, Superb, Scott $73.
Estimate $100 - 150

50
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319

HH/Ha 1¢ green, imperf (383), top margin plate blocks
of 6 with plate number and imprint, one with letter "A", one
with 5 point star, o.g., hinged or never hinged, attractive
wide tops, the "A" plate with bold rich color and just a bare
suggestion of light hinge mark in wide ungummed portion of
selvage, the star plate is in immaculate mint condition with a
light pencil notation on reverse of bottom middle stamp, Extremely Fine, Scott $198.
Estimate $100 - 150

320

HHa
2¢ carmine, imperf (384), top margin plate
block of 6 with plate number, imprint, and 5 point star, o.g.,
never hinged, maginifcent full wide top with spectacular righ
color, immaculate both front and back, a relatively common
plate block in a condition rarely seen, Superb, Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue

321

H
2¢ carmine coil (388), horizontal pair (2mm
spacing), o.g., lightly hinged, impressive multiple, incredibly fresh, missing from most collections, F.-V.F.; 1974 P.F.
certificate, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

324

322

323

324

HH
2¢ Panama-Pacific (398), o.g., never hinged,
bold rich color, extraordinary well centered example with
gorgeous margins all around, Extremely Fine to Superb;
2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $40.
Estimate $50 - 75

325

HH
10¢ orange Panama-Pacific (400A), bottom
sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, handsome large
margined stamp, intense color, a lovely example in pristine
mint condition, F.-V.F., Scott $400. Estimate $200 - 300

HH
1¢ green coil (390), guide line pair, o.g., never
hinged, extremely fresh and well centered, premium quality
example, Extremely Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $73.
Estimate $100 - 150

H
3¢ deep violet coil (394), horizontal pair (3mm
spacing), o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent quality with extremely large margins and vibrant rich shade, simply beautiful, Extremely Fine; 2003 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90
(1 of only 3 at this grade, with 4 other pairs grading higher).
SMQ $185, Scott $145.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

325

Rare 10¢ Panama-Pacific Plate Block

326

www.kelleherauctions.com

HHa
10¢ orange Panama-Pacific (400A), bottom
plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, impressive example of
this extremely rare plate block, outstanding fresh example
with bold rich color and full unblemished o.g., without a single skip or bend - rare thus, top 3 stamps are particularly
well centered examples, Fine, Scott $20,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1912-1916 Washington-Franklin Issues

327

329

HH
1¢ green coil (410), guide line pair, o.g., never
hinged, outstanding example with prooflike color and razor
sharp impression, extremely elusive line pair when found in
this marvelous quality, Extremely Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150

330

HH
15¢ gray (418), o.g., never hinged, impressive
wide margins, an immaculate mint stamp, Very Fine; 2006
P.F. certificate, Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150

331

Ha
15¢ gray (418), left margin plate block of 6 with
plate number, imprint, and letter "A", o.g., lightly hinged, visually appealing example of this undervalued plate block,
extremely fresh, trivial corner crease in lower left selvage,
Fine, Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

HHa
2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (402), bottom plate
block of 6, o.g., never hinged, attractive example of this
tough plate showing wide selvage, impressive rich shade,
bottom right stamp with gum skip, light vertical crease at
bottom center selvage does not affect any of the stamps,
Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Superb Gem 10¢ Panama-Pacific

328

52

HH
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., never
hinged, brilliant fresh with deep, rich color, virtually perfect,
balanced margins with even perfs and excellent corners, a
difficult stamp of exceptionally hard to match quality, Superb; 2007 PSE graded cert (Superb 98). SMQ $10,000
98-Superb, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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332

H
50¢ violet, DL watermark (422), o.g., previously hinged, large margins and deep color, very choice,
Very Fine; 1985 P.F. certificate, Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

333

(H)a
50¢ violet, DL watermark (422), block of 4,
regummed, extremely attractive top quality, beautiful deep
rich color, it's rare to find such a nice high value multiple of
this stamp that hasn't been broken up for quality single
stamps, truly remarkable, gum loss from hinge removal on
top two, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2011 PF certificate,
Scott $950.
Estimate $200 - 300

334

335

HH
5¢ blue (428), o.g., never hinged, sensational
large margined example with breathtaking deep rich color,
one of the nicest we have offered, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95 (1 of 31 at
this grade, only 8 others grade higher). SMQ $700, Scott
$75.
Estimate $300 - 400

336

HHa
6¢ red orange (429), left plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, gorgeous bright color, a beautiful mint plate
with choice centering, trivial natural gum crease along bottom left selvage and bottom left stamp is quite trivial, Very
Fine, Scott $875.
Estimate $400 - 600

337

HH/Ha 7¢ black (430), bottom margin block of 4 with
plate number, o.g., lightly hinged (1 stamp never hinged),
choice multiple with deep rich color, lower left stamp is in
immaculate mint condition, F.-V.F., Scott $470 as singles.
Estimate $100 - 150

HH/H
3¢ deep violet to 15¢ gray (426//437), very
choice group of 9 different top margin plate # singles, nicely
centered with warm rich colors throughout, 3¢ and 6¢ never
hinged, others lightly hinged or with hr's, group includes #'s
426-433, and 437, F.-V.F., Scott $543.
Estimate $200 - 300
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342

338

Ha
7¢ black (430), top plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged, gorgeous deep "Jet-Black" shade, desirable
full wide top, small thin spot at bottom of lower right stamp,
V.G.-Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300

339

344

342

H
30¢ orange red (439), top margin single with
plate number, o.g., previously hinged, bold deep shade, attractive position piece, F.-V.F., Scott $230.
Estimate $100 - 150

343

H
50¢ violet (440), bottom margin single with plate
number, o.g., lightly hinged, spectacular deep rich color,
impressive example of this tough high value Washington
Franklin, Very Fine; 1978 P.F. certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

344

HH
50¢ violet (440), o.g., never hinged, fresh, vivid
color, tiny natural inclusion speck, F.-V.F.; 1979 PF Cert,
Scott $1,175.
Estimate $300 - 400

345

Ha
50¢ violet (440), left margin block of 4 with plate
number, o.g., hinge remnants, handsome multiple with
prooflike color and impression, exceedingly fresh and
choice, F.-V.F., Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

346

H
4¢ brown coil (446), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly
hinged, extraordinary top quality example with brilliant
color, quite scarce in this condition, Extremely Fine; 2011
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90 (1 of 3 at this grade, only 10
others grade higher). SMQ $850, Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

340

339

H
10¢ orange yellow (433), o.g., barest trace of
hinge (appears never hinged), absolutely gorgeous example of this stamp, perfectly centered amid large balanced
margins, extraordinary deep rich color, a true GEM, Superb; 2012 PSE certificate. SMQ $295 98 Superb.
Estimate $200 - 300

340

HH
12¢ claret brown (435), o.g., never hinged, impressive fresh stamp with excellent centering, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF-85.
SMQ $95, Scott $60.
Estimate $75 - 100

341

HH
20¢ ultramarine (438), left margin single with
plate number, o.g., never hinged, wide margined example
with beautiful fresh color, Very Fine, Scott $430.
Estimate $250 - 350

54

343
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347

348

347

m
2¢ red, type I, rotary coil (449), neat wavy
black machine cancellation, handsome example of this elusive coil, gorgeous deep rich color, slight hinge thin only
shows in fluid, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

348

m
2¢ red, type II, rotary coil (454), joint line pair,
neatly struck "Buffalo" town cancellation, impressive well
centered genuinely used line pair, gorgeous rich color,
quite eluisve in this quality, slight crease at upper right corner of right stamp, otherwise Extremely Fine; 2011 A.P.S.
certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

349

ma
$1 violet black (460), block of 4, neat black cancellation, fabulous top quality block, beautiful rich color, one
of the scarcest high value blocks, top right stamp tiny thin
speck and bottom stamp corner crease, lovely Very Fine
appearance; 2012 and sound 1980 P.F. certificates., Scott
$750.
Estimate $200 - 300

350

H
2¢ pale carmine red, SL watermark, perf 11
(461), left margin single with plate number, o.g., lightly
hinged, nicely centered with vivid color, a premium quality
example of this elusive stamp, Very Fine; 1992 P.F. certificate, Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

351

HH/Ha 2¢ pale carmine red, SL watermark, perf 11
(461), right plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (5 stamps
never hinged), extremely attractive well centered plate,
bold deep shade, top right stamp with just a mere suggestion of a faint hinge mark, scarce in this quality, Very Fine,
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

352

HH/H
4¢ orange brown to 12¢ claret brown
(465//474), premium quality group of 8 different, including
465-66, 468-471, and 473-474, each being a plate # single,
4¢, 6¢, 8¢, and 12¢ lightly hinged, 5¢, 7¢, 9¢, and 11¢ never
hinged, a quality group with impressive colors, F.-V.F.,
Scott $865.
Estimate $400 - 600

353

Ha
7¢ black (469), top margin block of 4 with plate
number, o.g., lightly hinged, handsome multiple with bold
deep color, top right stamp is an impressive large margined
example, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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354

355

356

56

357

H
$1 violet black (478), top margin single with
plate number, o.g., previously hinged, scarce plate position
piece, strong color, nicely centered example of this high
value Washington Franklin, Very Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

358

HH
$2 dark blue and $5 light green (479-480), top
margin singles with plate numbers, o.g., never hinged, nice
matched top margin examples, bold colors on both, $5 with
faint hinge mark in selvage only, Fine, Scott $835.
Estimate $300 - 400

359

H
1¢-$1 Washington-Franklins, basic set complete, perf 11 (498//518), o.g., hinge remnants, decent set
(no 500 or 505), including both shades of the 12¢ value,
Fine, Scott $342.
Estimate $100 - 150

HHa
9¢ salmon red (471), left plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, impressive well centered example of this
scarce plate, beautiful fresh color, vertical gum skips affect
right 3 stamps, Very Fine, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H
15¢ gray (475), left margin single with plate
number, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged),
extraordinary example, dazzling color and sharp clear impression, quite elusive stamp in this premium quality, Extremely Fine; 1993 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150

H
20¢ light ultramarine (476), right margin single
with plate number, o.g., very lightly hinged, desirable example with gorgeous deep color, a lovely stamp, Very Fine,
Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1917-1919 Washington-Franklin Issue, Perf.
11

360

HH
1¢ green (498), o.g., never hinged, handsome
example with gorgeous deep rich color, a beautifully centered showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2008 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP-95, Scott $1. Estimate $50 - 75

361

HH
1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, o.g.,
never hinged, extraordinary well centered example of this
scarce multiple, bold rich color, immaculate mint condition,
scarce like this, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

362

Ha
2¢ rose, type I, imperf horizontally (499a), an
outstanding left sheet margin block of 6 with plate number
7945, o.g., lightly hinged, desirable position piece of this
scarce imperforate horizontal variety, small thinning on top
right and bottom right stamps, the center pair is sound and
choice, V.G.-Fine, exceedingly rare, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

363

HH
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), top margin single
with plate number, o.g., never hinged, extremely attractive
example of this most difficult of stamps, impressive deep
rich color, exceptional, minute natural gum skip mentioned
for complete accuracy, Very Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

364

HH/H
3¢ light violet to $1 violet brown (501//518),
choice group of 18 examples, including 501-504, and
506-518, plus 512a, o.g., 4¢, and 8¢-9¢ values lightly
hinged, others never hinged with a couple hinged in selvage
only, a beautiful group of quality plate # singles, a difficult to
assemble quality group, F.-V.F., Scott $776.
Estimate $300 - 400

365

HH/Ha 3¢ light violet to 15¢ gray (501-504, 506-514),
impressive group of 13 different wide matched plate blocks
of 6, o.g., 9¢ and 10¢ values lightly hinged, others in immaculate mint condition, great colors throughout, a fabulous
group of tops rarely seen this nice, F.-V.F., Scott $3,990.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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366

367

368

58

(H)a
5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a block of
9, without gum, deep rich color, pretty piece, light paper
bends, Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $150 - 200

369

HHa
10¢ orange yellow (510), top plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, fabulous wide full top with bold color, an
immaculate example of this undervalued plate block in a
quality rarely found, Very Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

370

HH
11¢ light green (511), o.g., never hinged, beautiful copy of this terribly difficult stamp, well centered with
wide margins and vibrant color, Extremely Fine to Superb;
2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $18.
Estimate $50 - 75

371

HH/Ha 15¢ gray (514), bottom plate block of 6, o.g.,
hinge remnant (2 stamps never hinged), impressive well
centered example of this elusive plate, fabulous rich shade,
quite a challenging plate to find with such wonderful eye appeal, Extremely Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ha
6¢ red orange (506), top plate block of 6, o.g.,
barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), gorgeous full
wide top, brilliant color, extraordinary example of this tough
plate, faintly hinged in ungummed portion of top selvage,
trivial gum skips on upper left stamp, top center stamp with
small inclusion, Extremely Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150

HHa
7¢ black (507), top plate block of 6, o.g., never
hinged, handsome example with especially intense color,
light selvage creases in wide top sheet margin only, couple
trivial perf seperations in selvage, F.-V.F., Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
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372

373

374

HH/Ha 15¢ gray (514), left plate block of 6, o.g., hinge
remnant (4 stamps never hinged), sensational bold rich
color, premium quality example, Very Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350
375

HHa
50¢ red violet (517), left plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, wonderfully fresh and choice example in the
distinctive red violet shade, no skips or bends - scarce thus,
F.-V.F., Scott $2,550.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

376

H
$1 violet brown (518), handsome top margin
part imprint single, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears
never hinged), huge boardwalk margins and sensational
bright color, an incredible example of this stamp, Extremely
Fine to Superb; 2011 PSE certificate ($180 for Grade of
98). SMQ $70 95J XF-Sup, Scott $95.
Estimate $100 - 150

HHa
20¢ light ultramarine (515), top plate block of
6, o.g., never hinged, impressive high quality example of
this notoriously difficult plate block, incredibly fresh both
front and back without a single skip or bend, truly scarce
when found in this marvelous condition, Very Fine, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ha
20¢ light ultramarine (515), top plate block of
6, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), eye
catching full wide top featuring extremely intense color and
sharp clear impression, bare suggestion of faint hinging in
top selvage only, all 6 stamps are immaculate mint
exmaples, trivial creases in top selvage only and some minor perf seperations in selvage, Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1918-1923 Issues

377

378

H
2¢ carmine, DL watermark (519), o.g., barest
trace of hinge (appears never hinged), very fresh with wide
margins, choice, Extremely Fine; 3 PF certificates: 2011
says hinged, 1998 says never hinged, 1985 before NH
available- you decide, Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

HHa
$5 deep green & black (524), block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, magnificent well centered multiple in immaculate mint condition, extremely rich color, lower left stamp
with a tiny tear at upper left corner of stamp, upper left
stamp with wrinkle, otherwise Extremely Fine; 2011 PSE
certificate, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

382

HHa
1¢ dark green, Offset (525a), bottom left corner
margin block of 4, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only, well centered with extra large margins, a wonderful multiple of this tough color variety, natural gum
wrinkles, Extremely Fine, Scott $70. Estimate $100 - 150

383

HHa
2¢ carmine Offset, type Va, double impression (528c), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, immaculate mint
condition, very noticable doubling of the impression along
the left margin of each stamp, strong rich color, V.G.-Fine,
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

H
2¢ carmine, DL watermark (519), left margin
single with plate number, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely
scarce plate position piece, fabulous rich color, a rare opportunity to acquire a very pleasing example of this stamp,
Fine; with photocopy of 1959 P.F. certificate for block/6,
from which this stamp was taken, this being the upper left
stamp from the block, Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

379

380

379

(H)
$2 orange red & black (523), top margin single
with plate number, regummed over tiny faults, attractive example with glowing color, nice wide top selvage, faint corner
crease at upper right, Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200

380

HH
$5 deep green & black (524), top margin single
with plate number, o.g., never hinged, beautiful bold rich
shade, handsome example with nice eye appeal, Fine,
Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

60

381
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1922-1925 Regular Issue

384

m
2¢ carmine Offset, type Va, double impression (528Be), neat wavy black cancel, impressive example
of this elusive stamp, light pencil notation on reverse,
F.-V.F., Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

385

ma
3¢ violet, rotary coil waste (541), block of 4,
light black cancel, extremely elusive used block, bright
color and sharp impression, Very Fine, Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200

386

H
$2 carmine & black (547), top margin single
with plate number, o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant rich color,
choice and attractive, Fine, Scott $130.
Estimate $75 - 100

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

387

HH/Ha 3¢ violet to 50¢ lilac (555//570), attractive
group of 18 different side plate blocks of 6 with plate numbers, o.g., many never hinged, a spectacular offering of
wide selvage plates including scarcer examples of the 15¢
and 20¢ 5 point star plates, the group includes #'s 555-570
inclusive, seven plates are lightly hinged including the 6¢,
8¢, 10¢, 12¢, 15¢ and 20¢ star plates, and the 20¢ normal
plate, ten plates are never hinged, including the 3¢-5¢, 7¢,
9¢, 11¢, 14¢, 15¢ regular plate, along with the 30¢ and 50¢
values, a beautiful well matched group of wide sides, all with
superb colors, #560 plate with light crease in selvage, #570
with natural gum skips and gum creases, Very Fine, Scott
$6,925.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

388

HH/Ha 3¢ violet to 20¢ carmine rose (555-557, 559,
561-562, 564-567), wonderful group of 10 different full wide
top plate blocks of 6, o.g., the 3¢-5¢, 7¢, 10¢, and 15¢ are
lightly hinged, the 9¢, 12¢, 14¢, and 20¢ are never hinged,
each a handsome example, a beautiful group, 556 with
small selvage crease, 565 with heavy horizontal crease in
selvage, F.-V.F., Scott $2,555.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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389

390

62

391

HHa
6¢ red orange (558), left plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, impressive example with brilliant fresh color,
very fresh and pleasing, F.-V.F., Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

392

HHa
8¢ olive green (560), left plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, impressive rich shade, attractive, tiny gum
skip on upper left stamp, F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

393

HHa
10¢ orange (562), top plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, extremely fresh example in immaculate mint
condition, F.-V.F., Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ha
5¢ dark blue (557), bottom plate block of 6, o.g.,
lightly hinged, choice example with extremely deep color,
Very Fine, Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ha
6¢ red orange (558), block of 15, o.g., hinge
remnants, fabulous showpiece showing a dramatic vertical
misperf resulting in skinny stamps in center column and incredibly wide examples in the right vertical row, a fabulous
printing anomily ready for any great exhibit, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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394

395

396

397

HHa
25¢ yellow green (568), top plate block of 6,
o.g., stamps are never hinged, a breath of a hinge in the ungummed portion of the selvage, impressive example with
dazzling bright color, trivial natural gum skips, Very Fine,
Scott $425 as NH.
Estimate $200 - 300

398

HH/Ha 25¢ yellow green (568), right plate block of 6,
o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only, vivid
bright shade, wonderfully fresh, minor perf seperations in
selvage, F.-V.F., Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

399

HH/Ha 50¢ lilac and $1 violet brown (570, 571), top
plate blocks of 6, o.g., 50¢ barely hinged with enlarged staple holes in selvage, $1 immaculate and fresh without a single skip or bend, extremely fresh examples, Fine, Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ha
12¢ brown violet (564), right margin plate
blocks of 6 or 4 with plate numbers, o.g., very lightly hinged,
a nice group of 3 different 12¢ blocks, including a regular
right side plate number block of 6, plus a large 5 point star
plate block of six, and an extremely scarce large 6 point star
in a right margin block of 4, Very Fine, Scott $288.
Estimate $100 - 150

HHa
15¢ gray (566), right plate block of 6, o.g., never
hinged, very pretty example, extremely fresh and choice,
small natural gum skips, Very Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

HH/Ha 25¢ yellow green and 30¢ olive brown (568,
569), nice matched pair of wide top plate blocks of 6, o.g.,
25¢ never hinged, 30¢ lightly hinged on 2 stamps, beautiful
deep rich colors, F.-V.F., Scott $750. Estimate $200 - 300
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400

HHa
$1 violet black (571), top plate block of 6, o.g.,
stamps are never hinged, a light trace of a hinge in the ungummed portion of the selvage over a margin tear, impressive example with brilliant color and razor sharp
impression, quite elusive in this quality, Very Fine, Scott
$480 as NH singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

401

HHa
$1 violet black (571), bottom plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged (minor natural gum skips on right 2
stamps), attractive example with brilliant fresh color, Very
Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

402

HHa
$2 deep blue (572), right margin block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged (right two stamps and selvage with natural
gum creasing), extremely intense color, extraordinarily
wide sheet margin, Fine, Scott $600 as singles.
Estimate $100 - 150

64
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403

HHa
$2 deep blue (572), left margin block of 10, o.g.,
never hinged, eye catching large multiple with bright vivid
color, extremely fresh and pleasing, Fine, Scott $1,500 as
singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

404

HH
$5 carmine & blue (573), o.g., never hinged,
vivid bright shade, prisitne mint condition, Very Fine, Scott
$220.
Estimate $100 - 150

405

HHa
$5 carmine & blue (573), block of 4 with plate
number, o.g., stamps never hinged, beautiful colors, pristine Post Office fresh block, Very Fine, Scott $880.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1923-1956 Issues

406

407

408

HHa
2¢ carmine, rotary (579), top margin plate
block of 4 with plate number and star, o.g., never hinged,
one of the most handsome examples we have had the pleasure to offer, well centered with magnificent rich color, a
premium plate for the condition conscious collector, Very
Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

409

HH/Ha 2¢ carmine, rotary (579), top margin plate
block of 6 with plate number and star, o.g., hinge remnants
(4 stamps never hinged), excellent rich shade, wonderfully
well centered example of this extremely elusive plate, Very
Fine, Scott $830.
Estimate $400 - 600

410

HH
9¢ rose, rotary (590), top margin single, o.g.,
never hinged, this stamp meets the rare standard of absolute perfection in all respects, pristine condition, outstanding color, exceptional and unsurpassed, Superb; 2007 PSE
graded cert (Gem 100), SMQ $650 for 98.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

HHa
1¢ and 2¢ rotary coil waste (578-579), top
margin plate blocks of 4 with plate numbers and stars, o.g.,
never hinged, impressive matched set of these scarce
plates, Post Office fresh condition, quite scarce in this pristine mint condition, F.-V.F., Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ha
1¢ and 2¢ rotary coil waste (578-579), top
margin plate blocks of 8 with plate numbers and stars, o.g.,
lightly hinged, impressive examples, each with bold rich
color, very appealing, V.G.-Fine, Scott $2,325.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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411

HH
10¢ orange, rotary (591), o.g., never hinged,
pristine fresh with radiant color, nice wide margins and
beautifully centered, an exquisite example by any measure,
Superb; 2004 PSE graded cert (Superb 98), SMQ $1,450
98-Superb.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

412

HHa
2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), top margin plate block of 4 with plate number and star, o.g., never
hinged, handsome example in immaculate mint condition,
natural straight edge at left side which is the normal way this
scarce block comes, absolutely outstanding color, F.-V.F.,
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

413

Ha
2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), plate
block of 4 with plate number and star, o.g., small hinge remnants, bright color, an extremely scarce plate block showing full and complete perforations along the left side, rare
thus, as this plate almost never comes with perforations
along the left side of the block, Fine, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

66
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414

HH
2¢ carmine coil, type II (599A), horizontal pair,
o.g., never hinged, extremely attractive multiple with gorgeous rich color, very difficult issue to find well centered,
Very Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

415

HH
2¢ carmine lake coil (606a), vertical pair, o.g.,
never hinged, brilliant fresh, vivid color, Very Fine; 2006
PSE Cert, Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

416

HH
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never
hinged, gorgeous well centered example, bold deep color,
immaculate both front and back, Extremely Fine, Scott
$600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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420

417

418

419

421

420

HH
2¢ carmine, type II (634A), left margin single,
o.g., never hinged, post office condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

421

HH
3¢ bright violet (635a), o.g., never hinged, outstanding example of this elusive and often misidentified
color variety, large margins, Extremely Fine to Superb;
2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95 (only 8 others
grade higher). SMQ $45, Scott $1.
Estimate $40 - 60

422

HH
Kans.-Nebr. complete (658-679), o.g., never
hinged, PO fresh, F.-V.F., some are Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,054.
Estimate $200 - 300

423

HH/Ha Kans.-Nebr. complete (658-679), plate blocks
of 4 with plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
scarce complete set with bold rich colors throughout, the
set of Kans overprints are all never hinged, the set of Nebraska overprints are all lightly hinged, wonderful opportunity to acquire a decent set of these tough plates, 2¢
Kansas with inclusion spot, 7¢ Kansas with a few light
creases, 1½¢ Nebraska with slight corner crease, and 3¢
Nebraska with trivial nick out of the top selvage of the plate,
V.G., Scott $8,270.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

HH
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never
hinged, incredibly fresh and choice, premium sheet, couple
trivial perf separations, Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never
hinged, exceptionally well centered, brilliant color, impressive example, Very Fine, Scott $600. Estimate $200 - 300

H
1¢-10¢ rotary press printing (632-642), complete set, including the tough 2¢ type II, #634A, o.g., hinge
remnants, bright and fresh, Fine, Scott $342.
Estimate $100 - 150
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424

s

425

HH/H
Kans.-Nebr. complete, Wholesale group
(658-679), four complete sets hinged, extra two Nebraska
sets hinged, plus three Kansas sets never hinged, all all
fairly nice with many VF, please inspect, generally F.-V.F.,
Scott $4,105 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

426

HHa
Kans. complete (658-668), blocks of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Good-Very Fine, several values including 8¢ and 10¢ are very fine, Scott $1,887.
Estimate $300 - 400

427

HHa
7¢, 8¢, 10¢ Kans. & 9¢ Nebr., wholesale lot
(665, 666, 668, 678), o.g., never hinged, PO fresh selected,
mostly in blocks, 8¢ is fine, the rest choice, #665(10),
666(4), 668(20), 678 (10), overall Very Fine, Scott $2,990
(no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

68

Kans.-Nebr. complete (658-679), first day cancels, Very Fine, scarce group, first day covers catalog
$2,195, Scott $339 ++.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

428

HH
Nebr. complete (669-679), pairs, o.g., never
hinged, key values are well centered and PO Fresh! F.-V.F.
and attractive, Scott $1,165.
Estimate $200 - 300

429

HH/Ha Nebr. complete (669-679), blocks of 4, o.g., 2
stamps never hinged per block, mostly very fine or better
centering, quite fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $1,748.
Estimate $400 - 600

430

E
3¢ Byrd Antarctic photo essays (733), interesting group of 8 photo essays, 3 are of the 1933 Byrd
Antartic issue of 1933, with 5 other different designs, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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435

HH
1¢ Parks souvenir sheet (769-770 vars.), o.g.,
never hinged, one #769 is lightly hinged, Extremely Fine;
each with 2011 PF Certificates.
Estimate $400 - 600
Impressive example of these elusive souvenir sheets with
full gum applied by the Post office Department in 1940,
regularly issued without gum, collector outrage prompted
the Post office to offer to apply “original gum” on this issue
and #'s 756-765 that were sent in by the owner's of these
stamps, pristine and fresh without any skips or bends,
extremely undervalued as the majority of these issues
were never sent back into the Post office Department for
gumming.

431

H
National Parks complete, "Peckmore" engravings (740-749), beautiful group of 10 different values
on Peckmore engravings measuring 137 x 171mm, a
choice set of these popular engravings that seldom appear
at auction, 1¢ value with light corner bend, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

432

(H)a
1935 Farley Special Printings complete
(752-771), a useful accumulation of about 140 Farley items
including singles, blocks, gutter pairs and blocks, cross gutter blocks, margins blocks and both vertical and horizontal
line pairs, good for the specialist or dealer stock, without
gum as issued, some minor faults, generally Very Fine,
Scott $1,017 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

433

(H)a
National Parks complete, imperf (754-765,
771), complete sheets of 200, without gum as issued, nicely
stored flat, an excellent, extra 3¢ sheet, Very Fine.
Brookman $4,340 as sheets of 200 (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

434

(H)a
1¢ & 3¢ Chicago, 3¢ Byrd, 1¢ Yosemite, 3¢
Mt. Rainier souvenir sheets (766a-770a), complete
sheets, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Brookman
$1,650 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

436

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

(H)a
1¢ Parks souvenir sheet (769), crossed gutter
block of 4, without gum as issued, outstanding example,
fully gummed blocks of these normally ungummed issue
are extremely scarce, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Modern Errors

437

HHa
½¢-$5 Presidential complete (803-834), set of
plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, choice set of 33 different, including 832c, Post Office fresh and choice, Very Fine,
Scott $701.
Estimate $200 - 300

438

HH
$5 Presidential (834), wholesale selection of
40 singles, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. or better
with many very fine, Scott $3,400 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

439

HHa
$5 Presidential (834), four centerline blocks of
4 and two right margin arrow blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged,
all but one stamp in centerline block have PO freshness, 24
stamps in total, generally Very Fine, Scott $2,100 (no
photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

440

HHa
$5 Presidential (834), investment holding of 50
plate # blocks, o.g., apparently all never hinged, a nice
slection of printings, shades, numbers and positions, varieties including center vignette placements, a premier holding,
a few small faults or the occasional hinged, but generally
Very Fine, Scott $18,750 (no photo).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

441

HHa
$5 Hamilton (1053), 70 plate blocks of 4, o.g.,
never hinged (an occasional gum disturbance but only a
few), various positions, most were hand-selected many
years ago when these were still current, generally Very
Fine, Scott $17,500 (no photo). Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

70

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

442

HH
1973, 8¢ Progress in Electronics, black omitted (1501a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, natural offset
on reverse, Very Fine, only 300-400 issued; 2006 PF Cert,
Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

443

m
1979, 15¢ John Paul Jones, perf 12 (1789B),
very lightly canceled, well centered with large margins, light
corner crease, otherwise Extremely Fine, very rare; 2011
APS certificate, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

444

HHa
1985 (22¢) “D” stamp, imperf (2111a), right
margin plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, well margined
multiple, immaculate mint condition, unlisted in Scott as a
plate block, Extremely Fine, Scott $140 as 4 pairs.
Estimate $100 - 150

info@kelleherauctions.com
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Airmail

445

HH
1987, 22¢ Friendship with Morocco, black
omitted (2349a), top margin single with color bar, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, only 175-200 issued; APS
certificate for block of four, this being the upper left stamp,
Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

446

HHa
1989, 25¢ House of Representatives, color
shift (2412 var.), brown shifted toward top, complete sheet,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

447

HHa
1991, 1¢ American Kestrel, "01", misperfed
vertically (2476 var.), complete sheet, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

448

449

HH
1918, 16¢ green to 1923, 16¢ dark blue (C2,
C3, C5), lovely group of 3 different, o.g., never hinged, each
in immaculate mint condition with fresh bright colors,
F.-V.F., Scott $420.
Estimate $150 - 200

450

HH
1918, 16¢ green (C2), o.g., never hinged, marvelous well centered example with big margins and bright
color, simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2011
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95 (only 24 examples
grade higher). SMQ $400, Scott $140.
Estimate $250 - 350

451

HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3 var), eye
catching almost “Grounded Plane” variety with the wheels
just cutting into “Cents”, o.g., never hinged, small natural
gum skip of no consequence, one of the most desirable vignette shifts on our first airmail stamp, a true grounded
plane, reperf at top, otherwise Fine, grounded plane examples are quite rare; 2011 PF Certificate not the true
"grounded plane" variety.
Estimate $300 - 400

HHa
2004, 37¢ Year of the Monkey, color error
(3832 var.), yellow color omitted error on positions 1-4,
complete sheet of 20, o.g., never hinged, die cut separation
at lower right not affecting errors, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 2011 APS Cert.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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452

HH
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g.,
never hinged, outstanding high quality set of these popular
stamps, each well centered with large margins, C14 and
C15 are wide right sheet margin plate number singles, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

455

HHa
2000, 60¢ Grand Canyon, die cutting omitted
(C135a), bottom right plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged,
very scarce multiple, Extremely Fine, Scott $4,500 as two
pairs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

456

HH
Airmail Booklet, 1964, 80¢ Jet & Capitol,
black on pink cover (BCK11), in original PO box, 250+
booklets, mailed Jul 17 1964 in Washington DC, arrived Jul
20 1964 in Long Beach NY, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $7,500 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

Special Delivery

453

454

72

H
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g.,
barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), impressive
well centered set, each stamp with bold rich color, the C14
with a couple light natural gum bends, otherwise exceptional, Very Fine; each with 2012 PF certificate: C13
Graded VF 80; C14 Graded XF 90; C15 ungraded, Scott
$1,155.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HHa
1978, 31¢ Wright Brothers, se-tenant, black
and brown shifted up and to left (C92a var.), complete
sheet, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

457

Ha
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), block of 4, o.g., small hinge
remnants, fabulous well centered example with super color
and razor sharp impression, tiny bits of hinge reinforce the
perforations, an impressive multiple with centering second
to none, upper right stamp with a tiny thin spot in the hinge
area, tiny gum-soaked perfs along left side, otherwise Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $2,500. Estimate $500 - 750

info@kelleherauctions.com
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458

H
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), o.g.,
lightly hinged, brilliant fresh with deep, rich color, huge, brilliant white jumbo margins, a gorgeous and extremely
choice example of this tough stamp, Extremely Fine to
Superb; 2008 PSE graded cert (XF-Sup 95J). SMQ $4,850
for 98, SMQ $2,450 for normal 95.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

459

H
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), bottom
imprint and plate number strip of 3, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely intense color, well centered and rare when found in
this quality, right stamp with tiny thin spot, otherwise Very
Fine, Scott $5,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

461

HH
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), o.g., never hinged,
one of the most attractive examples one could ever imagine, a gorgeous example with huge margins and breathtaking deep rich color, extremely scarce when found in this
spectacular condition, Extremely Fine; 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90J (1 of 4 examples at this grade, with only
6 others grading higher). SMQ $1,650, Scott $525.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

462

463

462

HH
1911, 10¢ ultramarine (E8), o.g., never hinged,
fabulous mint example, beautifully centered amid generous
margins, dazzling rich color printed on lily white paper, a
wonderful showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2012
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP-95, Scott $240.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

463

H
1911, 10¢ ultramarine (E8), top plate number
single, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged),
awesome example with huge boardwalk margins, impressive fresh color, an outstanding showpiece, Extremely Fine
to Superb; 2012 PSE certificate and 1992 P.F. certificate.
SMQ $210 95 XF-Sup.
Estimate $200 - 300
Value does not take into account the Plate #.

460

HH
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), plate number and imprint
strip of 3, o.g., left pair is never hinged, absolutely spectacular GEM quality strip in the finest obtainable qulaity, each
stamp extraordinarily well centered with sensational rich
color, the gum is immaculate, without a single skip or bend,
how this outstanding multiple has kept from being broken
up into quality graded singles is hard to believe, center
stamp with tiny toned perf tip - truly insignificant, Extremely
Fine to Superb; 2011 PF Certificate, Scott $1,160 as
singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
464

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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HH
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), o.g., never hinged,
magnificent example with huge JUMBO margins on all
sides, gorgeous rich shade, an eye catching showpiece
that would enhance any great collection, Extremely Fine;
2001 P.F. certificate, and 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-90J (1 of only 5 examples to achieve this impressive
grade). SMQ $690, Scott $425. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Registry

465

468

H
1891, 50¢ bright claret, proof on stamp paper
(J28Pa), horizontal pair, o.g., barest trace of hinge, F.-V.F.;
2011 PF certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

469

HHa
1895, 5¢ deep claret (J41), top right block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh color, an immaculate
mint block with immaculate gum, bottom 3 stamps nicely
centered, Fine, Scott $3,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

H
1911, 10¢ Registry (F1), horizontal pair, postmarked Vera Cruz, May 24, 1914, with disturbed o.g.,
cancelled on gum, unusual and curious variety, F.-V.F.,
Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

Postage Due

466

H
1879, 30¢ deep brown, Special Printing
(J13), o.g., lightly hinged, beautiful example of this rare
Special Printing, extremely intense color, rarely found completely sound, Fine, only 179 issued; 2000 A.P.S. and 2007
P.F. certificates, Scott $9,750.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

470

467

74

H
1884, 5¢ red brown (J18), horizontal pair, o.g.,
small hinge remnant, fresh, rich color, attractive pair, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 2010 PF Cert, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

471

472

470

m
1914, 50¢ carmine lake (J58), well centered example of this scarce key-value postage due, small faults including two light horizontal creases, otherwise Very Fine;
2012 W.R. Weiss, Jr. photo certificate, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

471

HH
1916, 2¢ rose (J60), o.g., never hinged, pristine
condition, vibrant color, F.-V.F., Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600

472

HH
1917, 30¢ deep claret (J66a), o.g., never
hinged, impressive example with huge boardwalk margins,
extremely fresh showpiece that would enhance any great
Postage Due collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2012
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP-95J, Scott $260.
Estimate $400 - 600

info@kelleherauctions.com
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Offices in China

478
473

474

m
1919-22, 2¢-$2 complete (K1-K18), each with
neat black "U.S. Postal Service Shanghai" cds, eye catching genuinely used set of this elusive issue, each with gorgeous rich color, minor hr's on most could be easily
removed by soaking, a scarce complete matched set,
V.G.-Fine, Scott $4,385.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH
1919, 14¢ on 7¢ black (K7), left margin single
with plate number, o.g., never hinged, extraordinary GEM
quality stamp, incredible color and centering, destined for
the finest collection of these tough overprints, Superb; 2012
P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP-98, Scott $225.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

475

476

Officials

479

H
1873 Officials plate proofs on card complete
(O1-O93P4), impressive set of 93 different neatly hinged on
album pages, beautiful colors throughout, a remarkable offering of these beautiful proofs, Extremely Fine, Scott $868.
Estimate $400 - 600

480

H
1873, $20 State Dept. (O71), o.g., hinge remnant, extraordinary example of this rare stamp, spectacular
deep shade, rarely found completely sound and choice,
F.-V.F.; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $5,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

477

475

m
1919, 20¢ on 10¢ orange yellow (K10), black
and magenta cancellations, well centered example, bold
shade, a choice used stamp, small vertical crease, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $130.
Estimate $50 - 75

476

H
1919, 40¢ on 20¢ deep ultramarine (K13), disturbed o.g., beautiful rich shade, pretty stamp, Very Fine;
2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $130.
Estimate $50 - 75

477

H
1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red (K14), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), appealing example with glowing rich shade, a wide margined stamp, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012 PSE certificate "previously
hinged" and 2001 P.S.E. certificate states Never Hinged.
SMQ $125 85 VF-XF, Scott $120.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

H
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), o.g., lightly
hinged, very pleasing example with sensational deep rich
color, much more intense than normally encountered, Very
Fine, Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

www.kelleherauctions.com
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Rare Soft Paper Official

482

HH
1894, 1¢ intense black (PR90), o.g., never
hinged, immaculate fresh stamp in pristine mint condition,
beautiful deep rich color, F.-V.F.; 2007 P.S.E. certificate,
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

Postal Notes
481

(H)
1879, 1¢ Agriculture Dept. (O94), without gum
as issued, unpunched perf at R, very fresh, vibrant color,
excellent example of this scarce stamp, Extremely Fine, a
very rare stamp to begin with, not to mention in this exceptional quality; 2008 PF Cert; 2009 PSE graded cert (XF 90).
SMQ $7,650 for 90, Scott $6,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

483

76

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Pa
1945, 1¢ Postal Note, trial color (PN1TC1),
right margin block of 4, scarce multiple of this elusive trial
color proof, minor diagonal paper wrinkle mostly in wide
right sheet margin barely affects the bottom right corner of
the lower right stamp, otherwise Extremely Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

info@kelleherauctions.com
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Parcel Post

484

HHa
1913, 3¢ carmine rose (Q3), left margin plate
block of 6 with plate number and imprint "Three" in selvage,
o.g., never hinged, well centered example with beautiful
rich color, light natural gum bends, Very Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

485

HHa
1913, 3¢ carmine rose (Q3), top plate block of 6
with imprint, o.g., never hinged, dazzling rich color, Post Office fresh and choice, couple trivial perf separations in selvage, Fine; 2006 P.S.E. certificate for plate # block/9, from
which this plate block of 6 was taken, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

486

HHa
1913, 5¢ carmine rose (Q5), right plate block of
6, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous top quality example in immaculate mint condition, extremely fresh with brilliant color,
an impressive showpiece example in desirable quality,
Very Fine, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

487

HH/Ha 1913, 10¢ carmine rose (Q6), left margin plate
block of 8 with plate number and imprint "Ten" in selvage,
o.g., lightly hinged (6 stamps never hinged), bold prooflike
color, faint trace of hinging on top 2 stamps, a wonderful example of this desirable plate with the imprint, selvage
slightly reduced at left side, trivial light toning mentioned
only for complete accuracy on reverse side of selvage at
top, Fine, Scott $1,370.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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488

489

78

HH/Ha 1913, 15¢ carmine rose (Q7), bottom plate
block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (3 stamps never hinged),
choiec appearing example of this scarce plate, bottom 3
stamps are choice never hinged examples, selvage
reinforement in bottom right selvage, Fine, Scott $2,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

490

HH/Ha 1913, 20¢ carmine rose (Q8), top plate block of
6, o.g., hinge remnant (3 stamps never hinged), extraordinary full wide top, incredibly fresh and choice with beautiful
centering, right 2 stamps with natural gum creases, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $6,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

491

HH
1913, 25¢ carmine rose (Q9), vertical pair, o.g.,
never hinged, attractive multiple in Post Office fresh condition with dazzling color, the top stamp is particularly choice,
F.-V.F., Scott $380.
Estimate $150 - 200

HH/Ha 1913, 15¢ carmine rose (Q7), right margin
plate block of 10 with plate number and imprint "Fifteen" in
selvage, o.g., lightly hinged (middle 6 stamps never
hinged), incredibly intense color, premium qualty example
of this scarce and undervalued plate, positions 7-8 with horizontal pressure ridge, Fine, Scott $3,530.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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492

493

Ha
1913, 25¢ carmine rose (Q9), bottom margin
plate block of 6 with plate number and imprint "Twenty Five"
in selvage, o.g., small hinge remnants, impressive example
of this remarkably scarce and undervalued imprint plate
block, bright vivid color, simply gorgeous, F.-V.F., Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

494

HH/Ha 1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), left plate block
of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (3 stamps never hinged), dazzling
bright shade, handsome example of this tough plate,
F.-V.F., Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

495

Ha
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), top margin
plate block of 6 with plate number and imprint "Seventy
Five" in selvage, o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent premium
quality example of the rarely encounted full wide top plate
block with the desirable imprint, much rarer than a regular
plate block, and almost never appears at public auction,
one of the most beautiful examples we have ever handled,
F.-V.F., Scott $4,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

HH/Ha 1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), bottom margin
plate block of 4 with plate number and imprint "Fifty" in selvage, o.g., lightly hinged (bottom 2 stamps never hinged),
extremely fresh and choice example with brilliant color,
Fine, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Parcel Post Postage Due

Postal Stationery
499

496

HH
1913, 2¢ dark green (JQ2), o.g., never hinged,
outstanding example with JUMBO margins, glowing deep
rich color, a very impressive stamp with a rather conservatively graded opinion, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1997
P.F. and 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF-85J (1 of 3
attaining this grade, only 29 others grade higher). SMQ
$275, Scott $190.
Estimate $200 - 300

497

HH
1913, 10¢ dark green (JQ4), o.g., never
hinged, big margins, beautiful vivid color, an immaculate
Post Office fresh stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2008
P.F. certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

According to the Thorp book, the government overprinted
the then current series for presentation to delegates
attending the Universal Postal Congress in Washington
DC in 1897. They were presented in a cardboard box with
inscription (does not accompany). Most sets have been
broken, so this is a rare opportunity to acquire the
complete set.

500

H)
1925, 1½¢ on 2¢ carmine on oriental buff
(U503), entire, tiny edge flaw at right, otherwise Very Fine,
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

501

H)
1950, 2¢ carmine, die 4 (U533c), 700 entires,
Very Fine, Scott $1,120 (no photo). Estimate $150 - 200

502

H)
1958, 6¢ + 1¢ orange, die 2a (UC27), complete
mint entire, Very Fine, Scott $375. Estimate $150 - 200

Locals

498

80

SH)
1897, Universal Postal Congress entires,
partial set of 47 of the 59 entires comprising different knives
and sizes of the sixteen different designs, clear "Universal
Postal Congress" overprints, immaculate condition,
F.-V.F., Scott $6,000 for a complete set (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

(H)
Wells Fargo & Co., 1861, $1 red (143L3), without gum, brilliant color, choice, Fine, Scott $100. Estimate
$50 - 75

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Revenues

503

(H)
1862, 10¢ Power of Attorney, imperf (R37a),
unused, very fresh with gorgeous, deep blue color, big margins, a very choice and beautiful stamp, Extremely Fine
to Superb; 2008 PF Cert; 2009 PSE graded cert (XF-Sup
95), Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

504

m
1863, $3.50 Inland Exchange, imperf (R87a),
large margins around, small thin and repaired tears at left,
lovely Very Fine appearance, a very rare stamp, ex-Joyce,
Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

505

m
1871, 10¢ blue & black, center inverted
(R109a), face free magenta handstamp cancel, fresh and
attractive example of this scarce inverted center,
V.G.-Fine, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

506

H
1898 “I.R.” provisional, 2¢ pink, type III
(R155), vertical pair, o.g., small hinge remnant, eye catching vertical pair with the top stamp appearing to be missing
the overprint, extremely fresh and attractive, V.G.-Fine;
with "clear" 1970 P.F. certificate identifying this pair as
#155b, the vertical pair with overprint "I.R." on bottom
stamp only (Scott catalog $1,750.
Estimate $400 - 600

507

(H)
Wines, 1942, $7.14 to $800 yellow green &
black (RE159A//RE182E), choice group of 11 examples of
these scarce 1942 Wine stamps, each with warm rich color,
in immacute condition, group includes #'s RE159A, 165A,
167A, 167B, 179A, 180A, 182A, 182B, 182C, 182D, 182E,
along with two examples unpriced in Scott, #'s RE183A and
RE183B, a beautiful group of these desirable Wine stamps,
without gum, F.-V.F., Scott $1,925.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

508

m
Silver Tax, 1941, $100 gray (RG80), faint purple handstamp cancel, very fresh, attractive example of this
scarce stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

www.kelleherauctions.com
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509

(H)
Narcotic Tax, 1961, 18¢ violet, imperf
(RJA68a), vertical pair, without gum, gorgeous bright color,
extremely well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

510

(H)
Narcotic Tax, 1919, 20¢ violet, imperf
(RJA70a), vertical pair, without gum, wonderfully well centered amid generous margins, intense color and impression, Extremely Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

511

HH
Narcotic Tax, 1963, 20¢ violet, rouletted 7
(RJA99b), o.g., never hinged, beautiful example, particularly well centered with warm rich color, immaculate Post
Office fresh mint condition, Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $100 - 150

513

HH
Marihuana Tax, 1937, $1, $5, $10 (RJM1-3),
o.g., never hinged, pristine mint set in Post office fresh condition, great colors, each stamp reperforated at top, Very
Fine; each with 2012 PSE certificate, Scott $1,675.
Estimate $300 - 400

514

s

1960, $3 Boating Stamp (RVB2), tied to form
CG -3876A (12-59) Temporary Certificate, Sitka, Alaska
May 13, 1963 ties the stamp to the card, unusual and
scarce usage from Alaska, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

Duck Stamps
515

512

82

H
1934, $1 Mallards, 1935, $1 Canvasbacks
plus others (RW1, RW2 plus others), selection of three
#RW1 (disturbed or no gum), four #RW2 (3 o.g., 1 no gum)
includes plate # single, plus another 30 or 40 unused or
used some variable quality and then 1985 State Ducks (38
different) a very useful group with nice value, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

HHa
Narcotic Tax, 1963, 20¢ violet, rouletted 7
(RJA99b), block of 10, o.g., never hinged, outstanding and
rare block in fabulous never hinged condition, as fresh and
choice as the first day it was issued, a very rare multiple, Extremely Fine, Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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516

517

HH/H
1935, $1 Canvasbacks to 1976, $5 Canada
Geese (RW2//RW43), overall a select group of 12 different,
choice examples with vivid colors, o.g., all never hinged except RW2 which is VLH, RW16 and RW18 with minor toning
on gum, F.-V.F., Scott $1,942.
Estimate $500 - 750

(H)
1936, $1 Canada Geese to 1986, $7.50
Fulvous Whistling Duck (RW3//RW53), group of 20 different, nice little group, without gum, couple with small
faults, F.-V.F., Scott $648.
Estimate $100 - 150

520

s

521

HH
1952, $2 Harlequin Ducks (RW19), signed by
the artist, scarce and desirable item, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips), F.-V.F. Retail value $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

522

HH
1979, $7.50 Green-Winged Teal through
1996, $15 Surf Scoters, artist signed (RW46//RW63), 17
stamps in total, 15 different, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
over $600 in retail (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

523

(H)
Montana, 1971, $2 Pheasant (A7), without
gum as issued, immaculate, Very Fine, quite scarce, Scott
$650.
Estimate $200 - 300

1937, $1 Scaup Ducks through 1982, $7.50
Canvasbacks (RW4//RW49), a nice selection of 40 Duck
Hunting licenses utilizing 34 different stamps (two are just licenses used without stamps) plus 1981-1986 South Dakota & 1981 Wyoming Non-Resident small game licenses
with appropriate State stamps, includes one Veterans
Permament Free Permit, virtually all from Wisconsin,
1978-1982 includes various other State stamps including
trout, licenses were used and show signs of use, generally
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

HH
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), bottom plate
number single, o.g., never hinged (usual minor skips and
bends), F.-V.F., Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600

Rare Early Duck Plate Block

518

519

HHa
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), bottom left
plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous
deep rich color, impressive example in perfect mint condition, quite scarce when found in this remarkable state of
preservation, Extremely Fine, Scott $11,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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524

HH
South Carolina, 1985-87, group of 23, includes twelve 1985 #5 with two plate number blocks,and
eleven 1987 #7 with one plate number block, few flaws in
selvage, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $940 (no
photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

528

HH
Christmas Seals, 1937, an original unopened
box of 500 sheets of 100 seals, originally from The
Strobidge Litho Co of Cincinnati OH, unusual and rare, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., for the Xmas seal enthusiast who
has everything (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

525

HHa
Virginia, 1988, $5, Mallards (1), 2 miniature
panes of 10 in complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never
hinged, extremely scarce complete booklet containing 2
panes, serial no.'s 049181 to 049200, immaculate fresh
condition, Extremely Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

529

H
Encased Postage, Drake's Plantation Bitters, 30¢ (EP76), tiny break in mica and some crazing, otherwise Very Fine. Hodders & Bowers 108, Scott $3,500 (no
photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

530

HH
Computer Vended Postage, 1992, 6¢ Flag &
Shield coil (CPV31), strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, impressive strip, the top stamp with double "6c", missing from the
middle stamp, quite interesting and scarce, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

531

HH
Computer Vended Postage, 1992, 6¢ Flag &
Shield coil (CVP31), strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, interesting strip, middle stamp missing the denomination, quite
scarce, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

Misc. Back-of-the-Book

526

H
Souvenir Card, 1939, Post Office Truck, one
with gum, appears NH, and one without gum as issued,
both signed by Ira P. Dawson, truck driver, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

527

HHa
Test Stamp, 1960, dummy coils, blank
gummed dummy stamps perf 9½, purple "Dummy Coils" on
paper leader with printed "3¢. 500 / 3¢ Postage Stamps /
Coiled Sidewise / Perforated / Between Sides", complete
roll of 500, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, scarce (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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CUBA

532

533

P
1899, 1c-10c Pictorials complete, die proofs
sunk on card (227P1-231P1), on India paper, sunk on
small cards, fresh, clean complete set, Very Fine and
choice.
Estimate $400 - 600

534

P
1899, selection of large India paper die
proofs (228P1, 228TC1a, 229TC1a, 231TC1a), group of
4, each sunk on full size cards, includes 2c and 3c in black
and 10c in gray violet, some minor foxing or edge flaws etc,
otherwise F.-V.F., scarce group.
Estimate $500 - 750

535

P
1899, 5c black, unfinished large die proof
(230TC1a var.), a splendid, unlisted variety on India paper
sunk on full size card showing "centavos" omitted from design, fresh and near pristine, striking and rare, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

P
1899, 1c-10c Pictorials complete, die proofs
on India paper (227P1-231P1), sunk on full size cards,
some customary foxing, mostly on 2c and 3c cards, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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536

537

86

538

P
Special Delivery, 1902, 10c orange, large die
proof on India paper (E3P1), sunk on full size card, immaculate condition, pristine, Very Fine, choice. Estimate
$300 - 400

539

P
Special Delivery, 1902, 10c orange, small die
proof (E3P2), printed on white wove paper, sligtly trimmed
with a few marginal flaws, otherwise very fresh and F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

540

SH)
Envelopes, 1899, 1¢ to 5¢ "Specimen" entires (U9-U18), lovely, clean group of 35 Specimen entires,
comprised of all listed values and paper types in sizes 8 and
13, less only 2c carmine on blue, which is lnly included in
size 13. Also includes unissued 5c blue on blue in both
sizes, plus duplicates of all size 13 types. Fresh, nice lot,
Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

P
1899, 10c gray violet, trial color large die
proof on India paper (231TC1a), sunk on full size card,
dated "May 24 99", fresh and near pristine, Very Fine,
scarce.
Estimate $300 - 400

P
1899, 10c black, trial color large die proof on
India paper (231TC1b), sunk on full size card dated "May
27/99", few trivial marginal age spots and minor edge tear at
upper right, otherwise Very Fine, scarce. Estimate $250 350
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GUAM

541

542

543

HAWAII

H
1899, 1¢-$1, basic complete (1-8, 10-12 & E1),
most with tropicalized o.g., Fine, Scott $1,635.
Estimate $200 - 300

544

)
1848, letter from Honolulu To New York, red
"New Bedford Ms/Jan/15" cds with matching "Ship" straight
line and "7" rate on folded letter sheet datelined Honolulu,
addressed to New York, interesting three page letter discusses purchases of supplies and the need to establish
missions in California, two vertical filefolds, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

545

)
1941, Pearl Harbor Ships, a remarkable group
of 40 covers from various ships that were present or based
at Pearl Harbor on the day of the attack, with write-ups
about each ship, very hard to duplicate, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

546

HHa
1899, 1¢ dark green, overprinted “Specimen” (80S), two panes of 50 from top of sheet, with American Banknote Co New York imprint at top of each pane,
each stamp overprinted "Specimen" in red and hole
punched, o.g., never hinged, separations in selvage affecting right imprint, guideline in center gutter, otherwise Very
Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

H
1899, 6¢ lake (6), o.g., lightly hinged, vibrant
color, Extremely Fine, only 5000 issued, Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150

)
Guard Mail, 1930, 4¢ carmine (M2), tied to local cover by Agana, Guam 4/8/30 DCDS (first day), trivial
cover corner chip, Extremely Fine cover, unlisted in Scott
as FDC, only 3,000 stamps issued, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
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547

548

88

HHa
Official, 1896, 2¢ green (O1), block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, extraordinary top quality multiple, each
stamp with beautiful centering with large balanced margins,
immaculate mint showpiece with brilliant fresh color, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2008 P.F. cert, Scott $440.
Estimate $300 - 400

549

HHa
Revenue, 1877, $1 black, overprinted “Specimen” (R3S), block of 18 from bottom right of sheet with
American Banknote Co New York imprint at bottom and
right, each stamp overprinted "Specimen" in red and punch
holed, o.g., never hinged, light pencil notation of position on
each stamp, pencil notation in selvage at bottom right, Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

550

HHa
Revenue, 1897, $1 dark blue, overprinted
“Specimen” (R11S), block of 30 from bottom of sheet,
each stamp overprinted "Specimen" in red and punch
holed, o.g., never hinged, light pencil notation of position on
reverse of each stamp, small piece out of selvage only bottom right, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

H)
Paid Reply Postal Card, 1883, 1¢+1¢ purple
on buff (UY1), outstanding quality, without any seperations
between cards, extremely fresh and choice, Extremely
Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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551

552

HHa
Revenue, 1910, $5 vermilion & violet blue
(R15), block of 6 with imprint, o.g., never hinged, impressive multiple in immaculate mint condition, shows top imprint as well captured in wide top margin of the two upper
right hand stamps, extremely fresh and eye catching, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $390. Estimate $200 - 300

553

HHa
Revenue, 1910, $10 reddish brown & green
(R16), bottom margin block of 8, o.g., never hinged, handsome well centered large multiple in pristine mint condition,
lovely rich color, some perf seperations at top center, Pos. 6
with small toning spot on the back, otherwise Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 2008 P.F. cert., Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

HHa
Revenue, 1910, $10 reddish brown & green
(R16), right block of 4 with imprint, o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous well centered multiple, pristine mint condition, Extremely Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
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PHILIPPINES

554

H
1903, 50¢ orange (236), o.g., lightly hinged,
choice example with large margins and deep rich color,
Very Fine, Scott $125.
Estimate $50 - 75
557

)
1927, First Flight Manila to San Jose, #321
tied by U.S. Army Air Service oval and San Jose duplex on
cover to Mangarin, scarce item, F.-V.F., only 35 covers
flown. AAMC 17a.
Estimate $250 - 350

End of First Session

555

m
1904, $5 dark green (239), boldly struck Manila
cds, nicely centered, light horizontal crease and
reperforated, otherwise fresh and Very Fine, a desireable
and rare stamp none-the-less, only 746 examples issued,
used examples are exceedingly difficult to obtain,
ex-Pelander, Scott $3,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

556

HH
1926, Legislative Palace complete (319-325),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $336.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Lots 1001-1533
British Commonwealth and General Foreign Stamps and Postal History
New Yorker Hotel, 481 Eighth Avenue at 34th Street, New York, NY

Great Britain
Postal History

1001 )
1840, 1d Mulready lettersheet (U3), cancelled
by red maltese cross and addressed to a cabinet maker in
Penrith, Cumberland “Or the present agent for Morison's
Pills”, inside is printed broadside circular “Hallett's Postage
Advertiser” dated June 17, 1840 with various advertisements including “Rowland's Macassar Oil” and “Frampton's
Pill of Health”, London “K, Ju-29, 1840” backstamp; light file
folds and abrasion spot at center, still Very Fine and unusual Patent Medicine printed matter Mulready usage,
Scott $500+.
Estimate $300 - 400

1003 )
1840, 1d gray black (1b), plate 11, position J-C,
a choice example with large margins all around, used with
lightly struck black Maltese Cross cancel on an 1841 (May
26) letter (with contents), used locally in Canterbury, Very
Fine, quite handsome; with 1907 R.P.S. certificate. Cataloged as used sginle off cover. Plate 11 is the rarest of the
Penny Black plates. SG 3; £4,000 ($6,320), Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1004 )
1840, 1d black (1), 2 Penny Blacks on two covers, both tied by red Malteses crosses, stamps are
VG-Fine, F.-V.F. SG 2 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

For 1872-1879 G.B. - Nicaragua and G.B. - Peru mixed
franking covers, please see lots 1375 and 1377.

1005 )
1914-18, British Army and Field Post Offices
in World War I, composed of 61 different military post offices, except of 3 out of Egypt and one out of Turkey, all are
Western Front post offices shown on about 160 covers and
cards with a number of better items including a double circle
APO 3 on field service post card, a couple scarce type 1C
round censor marks and early uses. A F-VF group of mostly
picture post cards ready and waiting for expansion. Viewing
strongly suggested (no photo). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1006 )
1942-43, two Red Cross letter sheets to German-Occupied Channel Islands, one to Guernsey, the
other to Jersey; both with requisite Bristish & German censor markings and both with reply to sender on reverse, Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1002 )
1840, 1d black, May Usage (1), 4 margins, tied
by red Maltese Cross, backstamped Gloucester 25 May
(early 1840) , red 5/26 receiver, nice May usage, Very Fine
and very clean cover. SG 2.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1007 )
1954, Salvaged Mail Aircraft Crash, O.H.M.S.
large-size envelope to Chicago with violet "SALVAGED
MAIL/ AIRCRAFT CRASH/ PRESTWICK 25-12-54," which
is repeated on reverse (Nierinck 541225a), Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
The plane crashed on landing at Prestwick, killing 28 of the
36 passengers. The Captain was well over his duty limit
due to the aircraft being delayed.

Stamps

1008

1013 m
1841, 1d red brown (3), set of 4 with black Maltese Cross cancels with different numbers: 6, 7, 9, plus 7 on
cover, 3-4 margin examples with clear strikes and good
color, V.G.-Fine. SG 8; £730 ($1,153), Scott $580 ++.
Estimate $200 - 300
1014 m
1841, 1d red brown (3), selection including single (plate 24), pair (plate 128), strip of 5 (plate 45), block of 6
and 2 on cover, 3-4 margin examples, useful lot, V.G.-Fine.
SG 8 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1015 m
1841, 2d blue, "white lines" (4), plate 3 x 7 examples, plate 4 x 4 examples, variety of black numeral or
Maltese Cross cancels, 3 or 4 margins, V.G.-Fine. SG 14;
£895 ($1,414), Scott $935 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1009

1008 H
1840, 1d black (1), two 4-margin singles, plate.
5, H-I and plate. 6, B-D; fresh and F.-V.F. SG 2; £550
($869), Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
1009 m
1840, 1d black (1), four margins lettered "QC",
red Maltese Cross cancel, Choice Very Fine. SG 2; £300
($474), Scott $350.
Estimate $100 - 150
1016

1010

1011

1012

1010 m
1840, 2d blue (2), right margin single with bright
sharp color amidst clear margins, light Maltese Cross cancel, Very Fine and attractive. SG 5; £700 ($1,106), Scott
$800.
Estimate $250 - 350

1847, Embossed, 1s green, used with pair
1841, 2d blue (5, 4), tied on piece by numeral cancels, 1s
green with margins just touching on 2 sides, otherwise large
margins, F.-V.F. SG 55, 14; £950 ($1,501), Scott $970.
Estimate $200 - 300
s

1017 m
1855, 1d red brown (11), die I, selection of 9
singles, 4 pairs, a strip of 5 and a block of 4, plus 3 covers,
many items plated, plus there are a variety of cancels. Nice
lot for the specialist. SG 22 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1018 m
1870, 1½d rose red (32), 6 examples from
plates 1 and 3; variety of cancels, generally Fine. SG 51;
£360 ($569), Scott $315 (no photo).
Estimate $50 - 75

1011 m
1840, 2d blue (2), plate 1, position P-B, lightly
struck red Maltese Cross cancel, clear to large margins,
F.-V.F. SG 5; £675 ($1,066), Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
1012 m
1840, 2d blue (2), plate 1, position J-H, lightly
struck black Maltese Cross cancel, clear to large margins,
good color, F.-V.F. SG 5; £675 ($1,066), Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1019 H
1878, 10s greenish gray, overprinted "Specimen" (74), Maltese Cross watermark, rich color, light diagonal gum crease, Fine, a very rare specimen. SG 128;
£3,500 ($5,530).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1020 H/(H)
1902-10, Edward VII, ½d to 10s (127-38), all
original gum except 2d regummed, F.-V.F. SG 215//257;
£419 ($662), Scott $629.
Estimate $300 - 400

1023 HHa
1952-55, ½d-£1 Queen Elizabeth II issue
complete (292-308, 309-312), 292-308 in blocks of 4 plus a
single set of “Castles”, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG
515-531, 536-539; £625 ($987), Scott $828.
Estimate $300 - 400

1024 HH
1955, 2s6d-£1 Queen Elizabeth II “Castle”
high values complete, Waterlow printing (309-312),
right sheet margin singles, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
SG 536-539; £225 ($355), Scott $303.
Estimate $100 - 150
1025 HH
1957, Boy Scouts (334-336), in vertical coil
strips of 21, o.g., never hinged, each strip folded four times
so perfs will be weak, F.-V.F. and rare. SG 557-559 (no
photo).
Estimate $50 - 75

1021 H
1929, £1 P.U.C. (SG 438), o.g., barest trace of
hinge, fresh, F.-V.F. Scott 209; $1,400 as NH, SG £750 as
hinged ($1,185).
Estimate $400 - 600

1022 P
1937, King George VI proofs, two printed in
black and mounted on sunken cards, one 115 x 111 mm,
other 120 x 110 mm, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1026 E
ca. 1967, Machin “Queens Head” essay,
mounted photographic retouched essay of Queen's Head,
with specific notes, 237 x 167mm overall, Very Fine, quite
nice.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1027 HH
1974, Queen Elizabeth II, 4½d grayish blue
(MH49), cream tinted phosphor with the low value setting,
cylinder B7, booklet pane of 5, o.g., never hinged, clipped
perfs on lower edge, otherwise Very Fine, a rare pane. SG
UB46a.
Estimate $300 - 400
1028 HH
1974, Queen Elizabeth II, 4½d grayish blue,
cream tinted phosphor low value setting with the rare I3 perf
type, booklet pane of 5, o.g., never hinged, trimmed perfs at
bottom, otherwise Fine, a very rare pane of which probably
less than five are known. SG UB46a (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1030 H)
1978, 25th Anniversary of Coronation Issue,
artwork for souvenir booklet (835-838), eight items of
artwork, mockups or proofs for the sheetlet used in the souvenir booklet as well as a booklet, corner margin blocks of 6
and a useful array of 12 first day covers. A interesting Very
Fine specialist lot, save a little time to view.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1029 E
1975, Sailing Issue, Andrew Restall pencil
sketches (745-748), three different, including 8p "Racing
Keel Yachts"; 10p "Cruising Yachts"; 12p "Mult-ihulls", Very
Fine each design very similar to those issued, each signed
by designer Andrew Restall, excellent topic. SG 980-983.
Estimate $300 - 400
1031 H
1983, Military Uniforms, exhibition collection of artist sketches (1022-1026), composed of at least
60 artist pencil sketch's including a number of multi-colored
that represent trials and finished designs for stamps and
FDC cahets (many signed) as well as FDC's, sets, blocks
and gutter pairs for the issued stamps. A clean fresh and VF
group, well worth a serious review and huge potential.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1035
1032 HH
1989-2000, £2 Booklet, complete & unexploded, containing pane of ten 20d stamps on advanced
coated paper (bright), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a modern rarity.
Estimate $200 - 300
1033 Pa
Steamer on the High Seas, printer's proof
(De La Rue??), unusual and rare, complete sheet of 50,
without gum as issued, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
From the style it appears to come from the 1920's or
1930's and is likely to be a printer's sample proof, given to
prospective clients as an example of the printer's
capabilities.

Ex 1036

Ex 1037

1035 (H)
1882, Queen Victoria, 4d blue (15), without
gum, Fine; 1988 Rendon certificate. SG 23; £275 ($434),
Scott $350.
Estimate $75 - 100
1036 H
1932, Tercentenary complete (67-76), o.g.,
lightly hinged, fresh and F.-V.F. SG 81/90; £190 ($300),
Scott $235.
Estimate $100 - 150
1037 H
1932, Tercentenary complete (67-76), o.g.,
F.-V.F. SG 81/90; £190 ($300), Scott $235.
Estimate $75 - 100

AUSTRALIAN STATES

British Commonwealth
1038 S
New South Wales, 1890, 20s Centenary, perf
11x12, Specimen overprint (88S), o.g., Fine. SG 264cbS.
Estimate $50 - 75

ANGUILLA

1034 m
1967, ½¢-$5 “Independent Anguilla” overprints complete (1-16), each with Anguilla Valley 1967
cds, a Very Fine set, quite scarce. SG 1-16; £3,250
($5,135), Scott $3,867.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1039 (H)
South Australia, 1860, Queen Victoria, 6d
dull blue, imperforate reprint (20), strip of 6, with right selvage, and printed on watermarked Crown SA paper, each
stamp overprinted "REPRINT", without gum, Very Fine. SG
32.
Estimate $100 - 150

Owing to the limited stocks available for overprinting, the
sale of these stamps was personally controlled by the
Postmaster and no orders from the trade were accepted.
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AUSTRALIA

1040 S
1915-35, Kangaroo & Map, 10s, £1 & £2, overprinted “Specimen” (55S, 57S, 127S-129S), o.g., plus an
extra £1 & two extra £2 C of A watermark (128-29), one £2
with short perf, one just Fine, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

1046 Ha
1912, King George V, 2s & 3s high values
(125-126), blocks of 4, o.g., F.-V.F. SG 179-180; £660
($1,043), Scott $680.
Estimate $300 - 400

1041 H
1949-50, 5s-£2 Arms complete (218-221). SG
224a/d; £134 ($212), Scott $254.
Estimate $75 - 100
1042 )
Aerogrammes, 1950-54, three with "Specimen" overprints, comprising 1950 KGVI 7d, 1952
Airplane10d, 1954 Globe & Plane 10d (H&G F3, 5 & 7),
Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
1043 HH
Postage Dues, 1922-58, selection (J52//J93),
comprises J52, 64-66, 68-78, 80-93, 95 and a few duplicates, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $448+ (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1044 HHa
Postage Dues, 1947-58, five different (J79,
80, 88, 91, 94), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, plus a single
of J79-80, Very Fine, Scott $454 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

BARBADOS

1045 H
1912-16, King George V, ¼d-3s complete
(116-126), o.g., including shades of the ¼d & 1d, F.-V.F.
SG 170/80; £114 ($180), Scott $262.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1047 HH/Ha 1921, Small Badge of the Colony, 1s black on
emerald (159), left sheet margin block of 4, original gum,
lightly hinged (right stamps NH), Fine. SG 226; £200+
($316), Scott $240+.
Estimate $100 - 150

BECHUANALAND

1048 Hm
1885-88, Queen Victoria, group of eight different (8//28), comprising used 8, 12-14, 23, 24, 28 and
mint 18 (most o.g.), F.-V.F., Scott $255.
Estimate $100 - 150
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BRITISH EAST AFRICA

1049 H
Tati Concessions Ltd., 1897, 1s, 2s6d, 10s,
£1 & £5 Revenues, o.g., lightly hinged except £5 no gum,
tiny ink mark 2s6d, otherwise bright, fresh and F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

BERMUDA
1052 )
1897, “British East Africa” on Zanzibar 2a
red brown & red (90), strip of four & two singles tied on
cover by multiple Mombasa Jan. 12, 1897 circular
datestamps, oval handstamp on front indicating local delivery address, creases not affecting stamps, Fine, multiples
of the 1897 Issue are scarce on cover. SG 82, Scott $156
off cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

BRITISH GUIANA

1050 HH
1938-51, King George VI, 1d-£1 complete
(118-128), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 110/1, 113/21d;
£300 ($474), Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

1053 m
1853, Seal of the Colony, 1¢ vermilion, without line above value (8), fiery rich color amidst large to
huge margins, Extremely Fine a stamp for the most discriminating collection. SG 11; £1,400 ($2,212), Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750

1051 HH
1948, Silver Wedding Omnibus Issue, 114
stamps, including all key sets such as Aden, Antigua, Ascension, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Bermuda, British
Honduras, British Guiana, British Solomon Islands, Cyprus,
Grenada, Falkland Islands, Falkland Island Dependencies,
Fiji, Gambia, Gold Coast, Hong Kong, Jamaica,
Kenya-Tanganyika-Uganda, Kuwait,Leeward Islands, Malaya (Malazcca, Kedah, Kelantan, Negri-Sembilan,
Selangor, Johore, Trengganu, Pahang, Perlis, Perak &
Penang), Mauritius, Montserrat, Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, St. Helena, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia, St.
Vincent, Sarawak, Singapore, Seychelles, Somaliland Protectorate, Tangier, Turks & Caicos, Zanzibar, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1054 (H)
1882, Local Typeset Issue, 2¢ black on yellow, types I & II se-tenant (105, 106), horizontal pair, without gum, F.-V.F. SG 163, 165; £198 ($313), Scott $195+.
Estimate $100 - 150
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BRITISH OFFICES IN MOROCCO

BURMA

1057 (H)a
Japanese Occupation, 1943, 5c & 10c Farmers Issue, imperforate (2N33a,2N34), including 5c with
small "c" in value tablets, blocks of 4, without gum as issued, Very Fine, scarce and rarely offered. Singer 195-196.
Estimate $150 - 200

1055 HH/Ha 1931, King George V Seahorse, 5s rose red,
Bradbury, Wilkinson printing (219), complete sheet of
40, o.g., 35 stamps never hinged, water stain affecting five
stamps at bottom, and some perf separations, otherwise
F.-V.F. SG 54; £2,200 ($3,476), Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

BRUNEI

1058 HH
Officials, 1952-53, 3p to 10r, unissued, 12 values, overprinted with the word service in Burmese as the
1949 officials (Scott O56-67), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
In 1952 most of the 1949 regular issue was re-printed in
different colors. However due to late delivery and
impending monetary reform the stamps were never
issued. A portion was intended for official use and
received an overprint but they were not issued either. In
1964 all were destroyed, and only a small quantity
reached philatelic hands. See Burma Peacock Vol. 4, No.
2.

1056 HH
1924-37, 1c-$1 Script CA watermark (43-58),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 60//78; £145 for hinged
($229), Scott $189 for hinged.
Estimate $100 - 150
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CANADIAN PROVINCES

1059 )
British Columbia & Vancouver Island, 1869,
5¢ on 3d bright red, perf 14 (9), tied on cover by "1" numeral cancel, adjacent "New Westminster B.C." July 13,
1870 circular datestamp, addressed to Nathan & Company
in Victoria, stamp has some minor corner defects, F.-V.F., a
rare stamp used on a lovely clean cover. SG 29, Scott $575.
Estimate $500 - 750

1060 H
British Columbia & Vancouver Island, 1867,
50¢ on 3d violet, perf 14 (12), o.g., Fine. SG 32, Scott
$875.
Estimate $200 - 300

1063 HH/Ha Newfoundland, 1897-1901, Royal Family
(78-79,80a,81-85), fresh group of nine, including ½¢, 1¢
carmine rose, 1¢ deep green, 2¢ orange, 2¢ vermillion, 3¢
orange, 4¢ violet, 5¢ blue & extra 5¢ deep blue, blocks of 4,
o.g., ½¢ & 1¢ carmine never hinged, others with bottom
pairs never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $977.
Estimate $400 - 600

1064 HH
Newfoundland, 1928, 1¢-30¢ Pictorial issue
complete (145-159), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh,
F.-V.F. Unitrade C$360 ($355), Scott $215.
Estimate $100 - 150
1065 H
Newfoundland, 1929-33, three different pictorial sets complete (160-182 & 212-225), o.g., lightly
hinged, mounted on three quadrille pages, F.-V.F., Scott
$538 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1061 m
New Brunswick, 1851, 1s bright red violet
(3), light black grill oval cancel, with clear margins to touching, couple of very minor margin flaws including trace of
light crease, otherwise Fine, fairly scarce. SG 5; £4,500
($7,110), Scott $6,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1062 H
Newfoundland, 1897, Discovery of Newfoundland, plate proofs on card (61P-74P), large margins, fresh and Very Fine, Unitrade C$775 ($765).
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1066 Pa
Newfoundland, 1933, 1¢ Gilbert, imperf plate
proof (212P), corner block of 4, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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CANADA

1067 HH
Newfoundland, 1938, Royal Family complete, imperf (245a-248a), horizontal pairs, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Unitrade C$900 ($888), Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

1068 H
Newfoundland, Airmail, 1932, $1.50 on $1
Dornier DO-X Flight (C12), exceptionally fresh & well centered, small owner's handstamp on gum side, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. SG 221; £250 ($395), Scott $290.
Estimate $150 - 200

1070 )
1852, Beaver, 3d red (4), pair with large to clear
margins, left stamp showing small portion of adjoining
stamp at left, tied to cover by three strikes of four-ring numerals, adjacent Gananoque Apr. 11, 1859 datestamp, two
"Canada 10 Cents" oval cross border markings, "Paid" in a
circle & "Paid" linear handstamps. Sent (6d single letter rate
to the U.S. for 1/2 ounce) to Michigan with Windsor Apr. 13,
1859 transit backstamp, partial scissors cut between
stamps, Fine. SG 5. Unitrade 4; C$450 ($444), Scott $460
single on cover.
Estimate $500 - 750

1071 m
1852, Beaver, 3d orange red, thin paper (4d),
target cancel, rich color, fresh and choice, Extremely Fine.
SG 8 var., Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

1069 m
Nova Scotia, 1851, 1s deep violet (7), lightly
struck with barred oval cancel, margins close but clear,
small faults including thin, otherwise Fine, very presentable
example of this rare stamp. SG 7; £5,500 ($8,690), Scott
$6,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1072 m
1852, Beaver, 3d orange red, thin paper (4d),
socked-on-the-nose target cancel, attractive example,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2010 Greene cert. SG 8 var.,
Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

1073 (H)
1888, Small Queen, 5¢ gray, imperf (42a),
pair, without gum, ample margins and fresh, Extremely
Fine. SG 106a. Unitrade 42a; C$900 ($888), Scott $725.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1074 H
1893, Queen Victoria “Widow's Weeds”, 50¢
deep blue (47), bottom sheet margin single with partial imprint, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F., Scott
$425.
Estimate $150 - 200
1077 HH/Ha 1903, King Edward VII, 2¢ carmine, imperf
(90a), block of 8 with "Ottawa-No-14" imprint on top selvage, o.g., hinge mark barely affecting stamp, others never
hinged, sharp impression and nice color, Very Fine. SG
177a. Unitrade 90a; C$350 ($345), Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

1075 m
1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $5 olive green
(65), bold town cancel, rich color, Very Fine. SG 140, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

1078 H
1927, Confederation complete, imperforate
(141a-145a), pairs (1¢ & 2¢ vertical pairs, others horizontal
pairs), o.g., lightly hinged, with detailed impression, Extremely Fine. Unitrade 141a-145a; C$800 ($790), Scott
$625.
Estimate $500 - 750

1076 (H)
1898, Imperial Penny Postage, 2¢ black, blue
& carmine, imperf (86a), pair, without gum as issued, large
to ample margins and vivid colors, minor margin crease,
otherwise Very Fine. SG 168a. Unitrade 86a; C$700
($691), Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1079 H
1927, Historical complete, imperforate
(146a-148a), pairs, o.g., lightly hinged, with proof-like impressions, including 12¢ with left selvage & 20¢ with right
selvage, Extremely Fine. SG 271-273 vars. Unitrade
146a-148a; C$480 ($474), Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Rare Imperforate Tête-Bêche Booklet Panes

1080 HH
1928, King George V “Scroll”, 1¢ orange, imperforate (149c), 2 booklet panes of 6, tête-bêche, o.g., never hinged, razor sharp impression on pure white paper, immaculate in every respect, Extremely Fine to Superb and quite rare, perhaps 50 sets of
imperf tête-bêche pairs of booklet panes remain intact today. SG 275a var. Unitrade 149c; C$2,025 ($1,999), Scott $1,550.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
It is estimated that 150 imperf tête-bêche pairs of booklet panes existed from 5 complete sheets of 360 stamps. At least two of the
original sheets were cut creatively into the various blocks and pairs leaving no more than 50 sets available.

1081 HH
1928, King George V “Scroll”, 2¢ green, imperforate (150c), 2 booklet panes of 6, tête-bêche, o.g., never hinged, razor
sharp impression on pure white paper, immaculate in every respect, Extremely Fine to Superb and rare, perhaps 50 sets of imperf
tête-bêche pairs of booklet panes remain intact today. SG 276a var. Unitrade 150c; C$2,025 ($1,999), Scott $1,550.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1082 HH
1928, King George V “Scroll”, 5¢ deep violet, imperforate (153c), 2 booklet panes of 6, tête-bêche, o.g., never hinged,
razor sharp impression on pure white paper, immaculate in every respect, Extremely Fine to Superb and rare, perhaps 50 sets of
imperf tête-bêche pairs of booklet panes remain intact today. SG 279a var. Unitrade 153c; C$2,025 ($1,999), Scott $1,550.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1083 H
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Preceeding three lots offered as a complete unit (no photo).
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1084 m
1929, 50¢ Bluenose, “man on the mast” variety (158 var.), light cancel well clear of the re-entry, corresponding to position 58, reasonably well centered for this
variety, vertical crease at left visible only in fluid, otherwise
Very Fine, a celebrated and scarce stamp worthy of the finest collection. SG 284 var. Unitrade 158iii; C$1,250
($1,234), Scott $950.
Estimate $200 - 300

1085 HH
1930, King George V “Maple Leaf”, 2¢ dull
green, booklet pane varieties (164 vars.), 2 panes of 6,
first showing "PLATE" in margin, the second with "No. 5",
o.g., never hinged, each fresh and Very Fine, a very scarce
pair. SG 289 vars. Unitrade 164aii & 164avi.
Estimate $200 - 300

1086 Ha
1930, King George V “Maple Leaf”, 2¢ deep
red, die I, booklet pane varieties (165 vars.), group of 3
panes showing all Unitrade listed varieties; "PLATE",
"No.4" and "No. 5" types, o.g., Very Fine, scarce trio. SG
301 vars. Unitrade 165bi-biii.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1087 m
1930, King George V “Maple Leaf”, 2¢ deep
red, die I, booklet pane varieties (165 vars.), 2 exceptionally scarce used panes, the first showing "PLATE" and the
second "No. 4" in margins, used, F.-V.F. SG 301 vars.
Unitrade 165bi-bii.
Estimate $150 - 200

1088 HH
1931, King George V “Maple Leaf”, 2¢ dark
brown, die I, booklet pane varieties (166 var.), 2 panes
first showing "PLATE", the second "No. 4" in margin, o.g.,
never hinged, fresh and scarce, Very Fine. SG 302b var.
Unitrade 166ci-cii.
Estimate $150 - 200

1089 Ha
1930-31, King George V “Maple Leaf”, 2¢
dark brown, die II and 5¢ dull blue, drastic perforation
varieties (166, 170 vars.), lovely, eye-catching group of 4
items comprised of 2¢ with drastic shift to bottom left, plus
5¢ single with strong downward shift and 2 blocks of 4 of
same, showing shifts to left and downward. Scarce group,
F.-V.F. SG 302b, 304 vars.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1090 H
1931, King George V “Maple Leaf”, 3¢ deep
red, booklet pane varieties (167 var.), 3 panes of 4, showing "PLATE", "No. 1" and "No. 2" respectively in the margins, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, generally Very Fine, scarce
group. SG 303 var. Unitrade 167ai-aiii.
Estimate $200 - 300

1093 HHa
1946,
“Peace”
definitives
complete
(268-273), lower left plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged except 8¢ LH, Very Fine, Scott $399. Estimate $100 - 150

1091 HHa
1930, King George V “Maple Leaf”, 4¢ yellow
bister (168), matched plate number 1 and 2 blocks of 4, 8
plate blocks for all corner postions, o.g., never hinged,
fresh, generally F.-V.F. or better, nice group. SG 290.
Estimate $300 - 400

1094 HHa
1958, 4¢ Indian Head essay, imperforate, full
pane of 25, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, quite rare;
only a few intact sheets known.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1092 HH/Ha 1932, King George V, 3¢ on 2¢ deep red, die
II, shifted surcharge variety (191 var.), comprised of a
single with surcharge at top of stamp, plus a lower left corner margin block of 4 with surcharge shifted to middle, o.g.,
3 stamps in block never hinged, fresh mint, Very Fine, nice
specialist group. SG 314a var. Unitrade 191aii.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1095

1096

1095 HH
1969, 6¢ Queen Elizabeth II & Transportation
coil, orange, imperforate (468Ac), vertical pair, o.g.,
never hinged, pristine mint, Very Fine, scarce. SG 594a.
Estimate $150 - 200
1096 HH
1971, 8¢ Queen Elizabeth II & Library of Parliament coil, imperforate (550a), vertical pair, o.g., never
hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine, a very scarce variety.
SG 597a.
Estimate $250 - 350

1099 HH
Air Post Semi-Official, 1918, Aero Club 25¢
(Unitrade CLP2), pane of two in tete-beche format, and
printed on smooth white paper, trivial gum imperfection affecting stamp and mentioned only for the sake of accuracy,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scarce,
Unitrade C$1,250 as hinged ($1,234).
Estimate $500 - 750

1097 HH
1977-79, 12¢, 14¢ and 17¢ Parliament, imperforate coils (729a, 730a, 806a), group of 4 pairs, including
2 pairs of the 17¢, o.g., never hinged, each fresh mint, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1100 H
Air Post Semi-Official, 1918, Aero Club $1
(Unitrade CLP3), very colorful with bottom selvage, and
corresponding to the bottom row of five in the pane of ten,
Very Fine, Unitrade C$350 as hinged ($345).
Estimate $200 - 300

1098 HH
Airmail, 1932, 6¢ on 5¢ brown olive (Unitrade
C3), o.g., never hinged, jumbo margins and bottom selvage, an Extremely Fine gem. Scott C3. SG 313.
Estimate $100 - 150

1101 HH
Air Post Semi-Official, 1926, Patricia Airways (50¢) (Unitrade CL18), with partial imprint on right
selvage, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade C$300
($296).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1102 H
Air Post Semi-Official, 1926-27, Patricia Airways 5¢ overprint (Unitrade CL20b), type B in red, and
ascending, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine, according to
Unitrade only 200 issued, Unitrade C$750 ($740).
Estimate $400 - 600

1106 H
Air Post Semi-Official, 1926-27, Patricia Airways (50¢) inverted overprints (Unitrade CL30vars),
group of three stamps with type D overprints, one in black,
other in green & another in purple, Very Fine, Unitrade
C$600 ($592).
Estimate $300 - 400

1103 H
Air Post Semi-Official, 1927, Patricia Airways 50¢ (Unitrade CL23), a very presentable stamp,
Very Fine, Unitrade C$750 ($740). Estimate $400 - 600

1107 H
Air Post Semi-Official, 1926-27, Patricia Airways (50¢) inverted overprints (Unitrade CL30vars),
two stamps with type D overprints, one in black, and other in
purple, o.g., minor hinge remnants, Very Fine, Unitrade
C$400 ($395).
Estimate $200 - 300

1104 HH
Air Post Semi-Official, 1926-27, Patricia Airways 10¢ overprint (Unitrade CL28), type A in red with 5c
overprint type C in black, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Unitrade C$195 ($192).
Estimate $100 - 150

1108 H
Air Post Semi-Official, 1929-30, Commercial
Airways (10¢) (Unitrade CL47, CL49), two stamps, CL47
in black, and corresponding to the bottom right of the pane
of 10 (2x5), other in purple, Very Fine, Unitrade C$300
($296).
Estimate $150 - 200
1105 H
Air Post Semi-Official, 1926-27, Patricia Airways 10¢ overprint (Unitrade CL29b), type A in red with
type D in green, and partial imprint on right selvage, Very
Fine, according to Unitrade catalog, only 400 issued,
Unitrade C$250 ($247).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1109 H
Air Post Semi-Official, 1926-27, grouping, 51
stamps mounted on pages, comprising CL8 single & two
tete-beche gutter pairs with minor perf separations, CL9
single & vertical tete-beche pair, CL13, CL19, CL24, CL25,
CL25a-b, CL30 (2), CL40-41, CL42-43, CL44-45, CL46,
CL48, CL50-51, CL51c, CL52, also Newfoundland $1 unissued air mail postage stamp (sheet of twenty), produced in
the U.S. in 1932, and priced by Scott Catalogue, F.-V.F.,
Unitrade C$2,500 ($2,468).
Estimate $600 - 800

1111 HHa
Revenue, Electricity and Gas Inspection,
$10, blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1110 H
Officials, 1942-46, War Effort & Peace issues, perforated 4-hole “OHMS” (O249-251, O253-273),
o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $459.
Estimate $150 - 200

1112 HH
Saskatchewan, $2, $3, $10 & $20 Law
Stamps (Van Dam SL28, 29, 31, 32), o.g., never hinged,
light crease $2, otherwise fresh and F.-V.F., Van Dam
C$1,000+ ($987).
Estimate $300 - 400
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CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

EAST AFRICA & UGANDA
1116 )
1919, King George V, 4¢ on 6¢ scarlet (62),
block of 12, cancelled on reverse of large registered cover
by multiple Mombasa Jan. 8, 1920 oval datestamps, registration & parcel post labels on front, latter reading "Received a Registered Postal Packet addressed as on the
receipt form bearing the above number", and also including
the remaining sheet (of 4 panes of 60 with gutter, adhered
but some remain never hinged). Cover toned and opened
for display, Fine. SG 64 (no photo). Estimate $100 - 150

1113 m
1853 “Triangular”, Perkins Bacon printing,
1d brick red on bluish paper (1), two light triangular
barred cancels, with large margins to just touching, shallow
thin affecting stamp, otherwise F.-V.F., excellent for plating.
SG 3; £900 as singles ($1,422), Scott $1,400 as block of 4.
Estimate $100 - 150

1114 m
1853 “Triangular”, Perkins Bacon printing,
1d deep brick red on deeply blued paper (1b), multiple
barred triangular cancels, with clear margins to just touching, F.-V.F., excellent for plating. SG 1a; £1,400 as singles
($2,212), Scott $2,200 as block of 4.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

FALKLAND ISLANDS

1117 H
1904-12, King Edward VII, ½d-5s complete
(22-29), o.g., F.-V.F. SG 43/50; £425 ($671), Scott $578.
Estimate $200 - 300

DOMINICA
1118 H
1912-14, King George V, 3s & both 5s (36-38),
o.g., Very Fine. SG 66, 67, 67b; £285 ($450), Scott $460.
Estimate $200 - 300

1115 H
1923-33, King George V, ½d-£1 complete
(65-85), o.g., very lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh,
F.-V.F. SG 71/91; £325 ($514), Scott $483.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1119

1120

1119 H
1912, King George V, 3s green and 1929,
Whale & Penguin, 10s red on green (36, 63), o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F. SG 66, 125; £275 ($434), Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
1120 H
1933, Centenary, 10s black & chestnut (75),
o.g., F.-V.F. SG 137; £650 ($1,027), Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400
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GIBRALTAR

GILBERT & ELLICE ISLANDS

1121 )
1821, letter from Gibraltar to Massachusetts,
red "New York/Oct/30" cds with matching "SHIP" straight
line, manuscript "20½" rate on folded letter sheet addressed to Duxbury MA, datelined Gibraltar, three page
personal letter, few splits along folds, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1124 )
Christmas Island local, 10¢ Mail Boat Service, tied by “Christmas Island, Central Pacific Ocean, Dec
25, 1934” cds on cacheted cover to San Francisco via
Papeete Tahiti where 30c postage was added for outbound
postage and canceled by a Jan 28, 1935 Tourist Propaganda slogan cancel, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

GOLD COAST

1125 H
1921, King George V, £2 green & orange (95),
Multiple Script CA watermark, o.g., F.-V.F. SG 102; £500
($790), Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1122 )
1827, letter from Gibraltar to Rhode Island,
with blind embossed "Quarantine", manuscript "Ann &
Hope", datelined Gibraltar, business letter discussing passage from the Azore Islands and "…we have been quarantine for five days and not permitted to deliver any of our
cargo…", mentions being in the company of US Frigate
Java, two vertical filefolds, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

INDIA
1126

The Bharat Scout & Guides, Madras State,
unused renewal form of registration of scout or guide group,
folded twice, otherwise Fine (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
Scouting started in India in 1909, when Captain Baker
established the first scout troop in Banglore, subsequently
scout troops were formed in Kirkee, Simla, Madras,
Jabalpur & other places.

1123 m
1969, 5d Cable Ship “Mirror”, watermark inverted (SG 205aw), perf 14 x 14½, watermarked multiple
St. Edwards Crown Block CA, slight staining, truly trivial,
F.-V.F., quite rare, unpriced; 2011 Brandon photo certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1127 )
1855-64, cover from Kurachee to Peshawar
via Lahore (12), tied by Kurachee duplex cancel with numeral "29" (Martin type 8D), backstamped red Lahore January 9 hexagonal transit postmark & January 11 receiving
circular datestamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1128 )
1866, Queen Victoria ½a used in
Pondicherry, French Settlement (11), and tied on folded
letter by duplex "111" numeral cancel, Pondicherry Nov. 27,
1866 datestamp, backstamped receiving postmark, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1129 )
1873-84, Queen Victoria ½a pair used in
Burma (11), tied on the reverse of an envelope by "Rangoon Dec. 17/ R-1" duplex cancels, backstamped Bombay
receiving postmarks, small edge faults not affecting stamps
or postmark Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1130 )
1879-84, Queen Victoria ½a used in Bushire
(20), tied on reverse of an envelope by "B" in a square of
bars cancel, adjacent Bushire Dec. 15 dispatch & Bombay
receiving circular datestamps, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1131 )
1882, Queen Victoria ½a green on cover
used in Bagdad, Iraq (36), addressed to Bombay, India,
single franking on reverse tied by Bagdad Nov. 28, 1892
square circle datestamp, adjacent "Fort/ Bombay/ 5th/
Dely./ De.16/ 92" circular datestamp & "Bombay/ 5th/ Dely./
De.16/ 92" circular datestamp, plus small circular Arabic
handstamps on top flap, edge faults, Fine. SG 84.
Estimate $150 - 200

1132 )
1882-87, registered cover to Allegheny, PA
(36), 1a postal envelope franked with irregular block of
seven tied on reverse by multiple "ATTUNGAL/ 22/ OC. 00"
dispatch circular datestamps & "SEA POST OFFICE/ A./
27/ OC/ 00" postmark, backstamped New York transit oval
datestamp & receiving handstamp. Registration cachet,
unframed "First Notice" straight-line & two registration numbers on front, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1133 )
1899, Queen Victoria ½a green, block of four
on cover used in Burma (36), tied on reverse of ½a postal
envelope by Rangoon Dec. 8, 1899 datestamps, adjacent
Kanadukathan transit & Pallatur receiving postmarks,
cover slightly reduced at right, Fine. SG 84.
Estimate $100 - 150

1134 )
1907, King Edward VII ½a & 1a (2) used in
Bushire (61-62), vertical pair & single tied on reverse by
several Bushire Nov. 10, 1907 square circle datestamps,
adjacent Umarkhadi receiving datestamp, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1136 )
1941-43, King George VI ½a & 2a used in
Dubai (169,173), tied on reverse of a censored cover by
Dubai light despatch postmark and Mandvi, Bombay Apr.
27, 1946 receiving circular datestamp. Also on reverse part
of censor handstamp reading "PASSED/ DHC/ 80" & "C/
373" censor marking on front, examiner label removed,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1137 m
1854, Queen Victoria, ½a & 2a (2,5), pairs, former with light cancels, latter with Singapore "B/172" octagonal obliterations, ½a light crease through curved portion of
the watermark, and only mentioned for the sake of accuracy, otherwise Very Fine. SG 6,Z64; £440 ($695), Scott
$142 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

1138

1139

1138 m
1854, Queen Victoria, 4a Head Die III, Frame
Die II (6), diamond of dots cancel, with large to ample margins, Extremely Fine. SG 23; £400 ($632), Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
1135 )
1929, Joan Page flight from Dum-Dum to
Calcutta (108), special cover with golden inscript "Another
Link in The History of Indian Aviation….," and Indian map &
British flag, franked with KGV 1a tied by Dum-Dum Jun. 25,
1929 circular datestamp, Joan Page & Stephen H. Smith
signature handstamps on front, backstamped receiving
postmark, small tear at top and usual toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1139 (H)
1855-64, Queen Victoria, ½a blue, imperforate (11a), corresponding to Die I and printed on
unwatermarked paper, without gum, minor toning spots,
otherwise Very Fine and very scarce; 1986 RPS Certificate.
SG 37a.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1140 H
1911-23, King George V definitive series
complete (80-98), o.g., fresh mint, nice set, lower values
small imperfections as often, key value 25r is immacculate
and Very Fine. SG 151-91; £550 ($869), Scott $544.
Estimate $300 - 400

1143 HH
Jaipur, Officials, 1931-46, ¼a-1r (O12-13,
O23-29), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $107 for hinged.
Estimate $100 - 150

IRELAND

1141 P
1973, 20p Nehru & Gandhi, imperforate trial
color proofs (589), group of seven in different colors, comprising five with silhouette impressions & two with Nehru &
Gandi impressions only, also including issued stamp for
comparison, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

1144 HHa
1922, Dollard Overprints, 2½d to 9d (9-11),
fresh & scarce blocks of four, including 4d with carmine
overprint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. SG 4b,6a-b,8b;
£300 as hinged ($474), Scott $990. Estimate $500 - 750

1145 m
1922, 1d scarlet, Thom overprint, Accent and
"at" inserted (45d var), light cds, well centered example,
trivial foxing evident at two perforations, otherwise Very
Fine. SG 53d; £300 ($474).
Estimate $100 - 150

1142 HHa
1996, Waterbirds, se-tenant block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
Withdrawn from sale due to technical problems with
production.
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1146 H
1925, 2s6d-10s Seahorses complete, narrow
overprints (77-79), o.g., exceptionally fresh, Very Fine. SG
83-85; £225 ($355), Scott $390.
Estimate $200 - 300
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JAMAICA

LAGOS

1147 H
War Tax, 1916, 3d violet on yellow, “TAMP”
(MR6b), in horizontal pair with normal, o.g., hinge remnant,
light touch of foxing, otherwise F.-V.F. SG 72b; £700
($1,106), Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
1150 m
1899, 1d Queen Victoria postal card with
German Seepost cancel (Higgins and Gage 7), with fine
strike of "Deutsche Seepost/Linie/Hamburg-West Afrika/6
1 99" oval cancel, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

LABUAN

LEEWARD ISLANDS

1148 SHH
1879, Queen Victoria, 2¢, 10¢ & 16¢
unwatermarked, handstamped “Specimen” (1S, 2S,
4S), o.g., never hinged, bright colors, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1151 Ha
1902, King Edward VII, ½d-1s (20-26), plus an
extra 2d, blocks of 4, various cancels, F.-V.F. SG 20-26.
Estimate $100 - 150

MALAY STATES

1149 HHa
1891, Queen Victoria, “6 Cents” on 8¢ violet
(29), full pane of 10, lower right stamp missing dot at lower
left, o.g. (stamps never hinged), Very Fine. SG 35; £144 ++
($228), Scott $150 ++.
Estimate $100 - 150

1152 (H)a
Perak, Japanese Occupation, Revenue,
1945, 6¢ Map & Flag (Barefoot 141a), sheet of 25, without
gum as issued, Very Fine, Scarce. Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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MALTA

MONTSERRAT

1156 HH
1983, $1.50 Inaugural Flight overprint,
“Inagural” Error (505 var.), o.g., never hinged, two choice
singles, Very Fine, only 16 mint examples exist. SG 588
var.
Estimate $150 - 200

1153 )
1817, letter from Malta to England, complete
bold "Malta" straight line with manuscript "3/2" rate, datelined "HMS Ship Tagus at Malta/May the 15th 1817", to
Islington, on reverse red "4 o'Clock/JU 28/1817 V" receiver,
two vertical filefolds, one affecting strike, mended tear at
center, three page personal letter describing travels in the
Mediterranean, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1154 HH
1922, Shipwreck of St. Paul, 10s black (73),
Script watermark, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. SG 104,
Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

Forty sheets of 50 of each of the four values were
produced; 1800 of the 2000 sets were used on flight
covers; each of the remaining four sheets contained four
of the error.

1157 )
1983, Inaugural Flight Montserrat-Nevis-St.
Kitts (503-506 var.), flown, pilot-signed First Flight/Day
cover, the 75¢ value with “Inagural” error, Very Fine. 2000
sets were overprinted (40 sheets of 50); there were four errors in each sheet; 1800 were used on covers. SG 586-589.
Estimate $100 - 150

NAURU

1155 H
1922, Shipwreck of St. Paul, 10s black (73),
o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. SG 104; £350 ($553), Scott
$400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1158 H
1916, King George V, 9d agate, double overprint, one albino (11a), o.g., hinged, Very Fine. SG 11a;
£325 ($514), Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
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NEW GUINEA

1159 HH
1932, Unissued ½d orange without airplane
overprint (C28 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and
rare; only 72 said to exist. SG 190 var.; £100 for hinged
($158), Scott $200 for hinged.
Estimate $100 - 150
1160

No Lot

1163 HHa
1910, 1d Victoria Land (131d), block of 4 and
single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, scarce. SG A3; £275
($434), Scott $350 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

NEW ZEALAND

1161 m
1863, Queen Victoria “Chalon Head”, 1d dull
orange, perf 13 (7d), unwatermarked, OTAGO barred oval
cancel, bright color, fresh, F.-V.F. for this rare stamp; 2011
RPS certificate. SG 90; £3,500 ($5,530), Scott $5,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1164 m
Postal-Fiscal, 1936, 5s green, inverted watermark (AR50 var.), Wiggins Teape paper, Single NZ &
Star watermark, light corner crease, otherwise Very Fine,
exceedingly scarce stamp. SG F172w; £350 ($553).
Estimate $100 - 150

1162 H
1906, Christchurch Exhibition complete
(122-125), o.g., h.r., bright colors, fresh, Fine. SG 370/3;
£250 ($395), Scott $313.
Estimate $100 - 150

1165 HHa
Postal-Fiscal, 1946, £2 bright purple (AR89),
block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh, Very Fine. SG F206;
£520 ($822), Scott $400 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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NIGER COAST PROTECTORATE

1166 Hm
1893 & 1897-98, Queen Victoria, definitives
to 2s6d (37-42, 55-62), including a few shades, 1s & 2s6d
mint, o.g., others used, F.-V.F., Scott $249.
Estimate $100 - 150

1170 H
Japanese Occupation, 1944, 1¢-$1 Pictorials, 3-line overprint (N16-N28), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $208.
Estimate $100 - 150

NORTH WEST PACIFIC ISLANDS

NORTH BORNEO

1171 HH
1915-19, Kangaroo & Map, 1s and two 10s (9,
20, 37), o.g., never hinged, 10s 1919 small thin, otherwise
F.-V.F., Scott $376 for hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1167

Ex 1168

NORTHERN NIGERIA

1167 S
1894, Arms, 25¢-$10, overprinted “Specimen” (68S-73S), o.g., h.r.s, F.-V.F. SG 81S-86S, SG £150
($237).
Estimate $100 - 150
1168 H
1911, Arms, 25¢-$5 (152-156), o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F. SG 178/182; £259 ($409), Scott $279.
Estimate $100 - 150
1172 S
1912, King George V, £1 purple & black on
red, overprinted “Specimen” (52S), o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. SG 52s.
Estimate $100 - 150

PAKISTAN

1169 HHa
1918, 1¢ + 4¢ to 24¢ + 4¢ Red Cross
(B31-B41), blocks of 4 including two shades of the 10¢,
o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F. SG 235-245 +
242a; £214 for hinged ($338), Scott $193 for hinged.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1173 )
1948-60, Postal History & Telegraph Forms,
group of seven items: four long sized "North Western Railway" official covers used in 1948-49 (registered or by airmail to Bikaner, and franked with KGVI stamps with
"Pakistan" overprints or handstamps, two Indian telegraph
forms to Pakistan franked with Indian stamps, including
KGVI 1r & 2r, plus 1960 Indian overseas communications
service form with violet "Pakistan" & "Beam" handstamps,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
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PAPUA

ST. VINCENT

1174 H
1932, Pictorials complete (94-109), o.g.,
lightly hinged, fresh, F.-V.F. SG 130/145; £450 ($711),
Scott $527.
Estimate $150 - 200

1177 H
1880, Queen Victoria, 1s bright vermilion,
perf 11-12½ (28A), Small Star watermark, bottom margin
single, full o.g., vibrant color, F.-V.F. for the issue. SG 31;
£800 ($1,264), Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

RHODESIA

1175 H
1910, King George V “Double Heads”, 1d-8d
(101, 102, 104-109), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh,
F.-V.F. SG 119//146; £377 ($596), Scott $404.
Estimate $200 - 300

1178 HH
1987, 15¢-$2.50 Royal Family, inverted centers (1017-1020 vars.), set of four, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

SARAWAK

ST. KITTS-NEVIS

1179 H
1945, 1¢-$10 BMA overprint (135-154), o.g.,
lightly hinged, fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $361.
Estimate $100 - 150

SEYCHELLES

1176

1922, King George V, £1 purple & black on
red (36), used in passport of British subject Herbert
Reginald Yearwood, with stamp tied on back of the front
cover by oval cancels. Manuscript notation inside "There is
no U.S. Consular Officer in St. Kitts/ Valid for travel throughout Empire (except Egypt)/ Valid for United States of America via Canada, February 22, 1924/", followed by American
Consulate handstamp applied in St. John, New Brunswick
as a visa, and three American Consular Service Fee
Stamps cancelled on Mar. 25, 1924, F.-V.F. SG 36, Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Ex 1180

Ex 1181

1180 H
1890-1900, Queen Victoria, 2¢-2.25r (1-21),
set of 21, o.g., bright colors, fresh, F.-V.F. SG 1//36; £443
($700), Scott $541.
Estimate $150 - 200
1181 H
1938-49, King George VI, 2¢-5r (125-148),
o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $321.
Estimate $100 - 150
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SIERRA LEONE

SOUTHERN RHODESIA

1182 (H)
1897, “Postage and Revenue” and 2½d on 1s
dull lilac (57), without gum, a Fine example of this very
scarce stamp. SG 65; £900 ($1,422), Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350

SOUTH AFRICA

1185 H
1924, King George V “Admiral”, ½d blue
green (1), vertical gutter pair, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
SG 1.
Estimate $100 - 150

1183 m
1916, King George V, £1 red and green (16),
light unobtrusive cds, Very Fine and attractive. SG 17; £350
($553), Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

SRI LANKA

SOUTH WEST AFRICA

1184 (H)
1931, Pictorials overprinted for Revenue use
(112, 114-15, 117-20 var.), two sets of bi-lingual pairs, one
overprinted “Revenue/Inkomste”, the other “Penalty/Boete”, the 20s Penalty pair with double overprint, without gum, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1186 P
1993-95, Imperforate proofs (1087-1089,
1139), composite proof on gummed paper, including 1993
Christmas, Youth & Health designs (Scott 1087-89), plus
single proof on ungummed & watermarked paper with 1995
General Post Office design (Scott 1139), Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

1187 HH/Ha 1868, Queen Victoria, 2¢ brown (10), block of
9 with wing margins at right, o.g., h.r. at top, bottom 6 never
hinged, Fine. SG 11; £342+ ($540), Scott $383+.
Estimate $150 - 200
1190

1935, KGV $1, $2, $5 (2) & $25 (2) fiscals on
document, three-page Land Conveyance Deed on thick
ruled paper with red double line borders, revenue stamps
tied on top by red Penang seals, document with small folds
not affecting stamps, F.-V.F., $25 stamps are rarely seen
on documents.
Estimate $300 - 400

SUDAN

1188 )
1889, Queen Victoria, 2¢ bright rose (41), tied
on reverse of large part of a cover by mute cancels & Colombo Jul. 4, 1885 receiving datestamp, adjacent Penang
despatch circular datestamp, addressed to Galle, Colombo, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1191 HH
1935, 15m on 10m & 7½pi on 4½pi, surcharged in red (C17 & C21 var.), o.g., never hinged, fresh,
F.-V.F.; signed Sanabria. SG 73 footnote; £700 ($1,106).
Estimate $300 - 400

TONGA

1189 HH
1922, $5 Malaya-Borneo Exhibition (167d),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. SG 249; £325 for hinged
($514), Scott $275 for hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1192 )
1934, two Tin Can Mail covers (58), one with
2½d tied by Niuafoou barred cancel, adjacent Aug. 13,
1934 machine cancel, and "TIN CAN MAIL" straight-line
handstamp, other with same franking, and "TIN
CAN-CANOE ISLAND" straight-line handstamp, Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
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TRANSVAAL

General Foreign
AFGHANISTAN

1193 )
1900, ½d-1s V.R.I. overprints (202-209), tied
by Johannesbutg cds, 12 Apr 1901, on registered cover to
Germany, backstamped 4 May, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

ZANZIBAR
1195 )
1880s, 1ab purple shade on local cover (SG
116), with normal outer circle, and cancelled by tearing a
piece from the stamp, cover repaired and opened for display, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1194 S
1908, 30r-200r Pictorials overprinted “Specimen” (115S-119S), without gum, light water staining, otherwise F.-V.F. SG 241s-245s, SG £675 ($1,066).
Estimate $300 - 400

1196 Pa
1932, Formation of the National Council, imperforate proofs (263-64,66-68), printed in issued colors
on ungummed chalky paper, sheets of 12, F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

ARGENTINA

1197 Pa
1864-67, 15c Rivadavia, imperforate black
proof, made in 1964 from the original plates by A. Liechtenstein, top left block of 4, Very Fine. Estimate $200 - 300
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AUSTRIA

1200 HH
1908, 10k Emperor's Reign Anniversary
(127), o.g., never hinged, key-value with proof-like impression and attractive colors, Very Fine. Michel 156 w; €200 as
hinged ($260), Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

1198 Ha
1960, Flowers, 1p + 1p, imperforate trial
color proofs (B27), group of four printed in different colors
on gummed paper, and comprising violet, grey-brown,
deep blue green or carmine, blocks of 4, minor corner
creases affecting top stamps of the block in carmine, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1201 HH/H
1910, 1h to 10k Emperor's Birthday complete
(128-144), including 50h to 10K engraved stamps with vibrant colors, o.g., never hinged except the 5h yellow green,
mostly Very Fine. Michel 161-177; €550 as hinged ($715),
Scott $1,150 as never hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400

1199 SH)
Postal Stationery, 1896, group with
"Muestra" overprints (Higgins and Gage 15-17 & A15),
comprising five postal cards issued in 1896, and depicting
different views (3c San Martin, 3c Estacion F.C. del Sur &
3c Calle de Santa Fe, 4c Dique de Carena & 6c Boca del
Riachuelo), plus a 3c letter-card, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1202 m
1910, 1h-10k Emperor's Birthday complete
(128-144), mostly with Vienna postmarks, Very Fine.
Michel 161-177; €1,100 ($1,430), Scott $1,067.
Estimate $300 - 400
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BELGIUM

1203 HH
1929-30, 10g-2s Views complete (326-339),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 498-511; €750
($975), Scott $590.
Estimate $200 - 300
1206 HH
1915, 5fr King Albert at Furnes (121), o.g.,
never hinged, deep color and sharp impression, Fine.
Michel 127. COB 147; €1,475 ($1,918), Scott $775.
Estimate $250 - 350

1204 HH
1932, 10g-64g Pictorial definitives complete
(340-353), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 530-543;
€950 ($1,235), Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

1207 HH
1919-20, 2fr to 10fr King Albert high values
(135-137), o.g., never hinged, bright and attractive
key-value examples, trivial natural gum creases as usual
mentioned just for the sake of accuracy, F.-V.F. COB
176-178; €1,580 ($2,054), Scott $1,025.
Estimate $300 - 400
1208 H
1921-31, four different souvenir sheets
(170a, 171, 221, B106), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $865 (no
photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1205 HH
1946, Renner miniature sheets complete
(B185-B188), o.g., never hinged, as perfect a set of sheets
as we have seen, Superb. Michel 772B-775B; €2,300
($2,990), Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1209 HH
1944, Victory & 1945-46, Parcel Post, imperforate (322-353, Q291-296 var.), horizontal pairs, o.g.,
never hinged, plus a few duplicate pairs without gum, Very
Fine and very scarce.
Estimate $100 - 150
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BRAZIL

1210 HH/Ha 1934, War Veterans Fund complete
(B152a-B153a), miniature sheets of 20, o.g., stamps never
hinged, hinged in selvage only, 1 franc trivial margin flaws,
scarce in sheets, otherwise F.-V.F. Michel 383-383 vars,
Scott $1,850.
Estimate $400 - 600

1212 HHa
1941-46, Netinha Issue, 10r to 2,000r imperforate (512-24vars), group of thirteen blocks of 4, including
10r & 200r with top selvage, 500r with right selvage, 1,200r
with upper right corner selvage & 2,000r with bottom selvage, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
rarely offered. Meyers 353SD-65SD; 5,310 Real as hinged
($2,841).
Estimate $400 - 600

BOLIVIA

1213 )
1930, Zeppelin Flight To U.S. (Sieger 59.E),
cover franked with Brazil #250 and Sanabria #Z7, fresh and
attractive, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1211 P
1928, 10c President Siles, trial color sunken
die proof (190), printed in deep lilac, Very Fine, rarely offered.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1214 Hm
Telegraph stamps, selection of 8: imperfs 200r
unused, 500r (2 used), 1000r (2 unused, one used) and
2000r unused; perforated 200r mint, few small faults,
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $200 - 300
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CAMBODIA

CHINA

1215 HHa
1956, Coronation complete (53-58), blocks of
4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $349.
Estimate $100 - 150

CAMEROUN

1218 S
1931-37, Dr. Sun Yat-sen stamps with specimen handstamps (297//306), group of fourteen stamps
mounted on original page of archival Thomas De La Rue record book, comprising 2¢ olive green, 5¢ green pair, 15¢
scarlet, 20¢ ultramarine pair, $1 vertical pair, $2 vertical pair
& $5 block of four, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1216 HH
1962, Reunification, British currency surcharges (355-357), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300
Withdrawn from sale after only a few days.

CHILE

1217 S
1910, 1p to 10p Independence Centenary issue with "Specimen" handstamps (94-97), very presentable high values, each with security punch hole, 10p album
adherences, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1219 )
Foreign Offices in China, 1902 (May 2), picture post card from Shanghai to Germany, franked with
China ½¢ Dragon and with the stamps of the U.S., British
(Hong Kong), French, Japanese and Russian P.O.s tied by
appropriate cancels between May 2 and May 12, 1902; card
written in German and sent to Freiburg, Germany, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1220

French Offices in China, 1890, Peace & Commerce, 5fr used in Shang-Hai (France 96), tied on cover
fragment by two Shang-Hai Feb. 28, 1890 circular
datestamps, trivial corner crease, otherwise Fine; signed
by H. Bloch.
Estimate $300 - 400
s

1223 H
German Offices in China, 1900, 80pf lake &
black on rose (23), o.g., fresh mint, Very Fine, an exceptionally rare stamp; signed Holcombe and others with accompanying 1990 Holcombe photo certificate. Michel 14.
Chan FG21.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1224

s

1225

s

Italian Offices in Tientsin, 1918-1921, Surcharged set complete (15-23), each canceled 17-1-20 on
individual piece, clean and fresh, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 300

1221 )
German Offices in China, 1898, registered
cover to Germany (2a-6a), each tied by Tsintau China 3/ 6
/ 98 circular datestamp on medium size envelope, Duisburg
12.7.98 receiving backstamp, registry label "Tsiantfort"
changed by pen to "Tsiantao", overall aging and some
creases not affecting stamps, Fine. Michel 2I-6I.
Estimate $150 - 200

1222

German Offices in China, 1900, 10pf carmine, Boxer Rebellion Uprising (19), tied to fragment by
a complete strike of "K.D.FELD-POST-STATION NO. 4 / 8/
10" (Tongku) from the German troop deployment in the vicinities of Peking, a more complete strike would be next to
impossible to find, in such a great exhibition item, Very Fine,
a great rarity from the uprising; signed Hoffmann and
Sismondo with the latters 2012 photo certificate. Michel 10.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
s

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Italian Offices in Tientsin, Postage Due,
1918, 8¢ to 16¢ surcharges (J6-J8), clean short set missing only the rare 4¢ on 10¢ value, canceled 17.1.20 on individual pieces, F.-V.F. Sassone S.9. Estimate $150 - 200
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COSTA RICA

DENMARK

1226 H
Airmail, 1947, 15c Soccer Championship, inverted surcharges complete (C145-C147 var), o.g., very
lightly hinged, fresh, Very Fine, rare, only 150 sets exist.
Sanabria 188A-190A.
Estimate $100 - 150

CUBA

1231 HH
Airmail, 1925 issue complete (C1-C5), o.g., all
but C4 is never hinged, a flawless set, Very Fine and
choice. Facit 213-217; SKr 5,500 ($803), Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

1227 Ha
1960-61, Christmas issues (648-662,
686-700), in complete se-tenant sheets of 25, Scott $437+
(no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1228

1229

1228 H
Special Delivery, 1910, 10¢ orange and blue,
center inverted (E4a), o.g. (slightly disturbed and soiled,
as often the case due to the tropical environs), still Very
Fine. Edifil 189ei; €1,000 ($1,300), Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

1232 m
Airmail, 1925 issue complete (C1-C5), with
Copenhagen circular datestamps, Very Fine. Facit
213-217; SKr 5,500 ($803), Scott $782.
Estimate $200 - 300

1229 HH
Special Delivery, 1910, 10¢ orange and blue,
Specimen (E4, E4S), American banknote Company archival red "SPECIMEN" and punch, as always, o.g., never
hinged, bright and fresh, includes normal stamp for comparison, F.-V.F. Edifil 189MT.
Estimate $100 - 150

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

1233 H
Newspaper Stamps, 1907, 1øre-10k complete (P1-10), colorful on fresh paper, F.-V.F. Facit TI1-10,
Scott $706.
Estimate $200 - 300

1230 HHa
1966, Picasso's Guernica (1408), approximately 100 complete sheets with labels for the 30th Anniversary of International Brigade in Spanish Civil War, a few
individual stamps included, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $7,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
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EGYPT
1234 Hm
1866, First Issue, specialized collection, outstanding, specialized old-time collection assembled and
annotated on album leaves, including study by perforation
variety, inverted and upright watermarks, items of cancellation interest, imperfs, proofs and identified forgeries. A
sampling shows 5pa 20 mint copies, 10pa 9 mint and 12
used, 20pa 4 mint, 18 used including 2 pairs, 2pi 6 mint plus
used, 5pi 4 mint, 10pi 2 mint, 4 used etc. Wonderful, old
time collection, mostly F.-V.F., inspection invited (no
photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1238 H
1952, 50m Farouk, overprint in brownish
black instead of carmine (312 var.), o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine, rare - only 100 exist, Ex King Farouk.
Estimate $100 - 150

1235 H
1907-53, Errors & Imperforates selection,
comprising 1907 1m imperforate pair (O6), 1944-50 1m
King Farouk imperforate block of four printed on special paper with arabic inscriptions on reverse, plus 1953 8m block
of four (C82) & three King Farouk singles with double
"three-bars" handstamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1239 HHa
1953, 30m Mosque of Sultan Hassan, inverted watermark (331), bottom half sheet and irregular
block of 21 representing 71 of the 100 copies known to exist, o.g., never hinged, fresh and Very Fine. Nile Post
D201a.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1236 H
1927-39, Group of seven imperforates
(146//M15 var.), comprises 146, 236, 237 (2), 238 (2) &
M15, all on thin card from the special printings; also normal
#236, 238 & M15 with Farouk Collection handstamp, Kink
Farouk.
Estimate $100 - 150

1237 HH
1938, £1 Farouk Wedding/Birthday (224),
o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine, Scott $250
for hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1240 HH
1956, Second Arab Scout Jubilee souvenir
sheet (Nile Post MS9), fresh mint, original gum, never
hinged, a lovely example of this ever popular sheet, Very
Fine, quite scarce, only 1,037 printed. Scott footnote after
B15.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1241 HH
1956, Second Arab Scout Jubilee souvenir
sheet, imperforate (Nile Post MS10), original gum, never
hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine, scarce, only 1,037 examples printed. Scott footnote after B15.
Estimate $500 - 750

1242 HHa
1958, 1m Farmer's Wife, imperforate (438),
block of 50 (half of known examples as only 100 printed),
o.g., never hinged, clean and fresh, Very Fine. Nile Post
D245b.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1244 HHa
1959, First Arab Petroleum Congress, imperforate (466), block of 25, o.g., never hinged, post office
fresh, Very Fine, only 100 printed. Nile Post C22a.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1245 HH
Egyptian Occupation of Palestine, 1953,
1m-£1 three-bar overprint (N20-N38), o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $230.
Estimate $100 - 150

1243 HHa
1958, 35m Commerce, imperforate (444), bottom half sheet of the only sheet printed, o.g., never hinged,
clean and post office fresh Very Fine. Nile Post D251a.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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ETHIOPIA

FRANCE

1249 HH/H
1903-38, Sower complete (138-54), o.g., key
values (20c, 25c & 30c) in excellent condition and never
hinged, 10c rose, 25c dull blue, 50c greenish blue & 85
vermillion lightly hinged, with fresh colors, F.-V.F. Maury
129-33,161,197-205,234,362; €1,225 ($1,592), Scott
$940.
Estimate $300 - 400

1246 E
1976, Flora photo essays, 18 different, 155 x
103mm, each are drawn, various designs as prepared by
designer G.K. Desta, includes a wide array of designs and
changes, Very Fine, Unique.
Estimate $200 - 300
1247 E
1978, Namibia photo essays, ten different including seven that are drawn, various designs as prepared
by designer Abdalla Kekia, includes very unique depictions
of the tumultuous times of this country, Very Fine, Unique
(no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1250 )
1925, Paris Philatelic Exhibition, 5fr single
from souvenir sheet (226b), tied in cacheted Expo cover
by Expo station cds, 6 May, Very Fine, Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

FINLAND

1248

1903, Arms, 10m black & drab (75), horizontal
strip of 5, tied on piece by cds cancels, F.-V.F. and quite
rare, Scott $263 as singles.
Estimate $100 - 150
s

1251 H
1929, 2fr Le Havre Philatelic Exhibition (246),
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; signed, Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

1252 )
1974, 2f Miro “Arphila 75” (1395), First Day
Cover signed by Miro, unaddressed, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1255 ())
Airmail, 1927, 2fr & 5fr First Issue complete
(C1-C2), 1927 (June 25) FDC tied by International Aviation
Meeting at Marseille hexagonal cancel on front of envelope
used as a card to Belgium with message typed on reverse.
A rare item, Very Fine. Maury 1-2, Scott $450 as used off
cover.
Estimate $300 - 400
1253 HHa
1937, Louvre semi-postals complete
(B66-B67), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh colors, F.-V.F. Maury 354-355, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400

1256 HHa
Airmail, 1936, South Atlantic Crossing complete (C16-C17), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, beautiful
stamps, Very Fine. Maury 320-321, Scott $2,940.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1254 P
1955, Stamp Day - Balloon, large die proofs
(B293P1), three different: brown, black & brick red, first two
signed by the engraver, Raoul Serres (brown with full name
in ink, very unusual), Extremely Fine. Estimate $200 - 300

1257 HH
Airmail, 1954, 100fr-1000fr Aircraft complete
(C29-C32), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $324.
Cérès 30-33; €400 ($520)
Estimate $100 - 150
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FRENCH COLONIES

1262 )
Madagascar, 1904, two covers & picture
postcard with bisects, one cover with 10c black bisect
(5c), other cover with 30c (15c), and picture postcard with
50c carmine bisect (25c), bisects on cover & picture postcard tied by "Affranchissement/ exceptionnel/ (faulte de
Timbres)" blue handstamps & Madagascar Mar. 8 1904 circular datestamps, bisect on the other cover tied by
three-line marking & Madagascar Oct. 20, 1904 circular
datestamp, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1258 H
Alaouites, 1925, 2pi on 2fr instead of 40c (C1
var.), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1259 H
Algeria, Airmail, 1946, First Issue imperforate (C1-4,C5-6 var.) (20fr type II), bottom sheet margin
singles, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Estimate $50 - 75
1260 P
Cameroun, Postage Dues, 1947, deluxe
proofs complete (J24P-J33P), with the embossed seal of
the Minister of the Colonies, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1263 P
New Caledonia, Airmail, 1942, 1fr-100fr,
large die proofs complete (C7P-C13P), with the embossed seal of the Minister of the Colonies, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1264 HHa
Niger, 1963, Sports, imperf trial color plate
proofs (114P-116P), progressive block of 10 of each, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1265 H
Réunion, 1915, 10c + 5c black surcharge inverted (B1a), o.g., exceptionally fresh and, F.-V.F., Scott
$400.
Estimate $200 - 300

1261

Indochina, 1937-38, "Tribunal de Bienhoa"
consular document, composed of 38 double pages with
printed circular "RF Indo-Chine 75c" cachet and embossed
seal on front, two last pages include several French consular handstamps, English KGV (2s & 7s6d) consular
fiscals tied by oval cancels, adjacent rectangular
handstamp reading "Seen for the Legalisation of the signature/ H.B.M. Consulate-General, Saigon" & British Consulate circular handstamps., F.-V.F., an interesting and scarce
document.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1266 P
St. Pierre & Miquelon, 1962, 25fr & 50fr Flowers, imperf trial color plate proofs (360P-361P), progressive strip of 5 of each, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
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One of the Great Middle Eastern and French Colonial Rarities

1267 HHa
Syria, 1921, 25p on 5f, red surcharge (50 var.), bottom margin block of 6, o.g., never hinged, centered to top as are all
examples, Post Office Fresh! Fine for the issue, only 50 were produced, very rare; signed, 1972 APS certificate. Maury 79a; €52,500
as singles ($68,250).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
Without any premium for never hinged.
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GERMANY

1268 H
1872, Small Shield, 1 3gr green (2), o.g., very
presentable, trivial corner gum thin, otherwise Fine. Michel
2; €600 ($780), Scott $450.
Estimate $100 - 150

1271 HH
1933, Nothilfe souvenir sheet (B58), o.g.,
never hinged, immaculate, Extremely Fine and choice.
Michel Block 2; €7,000 ($9,100), Scott $5,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1269 H
1926, Portraits with “POL” perfins (353,
355-56, 358-62 var.), o.g., hinge remnants, fresh, 15pf with
abrasion on face, otherwise Very Fine. Michel 387//397
POL; €124 for used ($161).
Estimate $100 - 150

1272 HH/H
1933, Nothilfe souvenir sheet (B58), o.g., center stamps never hinged and hinges from margins expertly
removed, very attractive, Very Fine; 2009 Schlegel BPP
certificate. Michel Block 2; €1,800 ($2,340), Scott $1,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1270 HH
1930, IPOSTA souvenir sheet (B33), o.g.,
never hinged, well centered with perfs intact, natural paper
wrinkles and small faults in margins, Very Fine. Michel
Block 1; €1,600 ($2,080).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1273 H
1933, Nothilfe souvenir sheet (B58), o.g., very
presentable, trivial tear in margin, Very Fine; signed
Grossmann. Michel Block 2; €1,800 ($2,340), Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1274 H
1933, Nothilfe, 5pf-50pf se-tenant, from the
souvenir sheet (B58a-d), naturally streaky o.g. with some
discoloration as often, Very Fine. Michel 508-511.
Estimate $250 - 350

1275 H
1935, OSTROPA souvenir sheet (B68), o.g., a
very presentable example, minor margin faults due to the
well-known effects of the gum, F.-V.F. Michel Block 3;
€1,100 ($1,430), Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400

1277 (H)
1935, Costumes with “POL” perfins
(B69-B78 var.), without gum, F.-V.F. Michel 588-597 POL;
€160 used ($208).
Estimate $100 - 150

1278 HH
1936-37,
six
souvenir
sheets
(B90,102,105(2),106(2)), including 1936 42 (+108Pf)
Horse Race, 1937 6+ (19Pf) Hitler, 1937 42 (+108Pf) Brown
Ribbon (2) & 1937 6 (+19Pf) Nazi Congress (2), o.g., never
hinged, one B106 sheet with roulette separations at top,
F.-V.F. Michel Blocks 4,7,10-11; €1,162 ($1,511), Scott
$876.
Estimate $300 - 400

1279 HH
Airmail, 1924, 5pf-300pf Dove complete
(C20-C26), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 344X-350;
€1,500 ($1,950), Scott $1,130.
Estimate $500 - 750

1276 m
1935, OSTROPA souvenir sheet (B68), neat
commemorative cancel in the margins, stamps mint n.h.
(usual brownish gum), minor selvage thin, otherwise Very
Fine. Michel Block 3; €900 ($1,170), Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1284 H
Kiautschou, 1900-05, Surcharges & Kaiser's
Yacht grouping (1//30a), including 1900 two 5pf surcharges (Scott 1 with top selvage, and never hinged, #3
lightly hinged), plus 1905 1c, 2c, 10c, 20c, 40c & $1 Kaiser's
Yacht stamps, F.-V.F. Michel 1II,18//25B; €575 ($748),
Scott $472 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1280 Hm
Airmail, 1930-33 South America Flight, Polar
Flight and Chicago Flight complete (C38-C45), C38-39
used, rest mint, o.g., hinged, nice lot, F.-V.F., Scott $2,170.
Estimate $500 - 750

1285 m
Kiautschou, 1901, 3pf-5m Yacht complete
(10-22), neat Tsingtau cancels, bright fresh colors, generally Very Fine. Michel 5-17; €1,400 ($1,820), Scott $1,224.
Estimate $500 - 750

1281 H
Airmail, 1931, 1m-4m Polar Flight Zeppelins
complete (C40-C42), Very Fine. Michel 456-458; €900
($1,170), Scott $670.
Estimate $250 - 350

1286

1282 m
Airmail, 1931, 1m-4m Polar Flight Zeppelins
complete (C40-C42), neat light cancels, F.-V.F. Michel
456-458; €1,300 ($1,690), Scott $985.
Estimate $200 - 300

Mariana Islands, 1899, 25pf orange, 48 degree overprint (15a), tied on piece by Saipan cds, excellent color, F.-V.F.; 2011 Lantelme photo certificate, signed.
Michel 5 I; €1,300 sorte II ($1,690), Scott $2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
s

For German Offices in China, please see lots 1221-1223.

GERMAN WORLD WAR I & II OCCUPATIONS

1283 H
Airmail, 1933, 1m-4m Chicago Flight Zeppelins complete (C43-C45), F.-V.F. Michel 496-498; €1,200
($1,560), Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
1287 H
German Occupation of Estonia, 1919, 1r pale
brown, brown and red orange (24), o.g., nice margins,
vertical gum crease, lovely Very Fine appearance, only 150
issued, very rare; signed Eichenthal. Michel 11B; €500
($650), Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
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GERMANY FROM 1945

1288 H
German Occupation of France, 1945, 70c
Petain with "Festung/ Lorient" overprint (Michel 6),
Very Fine, only 300 stamps issued; signed Tust BPP and
others, Michel €1,000 as never hinged ($1,300).
Estimate $500 - 750

1289 HH
German Occupation of Zante, 1943, 50c
brown, carmine handstamps (NC13b), horizontal pair
with right selvage, o.g., never hinged, stamps with fresh colors, Very Fine; signed Ludin BPP & Dr. Bohne GPSY, and
accompanied by 2012 Sismondo photo certificate. Michel
3.II; €700 ($910), Scott $270 as hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600

1292 HH
Germany - Soviet Zone - Thuringia, 1945,
Anti-Fascism souvenir sheet (16N3a), with upper left corner sheet margin selvage, o.g., stamp never hinged,
F.-V.F. Michel Block 1x; €400 ($520), Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150

1290 HH
German Occupation of Zante, 1943, 50c
brown (NC13), gutter pair, with part of signature from a
fountain pen on the gutter, o.g., never hinged, light folds
through vertical perforations not affecting stamps, and not
mentioned in the certificate, Very Fine, gutter pairs of the
occupation issues are very scarce; signed Ludin BPP, and
accompanied by 2012 Sismondo photo certificate. Michel
3.I.K; €500 ($650).
Estimate $300 - 400

1293 HH
Germany - Berlin, 1949 Currency Victims
souvenir sheet and set (9NB1-3, 9NB3a), natural inclusion in margin, with extra set of singles, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Michel Block 1, Scott $1,275.
Estimate $300 - 400
1291 (H)
German Feldpost, 1945, U-Boat Hela (Michel
13a), without gum as issued, fresh, Very Fine; signed
“ZAF”, Michel €350 ($455).
Estimate $150 - 200
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GREENLAND

1294 HH
Germany - Saar, 1947, “Saar II”, 10c-50fr
overprints complete, first printing (175a-187a), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 226 ZI-238 ZI; €2,800
($3,640), Scott $1,207.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 1297

Ex 1298

1297 HH
1945, 1öre-5kr Liberation overprints complete (19-27), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Facit 19-27,
Scott $1,450.
Estimate $500 - 750
1298 HH
1945, 1öre-5kr Liberation overprints complete (19-27), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Facit 19-27, Scott
$1,450.
Estimate $400 - 600

HUNGARY

1295 P
Germany - Federal Republic, 1956, 20pf +
10pf Mother, proof of issued stamp (B352), bright red
(39 x 45mm), single of issued stamp for comparison, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1299 HH
1947, FDR Memorial souvenir sheets, imperforate (B198A-D, CB1-1C var.), two sheets of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $475 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

GREECE

1300 HH
1950, 3ft U.P.U. souvenir sheet, perf and
imperf (C81 & var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel
Blocks 18A-B; €1,150 ($1,495), Scott $1,125.
Estimate $300 - 400
1301 HH
1951, Stamp Exhibition souvenir sheets
(C95, CB13-14), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very
Fine. Michel Block 20-22; €220 ($286), Scott $225 (no
photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
1296 SHHa
1951, St. Paul's Visit, Specimen overprints
complete (535-38), blocks of 4, including 700d with left selvage, 2,600d & 10,000d with bottom selvage, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Karamitsos 708-11.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1302 HH
1948, Chain Bridge souvenir sheets
(CB1D-CB2), o.g., never hinged, fresh, light natural paper
wrinkle CB2, Very Fine, Scott $240 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
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ISRAEL

1303 )
1895, 2Kr postal card with spectacular printing error (Higgins and Gage 14), consisting in a pre-printing
corner
fold
affecting
stamp
impression,
Kezdi-Varsahely despatch circular datestamp, and adjacent Felso Torja receiving postmark, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1306 )
1948, First Coins complete, with tabs (1-9),
used on an official small-size cacheted FDC from Tel Aviv,
Very Fine. Bale 1-9, Bale $5,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

ICELAND

1304 HH
Airmail, 1930 Parliament Millenium complete
(C4-C8), o.g., never hinged, vibrant colors and attractive,
50a trivial gum skip, Very Fine. Michel 142-146. Facit
189-93; SKr 3,275 ($478), Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
1307 )
1948, First Coins complete (1-9), each top
margin single with plate #1 in margin tied to philatelically inspired covers by CDSs, #1-6 postmarked Jerusalem 19 8
1948 and #7-9 postmarked Haiffa 23 11 1948, Very Fine.
Bale 1-9; $2,012.
Estimate $500 - 750

1305 H
Airmail, 1933 "Hopflug Itala" complete
(C12-C14), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine;
signed Sieger. Michel 172-174, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1308 )
1948, First Coins complete (1-9), on three
philatelically inspuired covers with numerous combination
frankings, the #9 most interesting registered use with perf
10 x 10 5m, postmarked Haiffa 16 2 1949, the other two covers are re-inspired concoctions in 1958, 1997 and 1998, an
interesting and useful group, minor cover and stamp flaws,
still F.-V.F. Bale 1/9.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1309 P
1948, First Coins, 3m-50m, imperforate black
plate proofs (Bale ED.35-40), with blank tabs and printed
in black on white glazed paper, comprising 3m, 10m, 20m &
50m horizontal pairs, 5m block of four, 15m three blocks of
four & block of eight, plus an extra 20m vertical pair, without
gum, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Printed to show any faults in the plates before actually
printing the stamps.

1312 HHa
1948, First Coins, 10m, imperf (3 var.), top
margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, minor gum wrinkle
and trivial natural light offset, otherwise fresh and Extremely Fine. Bale 3-Imp; $220 as two pairs.
Estimate $100 - 150
1313 Ea
1948, First Coins, 15m Yehuda essay, imperforate, printed on blue, red & black, former two on gummed
paper, latter one on white ungummed glazed paper, each
dated April 4, 1948, sheetlets of 4, red & blue sheetlets with
minor imperfections not affecting center stamps, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1310 (H)
1948, First Coins, promotional sheets, showing all nine stamps of the first issue printed in black on
glazed paper, an numbered at bottom, the lot comprises
eleven single sheets, including one reprint on yellowish
stock. Also two scarce uncut sheets; one numbered
0011-2011, other numbered 0019-2019, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
At the time that the 1948 Doar Ivri stamps were issued the
Ministry of Communications printed 2,000 double sheets.
To date only ten uncut sheets are known to exist.
1311 HH
1948, First Coins, 3m-15m, imperforate (1-5
vars.), printed in issued colors on gummed paper, comprising 3m, 5m, 10m & 15m horizontal pairs, plus 20m block of
four with left selvage, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Bale
Bale 1-Imp to 5-Imp (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1314 H
1948, First Coins, 250m-1000m high values,
with tabs (7-9), matched set of bottom left corner margin
singles, o.g., lightly hinged, well centered, Very Fine. Bale
7-9, Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1315 HHa
1948, New Year complete (10-14 vars.), gutter
blocks of 12, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Bale 10-14, Bale
$3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1316 )
1948, New Year complete (10-14), First Day
Cover, right margin tabs, official type cachet, each postmarked Kefar Sava 26 9 1948 by favor, light foxing around
edges from gum, otherwise Very Fine; 2006 APS certificate. Bale 10-14.
Estimate $500 - 750

1317 )
1948, New Year complete (10-14), horizontal
gutter tête-bêche pairs, each tied to separate envelope by
special Tabul cancellation on 2nd Day of Issue, #13-14 are
on registered envelopes, some light discoloration and vertical fold on #14 which does not affect the pair, interesting,
otherwise F.-V.F. Bale 10-14.
Estimate $150 - 200

1318 )
1952, 1000p Menorah, with tab (17-25, 55),
scarce tabs on Day of Issue Cover, philatelically inspired
#10 envelope produced by Vardi franked by four higher
value tabs, all are full tabs except #59, postmarked
Givatayim 27 2 52, Very Fine. Bale 15,31,47, 59.
Estimate $200 - 300

1319 HH
Airmail, 1950, First Issue complete, with tabs
(C1-C6), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Bale 32-37, Scott
$275.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1320 )
Airmail, 1950, First Issue, nine covers & picture postcard, including some with tabbed & mixed
frankings. We noted some better such as first day registered cover with complete set, and addressed New York,
other cover with interesting handstsamp, indicating insufficient franking for transmission by air, registered cover to
Sweden & picture postcard to Texas. Condition is F-VF. (no
photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1321 P
Postage Dues, 1948, First Issue, color trials
(Bale ED.51-52,54, 56-57), comprising five imperforate
pairs, and including 10m blue, 10m green & 10m red brown
on white gummed paper, 10m red brown & 10 green vertical
pair on colored gummed paper. Condition is VF except in
the 10m blue, which has minor creases affecting right
stamp, According to Bale Catalogue it is assumed that only
three sheets of each trial was made (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1324 HH
Postage Dues, 1948, First Issue 3m-50m
complete, with blank tabs (J1-J5), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine and choice. Bale PD1-5; $3,100, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1322 H
Postage Dues, 1948, First Issue imperforates, including 5m, 10m & 20m imperforate horizontal
pairs without overprints (Bale PD2d, PD3d & PD4d Never
Hinged), two 20m imperforate "fake" pairs printed from the
plate used for the cover of the first Israel Philatelic Magazine. Addittionally there is a stock page with dubious items
such as 5m, 10m & 20m imperforate pairs on white chalky
paper, 20m imperforate block of four & pair in grey, 5m &
50m pairs in black and 20m orange with rough perforations.
Condition is Very Fine. (no photo). Estimate $400 - 600

1325 )
Postage Dues, 1948, First Issue 3m-50m
complete (J1-J5), registered backstamped cover prepared by Shapira postmarked Haiffa 27 11 1949 franked by
complete set of postage dues as well as 6 mandate stamps
and two #12, Very Fine. Bale PD1-5; $670.
Estimate $200 - 300

1323 HH
Postage Dues, 1948, First Issue 3m-50m
complete, with blank tabs (J1-J5), mounted on album
page, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Bale PD1-5, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
As known most of the blank tabs were torn off, and as
consequence the postage due stamps are considerably
scarcer than the six regular stamps (Scott 1-6) with their
descriptive tabs.
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ITALY

1326 )
1862, cover forwarded from U.S. to Paris to
Turin to Rome, wonderful cover which began its journey
with red "Boston/Aug/9/Paid/24" cds addressed to Paris,
US stamp was removed, black oval "John Munroe &
Co/Paris" forwarders handstamp, French stamp added to
forward to Turin, cover readdressed to Rome with addition
of Italian stamp, Paris, Turin and Rome receivers on reverse, attractive & rare, Very Fine; 2010 PF certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1331 P
1930, Virgil, four different proofs (249, 251,
254, 256 var.), on thin card with simulated perforations and
“Saggio” (Specimen) overprints, Very Fine and very scarce.
Estimate $100 - 150

1327 Ha
1922, Mazzini complete (140-142), single and
block of 4 each, 40c single with nibbed corner, otherwise
F.-V.F. Sassone S.23; €750 ($975), Scott $638 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1332 HH
1932, Garibaldi Anniversary complete
(280-289), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Sassone S.63; €500
($650), Scott $410.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1328

Ex 1329

1328 H
1923, Manzoni complete (165-170), o.g.,
F.-V.F. Sassone S.29; €1,300 ($1,690), Scott $1,056.
Estimate $400 - 600
1329 H
1923, 5L Manzoni (170), key-value of the set
with perforations clear of the design, o.g., barest trace of
hinge, Very Fine. Sassone 156; €1,000 ($1,300), Scott
$800.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1333

Ex 1334

Ex 1335

1333 HH
1935, International Aeronautical Salon complete (345-48), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Sassone S.81;
€1,125 ($1,462), Scott $830.
Estimate $300 - 400
1334 HH
1935, Bellini complete (349-54), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Sassone S.82; €625 ($812), Scott $510.
Estimate $200 - 300
1330 m
1923, 5L Manzoni (170), key value with inverted watermark and light circular datestamp, Very Fine.
Sassone 156; €5,500 ($7,150), Scott $4,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1335 HH
1950, 50c-200L Workers (549-567), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. SG £260 ($411). Sassone 144/i, iii, Scott
$210.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1336 HH
Airmail, 1930, 7.70L Balbo Trans-Atlantic
Flight (C27), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine for the issue.
Sassone 25; €1,100 ($1,430), Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

1339 HH
Airmail, 1933, Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight
complete (C48-C49), o.g., never hinged, light overall
carmelization of gum, otherwise F.-V.F. Sassone S.1509
var., Scott $575.
Estimate $100 - 150
1340 H
Italian Social Republic, Parcel Post, 1944, 5c
- 20L, complete set (Q1-Q12), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,250 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1337 HH/H
Airmail, 1930, 7.70L Balbo Trans-Atlantic
Flight (C27), upper right corner margin single, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, F.-V.F. Sassone 25, Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1341

Ex 1342

1341 HH
Trieste Zone A, 1953, 50c-20L “Christmas”
gutter pairs, two complete sets of 7, one set with left sheet
margins, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., only 1000 sets were
produced.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1338 )
Airmail, 1933, Graf Zeppelin, Italy Flight
(C42-47), registered cover with complete Zeppelin airmail
set tied by multiple "ROMA/ POSTA AEREA-ZEPPELIN/
27.5.33.13" datestamps, 3L & 10L airmail stamps also tied
by blue flight cachet reading "POSTA AEREA/ ITALIANA/
DIRIGIBLE/ GRAF ZEPPELIN/ 1933", two regular stamps,
airmail & registration labels tied by "S. REMO
(RACCOMANDATE) 25.5.33" circular datestamps, Rome
Zeppelin & Friedrichshafen receivers on reverse, vertical
filing fold not affecting stamps. Very Fine; 2012 Sismondo
photo certificate. Michel 304Aa. Sassone S.1508.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Envelope posted at San Remo on May 25, zeppelin
stamps & flight cachet applied at Rome on May 27, carried
by the Graf Zeppelin on May 29 in a flight over Rome,
returned to the Rome Post Office, where it received the
arrival postmark, and then forwarded to Friedrichshafen by
surface transportation.
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1342 H
Italian Colonies, 1934, Soccer Championship (42-50 & C29-35), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$592.
Estimate $150 - 200

1343 m
Italian Eritrea, Commission Service, 1916,
30c-90c complete (Sassone 1-3), set of 3, lightly
cancelled, bright, fresh & scarce, F.-V.F., Sassone €425
($552).
Estimate $100 - 150
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KUWAIT

1347 (H)
Airmail, 1948, Unesco souvenir sheet (C145
footnote), without gum as issued, small, light pen mark at
right edge, otherwise Very Fine, only 2000 produced, Scott
$275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1344 P
Unique set of plate proofs of the frame design for Revenue Issue, includes 8 sheets of 20 (7 different), plus 2 different sheets of 50 (2 panes of 25). Nice clean
overall, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

LAOS
1345 H
1957, Buddhist Culture issue, 4 artist's presentation sheets, each signed by the artist, with the issued
stamp; also a similar lot sheet from Cambodia, Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

LEBANON
1346 HH
1949. U.P.U. issue. imperforate (225-227,
C148-149 var.), sheet margin pairs plus gutter pairs of
225-227, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1348 Hm
Airmail, 1949, UPU souvenir sheet on thin
card (C149 var.), also includes the the normal sheet canceled Dec 18, 1950, Very Fine, Scott $285.
Estimate $150 - 200

LIBERIA

1349 P
Air Mail, 1952 Monrovia & Monroe Issue, imperforate trial colors, group of five with frame designs
only, and printed in different colors: brown, orange, blue, violet or lilac-rose, including four with left selvage, pairs, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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LIECHTENSTEIN

1350 )
1933, 1.20fr Vaduz Castle (110), used with 1fr
Air, C6, tied by Triesenberg cdss on cacheted 1933 Austria-Hungary-Italy-Switzerland Glider Flight card flown Vienna - Vienna roundtrip, postmarked Vienna, Jul 8 & 19,
Zurich, Julg 8, and Basel Jul 21 (on delivery to addressee),
signed by the pilot, Very Fine. Michel 121. Zumstein 100.
Estimate $200 - 300

1352 HHa
Airmail, 1936, 1fr-2fr Zeppelin complete
(C15-C16), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel
149-150. Zumstein 14-15, Scott $480.
Estimate $100 - 150

1353 HH/H
Officials,
1932
complete
(O1,O2b,O3-4,O5var,O6,O7a-8a), o.g., all never hinged
except for the 50rp, including 5rp, 20rp, 30rp, 50rp perforated 11.5, 10rp & 35rp perforated 11.5 x 10.5, 60rp &
1.20rp perforated 10.5, Very Fine; 30rp signed Stolow.
Zumstein 1B,2C,3B-4B,5C,6B,7A-8A; SFr 2,477 ($2,700).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1351 )
1953, Scout Conference complete (270-273),
tied by Oct 10, 1953 Vaduz cdss on Scout Conference picture postcard picturing Prince Emanuell in a Scout uniform
and signed by him on the reverse, Very Fine. Michel
315-318.
Estimate $100 - 150
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MONACO

1354 HHa
1949-50, U.P.U. complete imperforate
(245-246 & C30-33 var.), dated corner blocks of 4, plus additional imperf corner blocks of 245A & C31-33 and two
imperf color proofs of C30, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1355 HH
1956, Royal Wedding deluxe souvenir
sheets (366-379, C46-48 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Michel €400 ($520).
Estimate $200 - 300

1356 P
1963, 50c Red Cross, large die proof in black
(536P), signed by the engraver, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1357 HH
1964, 1fr Philatec Paris souvenir sheet (580
var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Yvert €915 ($1,190).
Estimate $300 - 400

1358 P
1964, 50c Kennedy, deluxe proof (596P),
Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1359

1360

1359 HH
1972, "Albert Durer" instead of "Albrecht
Durer" (817 var.), unissued error with mispelling of first
name, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; accompanied by
photocopy of 2006 Calves certificate for a sheet of ten
which was broken into singles. Michel 1033III; €6,000
($7,800).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1363 P
1947, Louis II, deluxe proof sheet on thin
card (B94 var.), with rice paper overlay, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1360 HH
1972, "Albert Durer" instead of "Albrecht
Durer" (817 var.), unissued error with mispelling of first
name, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; accompanied by
photocopy of 2006 Calves certificate for a sheet of ten
which was broken into singles. Michel 1033III; €6,000
($7,800).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1364 P
1949, Red Cross, collective deluxe proof
(B96-B99P), on thin card, Fine and rare, only 20 produced.
Estimate $300 - 400

1361 HH
1976, 1.70fr U.S. Bicentennial souvenir sheet
(1021 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Maury €950
($1,235).
Estimate $300 - 400
1362 P
1939, Princes of Monaco, deluxe proofs
complete (B26P-B35P), with rice paper overlays, Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1365 HH
Airmail, 1955-57, Birds, perf. 11 complete
(C41-C43, C44a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel
502A-505A; €426 ($554), Scott $465.Estimate $150 - 200
1366 P
Airmail Semi-Postal, 1948, Bosio sculptures,
deluxe proofs (CB11P-CB14P), with rice paper overlays,
Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
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NEPAL

Ex 1371

Ex 1372

1371 HH
Airmail, 1951, 15g & 25g Gulls (C13-C14),
o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and Very Fine. Michel
580-581; €600 ($780), Scott $460. Estimate $200 - 300
1367 Pa
1935, Siva Mahadeva, 2p & 16p imperforate
plate proofs (38 & 41), printed in issued colors, each with
vertical crease between stamps, blocks of 4, F.-V.F. Michel
46 &49.
Estimate $200 - 300
1368

1372 H
Marine Insurance, 1921, 15c-7½g complete
(GY1-GY7), 2.25g small stain, no gum, otherwise o.g.,
F.-V.F. Michel 1-7. NVPH 1-7, Scott $605.
Estimate $150 - 200

No Lot

NETHERLANDS
NETHERLANDS COLONIES

1373 SHH
Curaçao, 1944, Red Cross, “Specimen”
overprints (CB13S-CB20S), with American Bank Note
Co. security punch, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1369 HH
1949, Queen Juliana high values (320-22), including 10g with bottom left corner selvage, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. NVPH 535-37; €1,295 ($1,684), Scott
$890.
Estimate $300 - 400

1374 HH
Surinam, 1945, 1c-10g definitives complete
(184-207), o.g., never hinged, bright colors, F.-V.F., Scott
$251.
Estimate $100 - 150
1370 HH
Airmail, 1951, 15g-25g Gull complete
(C13-C14), each with left selvage, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Michel 580-581. NVPH LP12-13; €700
($910), Scott $460.
Estimate $250 - 350
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NICARAGUA

PERU

1375 m)
1879, Nicaragua-Great Britain mixed franking from Greytown to Nottingham, England (7), with
Nicaragua 25c tied by pen cancel & Great Britain 1sh plate
13 (Scott A17) tied by multiple "C57" obliterators used in the
British Postal Agency of Greytown, and Grey-Town circular
datestamps, backstamped May 13, 1879 receiving
datestamp, small portion of address excised and small
faults on top backflap, Fine; 1976 BPA certificate.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1377 )
1872, Peru-Great Britain mixed franking
from Iquique to Glasgow, Scotland (14), with Peru 1d &
Great Britain 6d plate 11 (Scott A15) & 1sh plate 6 (A25)tied
by "D87" obliterators used in the British Postal Agency of
Iquique, adjacent Iquique Dec. 6, 1872 dispatch circular
datestamp, the postage was cut out of the cover and expertly repositioned on a latter date, Fine; 1989 Holcombe
certificate.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
The full text of the Postal Convention signed between
Peru & Great Britain on August 13, 1851 was published by
A. Linz in The Stamp Specialist Mahogany Book (1947),
pages 117-28. The relevant article 14 stated "for all letters
which may be forwarded to or from Peru, whether by
British packets or by private ships, whatever may be the
destination of such letters, inland postage shall be paid in
the post offices of Peru according to a rate not exceeding
that now established in the Republic for inland letters…."
The local rate of postage charged was 1r. In 1858 this rate
became 1 dinero. The cover was carried by steamer to
Panama and then to London. From January 1, 1870 the
British packet rate to England from the west coast of South
America had been reduced from 2sh to 1sh6d per 1/2oz.

NORWAY

1376 H
1943,
London
overprints
complete
(261-66vars), each with overprint "London 17.5.43" and serial number, issued in aid of the resistance movement,
F.-V.F., only 4,000 sets issued. Facit 335B-40B; SKr 5,500
($803).
Estimate $300 - 400

1378 HH
Court of Justice Revenues, imperforate
plate proofs, three pairs printed in different colors, and with
security punch holes, two 5c pairs with top selvage, 10c pair
with bottom selvage, each issued in relation to "Ley 6664",
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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PHILIPPINES

PORTUGAL

1382 HH
1947, Surrender of the Moors, complete with
security punch holes (683-688), o.g., never hinged, fresh
colors, 50c trivial creases, otherwise Very Fine, ex-Archives.
Estimate $100 - 150

1379 P
1951, 18¢ U.N. Day, large die proof (571P1),
die-sunk on full 9" x 6" card, signed by engraver, Very Fine
and rare, from the American Bank Note Co. archives.
Estimate $200 - 300

1380 HHa
1952, 6c Fisheries & Panapex complete, varieties (579, 580-81 & C73 vars.), Fisheries: two blocks of 4
imperf horizontally; Panapex: set of imperf blocks of 4,
o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200

1383 EP
1952, 10c-1.5e Coaches (739-746 vars.), selection of 16 various Coach designs, mostly as issued,
three with different value tablet, in issued or trial colors,
mostly 70 x 57mm, each with manuscript or stamped number upper right corner, some with additional penciled production notes, o.g., never hinged, two values with small
faults, otherwise Very Fine, an interesting group.
Estimate $400 - 600

PORTUGUESE COLONIES

POLAND

1384

Ex 1385

1384 P
Angra, 1892-93, King Carlos, cut-down die
proof, of master design with value tablet blank, printed in
grey on thick card, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1381 HH
1945, 1.50z on 25g dull red (346a), o.g., never
hinged, light natural gum bend, Very Fine, Scott $650 for
hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1385 H/(H)
Macao, 1911, “REPUBLICA” (Local Overprint on King Carlos), ½a-78a complete (147-157D), set
of 16, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F. SG 188/203, Scott $258.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1386 P
Portuguese India, 1882, Portuguese Crown
issue, three printer's trials with value tablets blank, comprising 1-1/2r black, perforated 13-1/2, 4-1/2r olive green &
6r green, perforated 12-1/2, F.-V.F.; 1996 Holcombe
Certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

RUSSIA

1389 )
1926-28, two covers to U.S. with propaganda
stamp collars, 1926 from the state commercial import &
export syndicate with #314 on large perforated propaganda
label, and 1928 from the society of cultural relaton with foreign countries, #314 on perforated propaganda labels,
scarce and attractive, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1387 )
1902, registered cover, Port Arthur to Berlin,
franked with three 7k #50 tied by Port Arthur cdss (30 May)
with Port Arthur exchange office registry label,
backstamped Berlin distribution handstamp (6 Jul), Very
Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1390 H
1884, Arms, 7r black & orange (40), fresh and
handsome on vertically laid paper, Very Fine, a very scarce
stamp; signed by H. Bloch. Michel 39y; €950 ($1,235),
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

1388 )
1924 (October 30), First Flight Moscow to Teheran, flown by Dereluft, properly franked, philatelically inspired, quite scarce, Mu.20, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1391 HHa
1948, 30k Five Year Plan, perforation error
(1272 var.), double horizontal perforations between top and
bottom stamps, block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1392 S
1914, Semi-postal, perf. 13½, overprinted
“Specimen” (B5a-B8a), o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1396 H
Airmail, 1935, 1r on 10k Moscow-San Francisco Flight (C68), o.g., Very Fine; signed Russian Philatelic Society. Michel 527, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

RYUKYUS
1393 H
Airmail, 1931-32, Airship, 50k gray blue error
(C23a), perforated 10-1/2:12, Very Fine. Michel 400BXb;
€350 ($455), Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750

1394 H
Airmail, 1933, Civil Aviation complete, watermarked (C40-C44), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and Very
Fine. Michel 462 Y-466 Y, Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

1395 H
Airmail, 1935, Chelyuskin Rescue complete
(C58-C67), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, Very Fine. Michel
499-508, Scott $1,580.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1397 HHa
1948-49, First Issue, mixed set of First and
Second Printings (1, 2, 3a, 4, 5, 6a and 7), sheets of 100,
o.g., never hinged, clean and fresh, generally Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $600 - 800

1398 HH
1952, 100y on 2y rose violet (17), o.g., never
hinged, fresh and Very Fine og, NH, a nice copy of this
scarce surcharge, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1399 HHa
1958, 3¢ deep carmine, off-white paper, perf
10.3x10.3 (47U2), bottom margin block of 14, o.g., never
hinged, extremely fresh, a choice large multiple, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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SAN MARINO

1400 HH
1929-35, Statue of Liberty, Government Palace & State Prison complete (115-123), o.g., never
hinged, with rich colors and extremely fresh, mostly Very
Fine. Sassone S.28; €1,500 ($1,950), Scott $1,279.
Estimate $500 - 750

1404 HH
1935, Delfico complete (169-180), o.g., never
hinged, post-office fresh and colorful, Very Fine. Sassone
S.36; €750 ($975), Scott $651.
Estimate $200 - 300

1405 HH
Airmail, 1933 Graf Zeppelin complete
(C11-16), o.g., never hinged, post-office fresh and very
handsome, Very Fine. Sassone S.501; €600 ($780), Scott
$600.
Estimate $200 - 300

1401 HH
1932, Post Office complete (134-138), o.g.,
never hinged, sharp impressions and fresh colors, Very
Fine. Sassone S.29; €1,750 ($2,275), Scott $1,502.
Estimate $400 - 600

1406 HH
Airmail, 1933 Graf Zeppelin complete
(C11-C16), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; key values
signed "Kessler". Sassone S.501, Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

1402 H
1932, Garibaldi complete (143-150), with detailed impressions on white fresh paper, mostly Very Fine.
Sassone S.31; €650 ($845), Scott $587.
Estimate $200 - 300

1403 HH
1933, Convention of Philatelists complete
(151-154), o.g., never hinged, attractive and well-centered,
Very Fine. Sassone S.32; €1,500 ($1,950), Scott $1,280.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1407 HHa
Airmail, 1951, 200L U.P.U. (C52a, b), perf (2) &
imperf, miniature sheets of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Sassone F.9, 11; €630 ($819), Scott $660.
Estimate $300 - 400
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SPAIN

1408 (H)
1853, Madrid City Post, 1cu golden bronze
(Edifil 22a), without gum, margins all around, Very Fine;
signed, with 1983 Bergua certificate. Scott 17a; $4,500,
Edifil €3,600 ($4,680).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1411 SHH
Orphans Welfare, 1938, 5c-2p History of the
Post complete (Edifil 21-26 vars.), a very scarce topical
set including Madonna, a plane, a train and a Zeppelin;
Waterlow & Sons Specimen overprints with control punch,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

SPANISH COLONIES
Cape Juby

1409 H
1927, 3c-10p Coronation Anniversary surcharges complete (Edifil 349-362), o.g., very lightly
hinged, fresh, F.-V.F. Scott B32-B46; $358. Michel
336-350; €350 ($455), Edifil €245 ($318).
Estimate $100 - 150

1412 H
1916, First Issue (Edifil 1-4, 3A-4A), F.-V.F.;
15c on 50c red surcharge & 40c on 1p green surcharge
signed by Champion. Scott 1-2,3-4,5-6, Edifil €625 ($812).
Estimate $400 - 600

1413 H
1934, Views complete (Edifil 51-58, 61-66), by
Scott catalogue, F.-V.F. Scott 40-53; $439, Edifil €556
($723).
Estimate $300 - 400

1410 HH/H
Airmail, 1938 U.S. Constitution souvenir
sheet (Edifil 766), o.g., center stamp never hinged, tiny
tear in bottom margin mentioned only for the sake of accuracy, otherwise Very Fine; signed by H. Bloch and others.
Scott C97c; $3,000, Edifil €1,500 ($1,950).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1414 S
1935-36, Views with "Muestra" overprints
(Edifil 68M-69M, 71M, 73M-77M, 79M-84M), group of fourteen considered as specimens, including 2c, 5c, 15c, 25c
x2 (one in red, other violet), 30c, 40c, 50c, 60c, 1p, 2p, 2.5p
& 5p, F.-V.F. Scott 54//67 vars., Edifil €450 ($585).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Cuba

Fernando Poo

1419 H
1868, Isabella II, 20c (Edifil 1), Fine. Scott catalogue values this stamp in the grade of fine, examples with
very fine centering are uncommon and sell for more. Scott
1; $500, Edifil €750 ($975).
Estimate $300 - 400

1415 )
1827, stampless folded letter sent from Santiago de Cuba to London, via Jamaica, with framed
"PACKET LETTER" handstamp & "S/ 2 SE 2/ 1827" circular datestamp on reverse, manuscript rate marking on front
reading "6/6", Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Elobey, Annobon & Corisco

1420 H
1884-94, Alfonso XIII, 50c on 1c to 50c on 5c
surcharges (Edifil 9-11, 9A-11A, 11B), group of seven
stamps, comprising issued set, extra set with blue
handstamps & 5c with violet handstamp, F.-V.F. Scott 9-12,
9-12 vars., Edifil €810 ($1,053).
Estimate $500 - 750

1416 S
1903, Alfonso XIII, 2p, 3p & 4p, "Muestras"
(Edifil 14N-16N), each with "000,000" on reverse, and considered as specimens, F.-V.F. Scott 14-16 vars., Edifil €432
($562).
Estimate $300 - 400
1421 H
1895, Alfonso XII, 50c on 1c surcharge varieties (Edifil 9Ahi, 9Bhi, 9hh, 9Ahh), group of four, comprising one with inverted blue handstamp, other with
inverted violet handstamp, other double black handstamp &
last one with double blue handstamp, F.-V.F.; stamps with
double surcharges signed by Galvez. Scott 9 vars., Edifil
€670 ($871).
Estimate $400 - 600
1417 S
1905, Alfonso XIII, "Muestras" (Edifil
22N-26N, 28N-29N, 32N-34N), group of ten, including 4c,
5c, 10c, 15c, 25c, 75c, 1p, 4p, 5p & 10p, each with
"A.000,000" on reverse, and considered as specimens,
F.-V.F. Scott 22//34 vars., Edifil €1,458 ($1,895). Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500

1418 S
1907, Alfonso XIII complete, "Muestras"
(Edifil 35N-50N), each with "A.000,000" on reverse, and
considered as specimens, F.-V.F. Scott 39-54 vars., Edifil
€233 ($303).
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1422 H
1884-94, Alfonso XII, 50c on 2c surcharge varieties (Edifil 10hi, 10Ahi), group of three singles & horizontal pair, comprising one with inverted surcharge in
black, other with inverted siurcharge in blue, horizontal pair
with right stamp depicting inverted surcharge in black, plus
2c stamp with unlisted double inverted surcharges in blue,
F.-V.F. Scott 11 vars.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1423 H
1887, Alfonso XII, 50c on 5c surcharge varieties (Edifil 11Ahi), one with inverted blue surcharge,
other with unlisted double blue surcharge, one inverted,
stamp with inverted surcharge unused no gum, F.-V.F.;
stamp with double surcharge, one inverted signed twice by
Champion. Scott 12 vars., Edifil €195 ($254).
Estimate $200 - 300

1424 H
1894-97, Alfonso XIII, 1/8c to 25c (Edifil
12-16, 18-22), complete set by Scott catalogue, 10c black
violet trivial perforation tip thins mentioned only for the sake
of accuracy, F.-V.F. Scott 13-22; $623, Edifil €620 ($806).
Estimate $200 - 300

1425 H
1898-99, Alfonso XIII, 50c on 2c to 50c on
12-1/2c surcharges (Edifil 24, 26-29), very presentable
complete set by Scott, F.-V.F.; 50c on 2c signed Galvez.
Scott 34-38; $952, Edifil €1,014 ($1,318).
Estimate $500 - 750

1426 H
1896-1900, Alfonso XIII, 50c on 2c surcharge
varieties (Edifil 24 vars.), comprising horizontal pair with
unusual extra surcharge between stamps, one single with
inverted surcharge, other single with double surcharge
(one inverted); pair signed by Galvez. Scott 34 vars.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1427 H
1898-99, Alfonso XIII, 50c on 10c surcharge
varieties (Edifil 26 vars.), one with double blue surcharge,
other with violet surcharge, F.-V.F.; single with violet surcharge signed by Champion. Scott 36 vars.
Estimate $200 - 300

1428 H
1896-1900, Alfonso XIII, 50c on 10c surcharge varieties (Edifil 27-28 vars.), two singles with unlisted inverted black surcharges, one 5c on 10c lake, other
5c on 10c orange brown, F.-V.F. Scott 36-37 vars.
Estimate $300 - 400

1429 H
1896-98, Alfonso XIII with surcharges & varieties (Edifil 31hcca, 32hcc, 32hcca, 35, 37), specialized
group of seven stamps, comprising 5c on 1/8c with carmine
surcharge, 5c on 2c x3 (one with surcharge in black, other
blue & last one in carmine), 5c on 10c x2 (one with surcharge in black, other in blue) & 5c on 12-1/2c with black
surcharge, F.-V.F.; 5c on 1/8c signed Galvez. Scott
24,25a,23-24 vars., Edifil €529 ($688).
Estimate $300 400

1430 H
1896-98, Alfonso XIII, 5c on 2c surcharge varieties (Edifil 32 vars.), two horizontal pairs & single, one
pair with inverted blue surcharges, other pair with left stamp
normal blue surcharge & right stamp depicting double blue
surcharge, single stamp with inverted carmine surcharge,
F.-V.F.; pair with right stamp depicting double surcharge
signed by Champion. Scott 23 vars. Estimate $200 - 300
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1431 H
1896-98, Alfonso XIII, 5c on 10c & 5c on
12-1/2c surcharge varieties (Edifil 34 var., 37 var.), comprising 5c on 12-1/2c horizontal pair with inverted black surcharges, 5c on 12-1/2c single with double surcharge (black
& blue), and 5c on 10c single with inverted blue surcharge,
5c on 10c stamp unused, no gum F.-V.F.; singles signed by
Galvez. Scott 24-25 vars.
Estimate $300 - 400

1432 H
1896-1900, Alfonso XIII, 5c surcharge varieties (Edifil 35, 37-38 vars.), four singles, comprising 5c on
10c with inverted blue surcharge, 5c on 10c with blue inverted surcharge, 5c on 12-1/2c x2, one with inverted black
surcharge, other 12-1/2c with carmine surcharge, F.-V.F.;
12-1/2c stamp with carmine surcharge signed by Champion. Scott 24-25 vars.
Estimate $400 - 600

1434 H
1897-98, 10c revenue stamp with 5c surcharge varieties (Edifil 41Ac, 41 var.), one with violet surcharge, other with unlisted double surcharge (blue & black),
Very Fine. Scott 39 vars.
Estimate $200 - 300

1435 H
1897-98, 10c revenue in rose with inverted
handstamp (Edifil 41Bchi), Edifil type e in violet, Very
Fine, Edifil €225 ($292).
Estimate $150 - 200

1436 H
1899, 10c & 15c revenues with 25c surcharges (Edifil 47F-G), handsome duo, F.-V.F. Scott
42-43; $310, Edifil €255 ($332).
Estimate $150 - 200

1433 H
1896-98, Alfonso XIII, 5c surcharge varieties
(Edifil 40-40C, 40G vars.), specialized group of eleven
stamps, comprising 5c on 1/8c horizontal pair with inverted
black surcharges, one double, single with double surcharge
(black & blue), single with black surcharge sideways, other
single with double surcharge, one slightly sideways, 5c on
2c horizontal pair with right stamp showing inverted black
surcharge, plus single with double blue surcharge, 5c on 5c
single with inverted red double surcharge, 5c on 6c & 5c on
12-1/2c singles with inverted red surcharges, F.-V.F.; 5c on
1/8c & 5c on 5c singles signed by Galvez, 5c on 2c pair
signed by Engel & Friedemann. Scott 26-29 vars., 31 var.,
Edifil €578 ($751).
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1437 m
1898-99, 10c revenue in blue with black surcharge varieties (Edifil 48A, 48Ahh, 48Ahi, 48A vars.),
group of six with October 1900 circular datestamps, comprising vertical pair with "5 Cents" surcharges sideways,
single with double surcharge, one inverted, other single
with inverted surcharge, single tied on paper piece and depicting double surcharge, plus an unusual example with
normal surcharge and additional "5 Cents" handstamp
(Edifil or Scott type b) used in the 1896-98 period, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1438 H
1899, Alfonso XIII complete (Edifil 50-69), 3m
crease, F.-V.F. Scott 44-63; $1,122, Edifil €1,370 ($1,781).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1439 H
1900, Alfonso XIII, 50c surcharge varieties in
violet (Edifil 70hi, 70 vars.), group of four with type "a"
handstamps, comprising horizontal pair with inverted surcharge on right stamp, one single with double surcharge,
other single with inverted surcharge, F.-V.F.; pair & single
with double surcharge signed by Galvez.
Estimate $150 - 200

1440 H
1900, Alfonso XIII, 5c on 20c surcharge variety (Edifil 73 var.), horizontal strip of three showing center
stamp without surcharge, trivial thin affecting right stamp,
otherwise F.-V.F. Scott 65 var.
Estimate $150 - 200

1443 S
1903, Alfonso XIII, "Muestras" complete
(Edifil 118N-135N), each with "000,000" numbers on back,
and considered as specimens, F.-V.F. Scott 112-29 vars.,
Edifil €613 ($797).
Estimate $400 - 600

1444 S
1905, Alfonso XIII, "Muestras" (Edifil
136N-141N, 143N-151N), group of fifteen, including all key
values, each with "A.000,000" on reverse, and considered
as specimens, 5c thin, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott
136-41,143-51 vars., Edifil €473 ($615).
Estimate $300 - 400

1445 H
1907, Alfonso XIII complete (Edifil 152-167),
2c & 25c thins, F.-V.F. Scott 152-167; $92, Edifil €83
($108).
Estimate $75 - 100

La Aguera
1441 H
1901, Alfonso XIII complete (Edifil 95-109),
thins affecting some low value stamps, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott 89-103; $352, Edifil €375 ($488).
Estimate $200 - 300

1446 S
1920, Alfonso XIII complete, "Muestras"
(Edifil 1N-13N), each with "A.000,000", and considered as
specimens, F.-V.F. Scott 1-13, Edifil €395 ($514).
Estimate $200 - 300
1442 H
1903, Alfonso XIII complete (Edifil 118-135),
presentable, 1/4c, 5c, 15c, 25c & 3p thins, 10p crease,
F.-V.F. Scott 112-129; $350, Edifil €370 ($481).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1447 H
1905, Alfonso XIII, 1c to 75c (Edifil 1-11), very
attractive, F.-V.F. Scott 1-11; $219, Edifil €295 ($384).
Estimate $150 - 200

1448 S
1905, Alfonso XIII, "Muestras" (Edifil
6N//16N), group of nine, including 10c, 25c, 50c, 75c, 2p,
3p, 4p, 5p & 10p, each with "A.000,000" numbers on reverse, and considered as specimens, 25c, 4p & 10p trivial
thins, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott 6//16, Edifil €683 ($888).
Estimate $400 - 600

1449 H
1905, Alfonso XIII, "Muestras" (Edifil
12N-16N), key values of the set, including 2p, 3p, 4p, 5p &
10p, each with "A.000,000" on reverse, and considered as
specimens, Very Fine. Scott 12-16, Edifil €1,130 ($1,469).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1450 H
1907, Alfonso XIII, 15c on 25c surcharge &
variety (Edifil 17, 17hh), attractive duo, one with normal
surcharge, other with double surcharge, Very Fine. Scott
17, 17var.; $700, Edifil €995 ($1,294).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1451 H
1907-08, Alfonso XIII, 2c & 10c surcharges
(Edifil 34-37), group of four, comprising 10c on 50c, 10c on
75c, 2c on 2p & 10c on 50c, F.-V.F. Scott 34-35,36,38;
$250, Edifil €298 ($387).
Estimate $200 - 300

1452 H
1907-08, Alfonso XIII, 2c & 10c surcharge varieties (Edifil 34hi-36hi, 35hx, 36hx), group of five, comprising 10c on 50c x2, one with inverted surcharge, other
with sideways surcharge, 10c on 75c x2, one with inverted
surcharge, other with sideways surcharge, and 2c on 2p
with inverted surcharge, F.-V.F.; two stamps with surcharge sideways signed by Galvez. Scott 34-36 vars., Edifil
€630 ($819).
Estimate $400 - 600

1453 H
1907-08, Alfonso XIII, 2c, 10c & 15c surcharges (Edifil 34-40), group of nine issued stamps, including 10c on 75c with straight edge at bottom, F.-V.F.
Scott 34//43; $427, Edifil €614 ($798).
Estimate $300 - 400

1454 H
1908, Alfonso XIII, 15c surcharge varieties
(Edifil 38hi//40hphc), group of eight, comprising 15c on
25c x2, one with inverted surcharge, other with double surcharge (violet & carmine), 15c on 75c double surcharge,
15c on 1p x5, three with double surcharges (violet, violet &
carmine, green & violet), plus horizontal pair with green surcharge on left stamp & omitted on right stamp. Edifil
38hi,38hhca,39hh,40hh,40hhcb,40hhcd,40hphc, F.-V.F.;
15c on 1p singles & pair signed by Galvez. Scott 39-41
vars., Edifil €590 ($767).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1455 H
1908, Alfonso XIII, 15c surcharges (Edifil
38-40, 40hphca), group of five, comprising 15c on 1p horizontal pair with surcharge ommitted on right stamp, plus
15c on 25c, 15c on 75c & 15c on 1p issued stamps, F.-V.F.
Scott 39-41, 42 var.
Estimate $150 - 200

1458 H
1910-13, Alfonso XIII, 2c, 5c, 10c & 15c surcharges (Edifil 55-58, 59-64), group of ten, including all
1910 & 1911 provisionals listed by Scott, F.-V.F. Scott
60//70; $591, Edifil €699 ($909).
Estimate $500 - 750

1459 H
1910, Alfonso XIII, 3p & 10p with 10c & 15c
surcharge varieties (Edifil 56hhccb, 56 var., 57hh, 57
var.), comprising 10c on 10p x2, one with double surcharge
(green & violet), other with double surcharge (green & carmine), 15c on 3p with double surcharge & 10c on 3p unlisted surcharge, F.-V.F.; signed by Galvez or Champion.
Scott 62 vars & 65 vars.
Estimate $500 - 750

1456 H
1908, Revenue stamps with 5c surcharges
(Edifil 40A-B, 40C), group of three, comprising 5c on 50c
with carmine surcharge, 5c on 50c with carmine surcharge,
and control number on back, plus 5c on 50c with violet surcharge, Very Fine; single with control number on reverse
signed by Diena. Scott 44-45, 44 var., Edifil €540 ($702).
Estimate $300 - 400
1460 H
1910, Alfonso XIII, 10c on 10p surcharge and
15c handstamp (Edifil 56hz), Fine; signed by Galvez.
Scott 62 var., Edifil €350 ($455).
Estimate $200 - 300

1457 H
1910, Alfonso XIII, 10c on 5p & 10c on 10p
surcharge varieties (Edifil 55hi//56hz), three singles &
two pairs, comprising 10c on 5p x2, one with inverted surcharge, other with double surcharge, 10c on 10p x5, single
with double surcharge, horizontal pair with extra vertical
surcharge on right stamp, plus another horizontal pair with
left stamp depicting 15c on 10p surcharge. Edifil
55hi,55hh,56hh,56hhx,56hz, F.-V.F.; three singles signed
Galvez & se-tenant pair signed by Champion. Scott 60 vars.
& 62 vars., Edifil €1,350 ($1,755).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1461 H
1910, Alfonso XIII, 15c on 3p (Edifil 57 var.),
horizontal pair, right stamp with inverted surcharge, F.-V.F.;
signed Galvez. Scott 65 var.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1462 H
1910, Alfonso XIII, 15c on 4p with surcharge
varieties (Edifil 58hi, 58hh, 58hhi, 58 var.), group of four,
comprising inverted surcharge, double surcharge, double
surcharge (carmine & black), plus a single with unlisted
double surcharge, one inverted, F.-V.F.; each signed by
Galvez. Scott 66 vars., Edifil €630 ($819).
Estimate $400 - 600

1463 H
1910-13, Alfonso XIII, 3p with 10c & 15c surcharge varieties (Edifil 62hcc, 62hcca, 62hi), group of
five, comprising 1910 10c on 3p unlisted double surcharge
(black & violet), 1911-13 10c on 3p x3, violet surcharge, inverted surcharge & carmine surcharge, plus 3p stamp with
unlisted 15c on 3p carmine surcharge, F.-V.F.; three
stamps signed by Galvez. Scott 65 var., 69A vars.
Estimate $500 - 750

1464 H
1911-13, Alfonso XIII, 10c on 3p surcharge
(Edifil 62), very fresh, Fine. Scott 69A; $225, Edifil €260
($338).
Estimate $150 - 200

1465 H
1911-13, Alfonso XIII, 3p with 15c surcharge
varieties (Edifil 63 vars.), an unusual trio, comprising
green surcharge, violet surcharge & carmine surcharge,
F.-V.F.; stamps with green & carmine surcharges signed by
Galvez. Scott 69B vars.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1466 H
1902, Alfonso XIII, 5c to 5p complete (Edifil
1-8), F.-V.F. Scott 1-8; $897, Edifil €1,175 ($1,528).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1467 S
1903, Alfonso XIII, 25c imperforate pair,
"Muestras" (Edifil 18s), with "000,000" on reverse, and
considered as specimens, Very Fine. Scott 18 var., Edifil
€300 ($390).
Estimate $200 - 300

1468 m
1903, 50c revenues with 10c black, blue &
green surcharges (Edifil 26D-E, 26 var.), three singles
with light cancels, including one with black surcharge, other
with blue surcharge, plus an unusual stamp showing a
green inverted surcharge, all with control numbers on back,
Very Fine; black & blue surcharges signed by Galvez, and
black surcharge also signed by H. Bloch. Scott 8B,8Bvars.
Estimate $150 - 200

1469 m
1909, 50c revenues with 10c black & carmine
surcharges (Edifil 58AA, 58AB), two singles with light
cancels, one with black surcharge, other with carmine surcharge, and control number on back, F.-V.F. Scott 98, 98a;
$137, Edifil €255 ($332).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1470 H
1909, Alfonso XIII, 1c, 75c & 4p with "Guinea
Continental" carmine handstamps (Edifil 58Ab, 58Kb,
58Pb), unlisted by Scott but priced & listed by Edifil as prepared in Madrid but never issued in Guinea, F.-V.F.; 75c &
4p signed by Galvez., Edifil €453 ($589).
Estimate $300 - 400

1471 H
1909, Alfonso XIII, "Guinea Continental"
handstamps (Edifil 58A-J, 58L, 58Q), group of eleven, including 1c to 50c, 1p & 5p. Unlisted by Scott, but listed and
priced by Edifil as prepared in Madrid but never issued in
Guinea, F.-V.F.; 5c, 10c, 15c, 25c, 50c, 1p & 5p signed by
Galvez., Edifil €594 ($772).
Estimate $400 - 600

1474 H
1917, Alfonso XIII, double overprints (Edifil
120hh-122hh), including 50c, 1p & 4p, F.-V.F. Scott
150-152 vars., Edifil €265 ($344).
Estimate $150 - 200

1475 H
1918, Alfonso XIII, 5c on 40c to 25c on 10p
surcharges complete (Edifil 124-127), including 15c on
4p with shifted surcharge, F.-V.F.; each signed by A. Roig.
Scott 154-157; $202, Edifil €245 ($318).
Estimate $150 - 200

1476 H
1918, Alfonso XIII, 15c on 20c with normal
surcharges & overprint varieties (Edifil 126 vars.), horizontal strip of three with right pair showing double "1917",
F.-V.F. Scott 156, 156 var.
Estimate $150 - 200
1472 H
1917, Alfonso XIII complete (Edifil 111-123),
F.-V.F. Scott 141-153; $270, Edifil €260 ($338).
Estimate $150 - 200

1473 H
1917, Alfonso XIII, "1917" inverted overprints (Edifil 114hi//123hi), group of seven, including 10c,
15c, 30c, 50c, 1p, 4p & 10p, F.-V.F. Scott 144//153 vars.,
Edifil €540 ($702).
Estimate $350 - 500
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1477 H
1918, Alfonso XIII, 15c on 20c with surcharge
varieties (Edifil 126, 126hea, 126heb), two blocks of four,
one with "Génts" instead of "Cénts" in upper left stamp,
other with "Cénst" instead of "Cénts" in lower right stamp,
F.-V.F. Scott 156 vars., Edifil €800 ($1,040).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1478 H
1909-14, Alfonso XIII, overprint varieties
(Edifil 1s, 2hi, 30hi, 30hcc), group of five, including
1909-14 2c imperforate pair & 5c perforated single with inverted overprint, 1914 2c x2, one with blue overprint, other
with carmine inverted overprint. See Edifil catalogue Spanish Morocco & Tangier sections, F.-V.F. Scott 14-15 vars.,
27 vars., Edifil €272 ($354).
Estimate $150 - 200

1479 H
1909-14, Alfonso XIII, "Correo Españo" instead of "Correo Español" overprints (Edifil 1he//9he),
group of five horizontal pairs, comprising 2c, 10c, 20c, 50c
& 1p, each depicting overprint variety on right stamp,
F.-V.F.; each signed Champion. Scott 14//23 vars., Edifil
€549 ($714).
Estimate $300 - 400

1482 H
1908, Alfonso XIII, 30c & 40c with Tetuan
handstamps reading diagonally up (Edifil 21-22), two
key values of the set, F.-V.F. Scott 14-15; $400, Edifil €660
($858).
Estimate $400 - 600

1483 ma
1908, Crown, ¼c with Tetuan inverted violet
handstamps (Edifil 23hi), and Spanish Morocco overprints, block of 4, cancelled by Tetuan March 16, 1909 circular datestamp, Very Fine. Scott 1 var., Edifil €320 ($416).
Estimate $200 - 300

1480 H
1908, Alfonso XIII, Tetuan handstamps reading diagonally down (Edifil 14hx-20hx), group of seven,
comprising 1/4c, 2c, 5c, 10c, 15c, 20c & 25c. The 2008
Edifil catalogue includes a picture of the 20c stamp with the
Tetuan handstamp in violet reading diagonally down but it
does not list it, probably due to an editorial error., F.-V.F.
Scott 7-13 vars., Edifil €891 ($1,158).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1484 H
1908, Alfonso XIII, 5c with Tetuan
handstamps (Edifil 25), and Spanish Morocco overprints,
fresh vertical pair, Fine. Scott 3 var., Edifil €390 ($507).
Estimate $200 - 300

1481 Hm
1908, Alfonso XIII, 2c with Tetuan
handstamp varieties (Edifil 15hx, 15hi), two singles, one
mint with Tetuan handstamp reading diagonally down,
other used with Tetuan handstamp inverted, F.-V.F. Scott 8
vars., Edifil €250 ($325).
Estimate $150 - 200

1485 H
1908, Alfonso XIII, 10c & 25c with Tetuan
handstamps (Edifil 26, 28, 28hcc), and Spanish Morocco
overprints, including 25c x2, one with Tetuan in black, other
in blue, F.-V.F. Scott 4,6; $340, Edifil €617 ($802).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1486 H
1914, Alfonso XIII, 2c to 10p with inverted "s"
in "Marruecos" (Edifil 30he-41he), complete set in horizontal pairs, each depicting overprint variety on right or left
stamp, F.-V.F. Scott 27-38 vars., Edifil €1,144 ($1,487).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1490 H
1914, Alfonso XIII, "Marruecos" overprints in
changed colors (29//35 vars.), four singles, including 10c
with carmine overprint, 15c, 20c & 50c with blue overprints,
F.-V.F. Edifil 32hcc-34hcc, 38hcc; €392 ($510).
Estimate $200 - 300

1487 H
1914, Alfonso XIII, "Marruecos" overprints in
changed colors (Edifil 30hcc//37hcc), group of seven
singles, including 2c, 15c, 20c, 30c & 50c with blue overprints, 10c & 40c with carmine overprints, plus 25c imperforate pair with normal carmine overprints, F.-V.F.; 30c & 40c
signed by Galvez. Scott 27//34 vars., Edifil €592 ($770).
Estimate $400 - 600

1491 H
1915, Alfonso XIII, 2c with inverted "r" in
"Protectorado" (Edifil 40he), horizontal pair with right
stamp showing overprint variety, F.-V.F. Scott 40 var., Edifil
€275 ($358).
Estimate $200 - 300

1488 H
1914, Alfonso XIII, "Marruecos" inverted
overprints (Edifil 31hi-32hi, 37hi, 39hi), including 5c,
10c, 40c & 1p, F.-V.F. Scott 28-29,34,36 vars., Edifil €221
($287).
Estimate $150 - 200

1489 H
1914, Alfonso XIII, 5c & 1p with "Marruecos"
overprint varieties (Edifil 31hhe, 39hh), two singles, 5c
with double overprint & inverted "s" in "Marruecos" & 1p with
double overprint, F.-V.F. Scott 28 var., 36 var., Edifil €202
($263).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1492 H
1915, Alfonso XIII, 2c to 10p with wide & narrow overprints in se-tenant pairs (Edifil 44hz-55hz),
group of twelve which command a substantial premium in
the Edifil catalogue; each signed by Champion. Scott 40-51
vars., Edifil €1,654 ($2,150).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1493 (H)
1915, Alfonso XIII, imperforate pairs (Edifil
45s-51s, 54s-55s), with normal overprints, and including
5c to 50c, 4p & 10p, without gum, Very Fine and rarely offered. Scott 41-48, 50-51vars., Edifil €1,012 ($1,316).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1494 H
1915, Alfonso XIII, 10c to 10p with inverted
"r" in "Protectorado" (Edifil 46-55, 46he-55he), group of
ten horizontal pairs, each with left or right stamp showing
the overprint variety, F.-V.F.; mostly signed by Champion.
Scott 42//51 vars., Edifil €1,149 ($1,494).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1495 H
1915, Alfonso XIII, 15c, 40c & 50c imperforate
pairs (Edifil 47s, 51s-52s), with normal overprints, Very
Fine. Scott 43, 47-48 vars., Edifil €370 ($481).
Estimate $200 - 300

1498 H
1915, Alfonso XIII, 10p with double overprint
(Edifil 55hh), and also showing small portion of the double
overprint corresponding to the stamp originally positioned
at the left, Fine. Scott 51 var., Edifil €410 ($533).
Estimate $300 - 400

1499 H
1915-27, Alfonso XIII (Edifil 58-60, 62-63,
76-80), group of ten, including 2c, 5c, 10c, 25c, 30c, 40c,
50c, 1p, 4p & 10p, F.-V.F. Scott 53//64; $301, Edifil €427
($555).
Estimate $200 - 300

1496 H
1915, Alfonso XIII, 1p vertical pair imperforate between (Edifil 53 var.), and showing normal overprints, Very Fine and unlisted by Edifil catalogue. Scott 49
var.
Estimate $200 - 300

1497 H
1915, Alfonso XIII, 4p with overprint varieties
(Edifil 54hi & 54hh), two singles, one with inverted overprint, other with double overprint, F.-V.F. Scott 50 vars.,
Edifil €510 ($663).
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1500 H
1920, Alfonso XIII, 15c on 30c surcharge varieties (Edifil 65hdv, 65var.), block of four perforated
through the middle and upper left corner selvage, top pair
with 15c surcharges only on the top part of the stamps, bottom pair with double 15c surcharges on the top part of the
stamps. All the surcharges are shifted to the left, and as a
consequence the "15" corresponding to the adjacent
stamps are also visible, F.-V.F. Scott 67 var.
Estimate $300 - 400
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General Foreign
1501 H
1920, 10c on 20c special delivery with surcharge variety (Edifil 66heb), vertical pair, bottom stamp
with "10 céntlmos" on right half instead of "10 céntimos".
Scott 68 var., Edifil €251 ($326) (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1502 H
1920, 10c on 20c special delivery with surcharge varieties (Edifil 66hdh, 66heb), two singles, one
with double surcharge on right half, other with "céntlmos" instead of "céntimos" on right half, F.-V.F.; each signed by
Champion. Scott 68 vars., Edifil €460 ($598).
Estimate $300 - 400

1506 H
1920, 10c on 20c special delivery with surcharge & overprint varieties (Edifil 66hea, 66ef), vertical
pair, top stamp with inverted "m" in "céntimos" on right portion & extra "I" after "Marruecos", bottom stamp with normal
surcharge, F.-V.F. See 2008 Edifil catalogue page 34-35.
Scott 68 var., Edifil €220 ($286).
Estimate $150 - 200

1503 H
1920, 10c on 20c special delivery with surcharge variety (Edifil 66hee), with both "c" of the second
surcharge in lower-case, Fine; signed by Champion. Scott
68a var., Edifil €300 ($390).
Estimate $200 - 300

1507 H
1933-35, Views & landscapes complete
(Edifil 133-147), F.-V.F. Scott 144-57; $234, Edifil €240
($312).
Estimate $150 - 200

1504 H
1920, 10c on 20c special delivery with surcharge varieties (Edifil 66hdha, 66hea), two singles, one
with double "10 céntimos" on left half, other with "m" inverted in "céntimos" on right half, F.-V.F. Scott 68 var., Edifil
€325 ($422).
Estimate $200 - 300

1505 H
1920, 10c on 20c special delivery with surcharge & overprint varieties (Edifil 66hed, 66ef), horizontal pair with right selvage, left stamp with "10 céñtimos"
instead of "10 céntimos" on right half & extra "I" after
"Marruecos", right stamp with normal surcharge, F.-V.F.
Scott 68 var., Edifil €376 ($489).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1508 H
1940, Views & architecture complete (Edifil
217-232), F.-V.F. Scott 214-29; $226, Edifil €263 ($342).
Estimate $150 - 200

1509 H
1900, Mogador-Agadir complete (Edifil
73-79), including 5c, 10c, 20c, 25c, 40c, 50c & 1p, 5c
crease, F.-V.F., seldom offered., Edifil €319 ($415).
Estimate $150 - 200
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General Foreign

Spanish Sahara

SWITZERLAND

1510 H
1924, Tuareg & Camel complete (Edifil 1-12),
F.-V.F. Scott 1-12; $283, Edifil €305 ($396).
Estimate $200 - 300

1514 P
1882-1907, Standing Helvetia, "Paris" trial
color imperforate proofs, group of four, including 25c
three with large numerals in orange, blue or brown, plus 25c
one with small numerals in deep blue, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1511 H
1931, Tuareg & Camel with inverted & double
overprints (Edifil 36Bhh//43Bhi), unusual group of nine
stamps, comprising 5c, 15c, 20c, 30c & 40c with double
overprints, 15c & 50c with inverted overprints, also 25c with
double overprint, one inverted, plus 40c with double overprint, one reading upward, other inverted. Edifil
36Bhh,38Bhh,38Bhi,39bhh, 40Bhhi,41Bhh,42Bhh, 43Bhi,
F.-V.F. Scott 24,26-31 vars., Edifil €280 ($364).
Estimate $200 - 300

1515 HHa
1915, Pro Juventute complete (B2-B3),
blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Zumstein 2-3,
Scott $1,540.
Estimate $300 - 400

SWEDEN

1512 m
1855, First Issue, 3sk blue green (1), neat centrally struck Stockholm cds, good color, entrely sound and
free of faults, tiny margin tear, otherwise Fine; 2011 Helena-Obermùller Wilén photo certificate. Facit 1; SKr 38,000
($5,548), Scott $3,800.
Estimate $500 - 750

1513 H
1921, Standing Lion, 10ö green, tête-bêche
(118a), horizontal pair, light cds's, tear in 10, Fine, quite
scarce; 2011 Helena-Obermùller Wilén photo certificate.
Facit 144Av2; SKr 24,000 ($3,504), Scott $2,700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1516 HHa
1916, Pro Juventute complete (B4-B6), corner margin blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Zumstein 4-6, Scott $525.
Estimate $100 - 150
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General Foreign

1517 )
1942, Pro Patria and 1951, Lunaba souvenir
sheets (B119, B206), each on cover, 1st canceled
Heilingenschwendi, 17 Aug 1942, with 10c red cross local
and German censor tape and handstamps on reverse; 2nd
tied by Exhibition cancel, 6 Oct 1951, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1522 HH
Airmail, 1955, Rotary International souvenir
sheets (C187-C190 var.), two sheets of 2, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

SYRIA
For French Administration of Syria, please see lot 1247.

1518 H
1953-55, small group of imperfs, comprising
374-77 & C173-74; 292-93 & C200-201 six diff issued or
trial colors; C187-90 two sets (issued colors & trial colors),
o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1519 HH
1956-58, Three different souvenir sheets,
410/C242-43; C223-25; UAR 1/C1, first two without gum as
issued, last o.g., all never hinged, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1523 HH
Syria - United Arab Republic, Airmail, 1958,
Glider Festival souvenir sheet (C15-C16 var.), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

TANNU TUVA

1520 HHa
1955, U.N. Anniversary imperforate (392-393,
C200-201 var.), complete miniature sheets of 10, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine and scarce. Estimate $150 - 200
1521 P
Airmail, 1955, Rotary International, large die
proofs on stamp paper (C187P-C190P), each in a separate trial color, then each set of two in a collective die proof
in additional trial colors, hand-cut margins about
110x135mm, gummed and never hinged, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1524 HH
1932, 3k on 70k inverted surcharge (31a),
o.g., never hinged, fresh and Very Fine, Scott $300 for
hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200
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THAILAND

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

1527 HH
1975, Unissued Gulf Swimming Championships set of three (46 footnote), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine and rare, Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

VATICAN
1525 HH
1973, 5b Handicrafts, imperforate (665 var.),
with bottom selvage, vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

TURKEY

1528 HH
1936, 5c-5L Catholic Press Conference complete (47-54), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Sassone 47-54;
€450 ($585), Scott $495.
Estimate $300 - 400
1529 HH
1945-46, 3L Compassion & 4L Council,
imperf between bottom stamps and sheet margin (100,
119 vars.), bottom sheet margin vertical pairs, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1526 )
1917, registered cover from Smyrna to Zurich, Switzerland via Istanbul, franked on reverse with
four stamps totaling 3.30pi (294, 319, 355, 379), Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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General Foreign

VENEZUELA

YUGOSLAVIA

1530 Ha
1951, Arms of States (464-84,499-631), blocks
of 4, mounted on pages, and with bottom pairs mostly never
hinged, including Carabobo, Zulia, Anzoategui, Arms of
Venezuela, Miranda, Aragua, Lara, Bolivar, Sucre, Trujillo,
Amacuro, Falcon, Guarico, Merida, Monagas, Amazonas,
Apure, Barinas, Cojedes, Esparta & Yaracuy, plus the corresponding airmail sets Scott C338-64 & 383-553, F.-V.F.,
Scott $11,304 as never hinged (no photo).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1533 HH
1949-50, three souvenir sheets (C33, C33a &
C43), plus Trieste - Zone B C17-17a, o.g., never hinged,
fresh, Very Fine, Michel €1,120 ($1,456) (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1531 H
c1953, Essay for Post Office Building Caracas, 9" by 12½", black print, small tear right margin, appears to be for the 1953-54 Post Office set, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

End of Second Session

Please Visit Our Web Site!
http://www.kelleherauctions.com
Every lot is shown, many with additional photos
not found in the printed catalog.
The lots are fully searchable by a variety of
criteria: text, country, Scott number and more.
And - you can bid on the sale interactively,
review your bids, check results and much more.
Our sale will also be available on Stamp Auction
Network. Go to:
http://www.stampauctionnetwork.com

1532 H
c1953, Essay for Post Office Building Caracas, 9" by 12½", black print, appears to be for the 1953-54
Post Office set, a more finished essay than previous lot,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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